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ABSTRACT 
 
 The town of St. Joseph, established in 1835, served as an important deep-water port 
for receiving and shipping dry goods up the Apalachicola River north along the vast network of 
navigable inland waterways in southeastern U.S. during the early nineteenth century. 
Unfortunately, this town was hit with a yellow fever epidemic and a series of hurricanes that, 
combined with the infancy of its cotton trade activities, eventually devastated its economy and 
population. The town disappeared by 1842, only much later to be replaced by modern Port St. 
Joe (est. 1909), located north of the original settlement. However, St. Joseph’s influence upon 
Florida’s economy was paramount. It hosted Florida’s first constitutional convention, where the 
first five constitutions were drafted. Despite St. Joseph's historical gravity, little was known 
about its economic impact to Florida; much of its history is shrouded in folklore. Recently a 
large artifact collection from St. Joseph was made available for professional research. The 
collector invited me to document the materials and do the first archaeological investigation of 
this lost town. This research also utilizes the material culture to examine questions of early 
nineteenth-century capitalism and consumer behavior. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH GOALS  
 
1.1 Introduction to the Research 
The town of St. Joseph was established in what is now Gulf County, located in northwest 
Florida (Figure 1.1), during an important transitional era for the state of Florida. Created from 
land purchased between 1818 to 1819 (the Innerarity Claim), St. Joseph set its sights on the 
lucrative cotton industry, aiming to build a deep-water coastal port as part of the “triangle trade” 
routes (Unger 1974; Dodd 1934) along the Apalachicola, Chattahoochee, and Flint River system 
(Unger 1974; Rogers and Lee 1997; Smith 1970). The development of the town was sponsored 
by wealthy merchants from Columbus, Georgia, and affluent cotton prospectors from Florida to 
compete directly with the nearby city of Apalachicola, which at the time was thought to be on the 
brink of economic collapse due to an intense land-rights dispute. Certain of Apalachicola’s 
demise, many of its residents began to relocate just 20 miles west to the newly-formed city of St. 
Joseph. Unfortunately, this town was hit with a yellow fever epidemic and a series of hurricanes 
that, combined with the infancy of its cotton trade activities, eventually devastated its economy 
and population. The town disappeared by 1842, only much later to be replaced by modern Port 
St. Joe (est. 1909), located to the north of the original settlement. However, St. Joseph’s 
influence upon Florida’s early development was paramount. It hosted Florida’s first 
constitutional convention, drafting the first of five constitutions (Unger, 1974; Mueller, 1990). 
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St. Joseph’s interaction with riverine, coastal, and international trade routes was notable. 
One of the major goals of the city’s founders was to establish direct trade routes with Europe, 
then a major exporter of highly desired goods to the United States and a major importer of cotton 
(Unger, 1974; Mueller, 1990; Mueller, 1990). The history of St. Joseph is somewhat reasonably 
known, but now there is an opportunity to study its archaeology and add to or reexamine the 
record. Over 40 years ago, a collector from Port St. Joe accumulated approximately 2000 
artifacts from an underwater site at the former railroad depot that served the old town. In 2011, 
he invited me to inventory and research these materials, and determine what archaeology can 
contribute to the documented history of this lost town. My analysis of this private study 
collection suggests that, for a short time, the town and its merchants exhibited great success. This 
wonderful collection of material culture from this relatively remote location includes elegant 
imported French wine bottles, lavish English ceramics and other archaeological indicators of 
wealth and European interaction, possibly unexpected in this relatively remote location. 
1.2 Research Goals 
The first aim of my research is to document this previously unrecorded collection in order 
to describe the material culture of the site better. Beyond describing the collection and 
documenting the site, my research furnishes a better understanding of St. Joseph’s role within the 
broader framework of early American settlement on the northern Gulf Coast (Matthews 2010) 
and the development of early American capitalism (Leone 1995). The historic documents 
describe a city of wealthy and prosperous American individuals willing to invest in and relocate 
to St. Joseph with the intention of building a luxurious city with a booming economy (Hurst 
1961; Unger 1974; Porter 1975). The documentation of this collection can add to the future 
comparison of material culture of trade relations in both the Gulf Coast and north along the river 
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systems that traversed Georgia and Alabama. The Marxists perspective on capitalist societies 
focuses on the distribution of unequal power. Archaeology can play a pivotal role in examining 
the differences in power through the differences in access to wealth (Leone 2010), and while this 
collection represents the collective efforts of a community in the capitalist system, the material 
from this collection can be compared to that of other plantations/homesteads (i.e. material culture 
of actors within the same capitalist market) along the river system and collections from St. 
Joseph’s rival port in Apalachicola. 
This second aim is to explore the socioeconomic diversity within St. Joseph, though both 
the historic record and the artifact collection. This research focuses on nineteenth-century 
material consumption patterns in order to address questions on the diversity of access to wealth 
are expressed in the material record (Brown 1995; Mullins 2011; Smith 1972). The historic 
documents mention a population comprised primarily of enslaved Africans, who are presumed to 
have been the primary labor force within the city. The artifacts associated with everyday labor 
and second-hand ceramics demonstrate the possible intersections among different levels of social 
status and/or race through a stratified access to wealth (Matthews 2010; Mullins 2011). 
The third aim is to examine St. Joseph’s wider role of trade and interaction with other 
sites along the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River system, and a wider European trade 
network. It was well known that the founders and investors of St. Joseph wanted to establish 
themselves within a lucrative cotton industry that was thriving during the early nineteenth 
century (Hurst 1961; Unger 1974; Porter 1975). This site provided a window into the kinds of 
goods being shipped north along the river system into Georgia and Alabama, but manufacturing 
origins within the collection tell the story of European economic trade successes as evident 
through ceramic maker’s marks.  
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Finally, my research involves a reliance on both historic documents and material remains; 
thus, an important part of the work is to examine whether the archaeological evidence supports 
the models of life in old St. Joseph suggested by the historical records. More important, I aim to 
discover what these two lines of evidence indicate about the life of the people at St. Joseph, and 
what the archaeology can show that might support, contradict or be missing in the historic 
record. This becomes a base line to understand the broader patterns of material culture that can 
be compared to that of other 19th century sites in northwest Florida, Georgia and Alabama. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Map showing the location of Gulf County in Florida 
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CHAPTER 2: ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOGRAPHIC SETTING 
 
2.1 St. Joseph Bay 
St. Joseph Bay (Figure 2.1) is one of the least-disturbed coastal bay systems in Florida 
and unlike any other in the lower Apalachicola River delta region. The bay is a very salty, non-
estuarine lagoon with intermittent or nonexistent fresh water flowing from the mainland, making 
the salinity of the bay the same as or greater than in the surrounding Gulf of Mexico (Johnson 
and Barbour 1990; Schmidt 1997; White 2010). 
This mostly shallow bay is 3 to 5 miles (4.8 to 8 km) wide and mostly landlocked; 
formed by a wide barrier, St. Joseph Peninsula, extending 15 miles (24.1 km) north-south and 
one mile (1.6 km) wide, and connected by a shorter east-west segment from Cape San Blas to the 
mainland. This dynamic barrier peninsula has been moving eastward at an estimated rate of 33 
feet (10 m) per year between 1875-1970, during which time the north point added a mile in 
northward extent (Johnson and Barbour 1990:437-438). The bay is only broken by an opening on 
the north end, making this configuration ideal for increased protection from storms originating in 
the south and southeast. The northern portion of the bay also holds the deepest waters, and makes 
the opposing mainland an ideal port location, with easy access for large draft ships entering the 
bay and a reasonably safe harbor. This was an ideal location for the economic endeavors of St. 
Joseph’s founders (Unger 1974). 
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Figure 2.1: Map showing St. Joseph Bay and the surrounding waterway systems 
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2.2 Depot Creek and Lake Wimico’s Importance to St. Joseph 
During the initial planning of St. Joseph in 1835, the city’s founders needed to bridge the 
land gap (Figure 2.2) between the deep water of St Joseph Bay and the Apalachicola River 
(Martin 1944; Hurst 1961; Unger 1974; Porter1975), along which the economic goods were 
transported. The initial idea was to dig a canal from St. Joseph Bay to Lake Wimico, which 
empties into the river, creating a seamless navigable waterway between Gulf of Mexico and the 
water-based trade routes along the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint river system (Unger 1974), 
thus, allowing steam boats direct access to the bay. However, the time needed to complete 
construction by the beginning of the cotton trading season caused the developers to consider a 
new technological alternative at the time: railroads (Unger 1974; Porter 1975). St Joseph’s 
founders wanted to capitalize on the panic and speculation surrounding the questionable future of 
Apalachicola. More specifically, the literature suggests that St. Joseph wanted to capture the 
cotton merchant business while people were still doubtful of Apalachicola’s progress.  
The railroad line would take steam engines loaded with goods from the ships’ dock at St 
Joseph Bay, and those materials could be off-loaded at a wharf built along a wide bend at what 
was then called Columbus Bayou, but later renamed as Depot Creek (Unger 1974:54-55). Once 
these materials were deposited at Depot Creek’s wharf (Figure 2.3), cotton bales brought by 
steamboat from Georgia and Florida (Dodd 1934) were exchanged for the goods brought in by 
ship; then the cotton was taken by train back to the awaiting ships at St. Joseph Bay to be 
transported to the north Atlantic coast and Europe. After 1838, this rail line was replaced by the 
St. Joseph to Iola line. The decision to build a new railroad was primarily based on the 
realization that the periodic buildup of silt along the narrow waterways between Lake Wimico 
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and the Apalachicola River might cause steamboat to run aground, thus needing to be dredged 
constantly (Hurst 1961; Porter 1975; Unger 1974; Mueller 1990). 
 
Figure 2.2: Map showing the location of St. Joseph’s railroads. These railroads were the 
method employed by the city’s founders to connect the bay with the navigable 
waterways. 
St. Joseph to Iola RR 
St. Joseph to Lake Wimico RR 
Iola 
Lake 
Wimico 
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Lake Wimico was a hub for steamboats traveling to the city of St. Joseph, and is 
connected to the Apalachicola River via the Jackson River (Unger 1974; Muller 1990). After 
entering Lake Wimico from the Apalachicola, steamboat captains would head southwest and 
enter Depot Creek. Once inside the creek, the final part of their journey would take the steamboat 
about 5 navigation miles (8.04 km) to twin wharfs for offloading onto railroad cars. These 
wharfs were about eight miles (12.87 km) to the southeast of the city of St. Joseph (Unger 1984). 
These navigable waterways were the lifeblood of the city’s economy and were the first attempts 
at geographic bridging between the city on St. Joseph Bay and the commerce highway along the 
Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint river system. 
2.3 Lake Wimico 
Lake Wimico is an old channel of the Apalachicola that is still a large tributary flowing 
eastward into the big river, with Depot Creek flowing into the lake from the southeast. During 
the early Holocene, Lake Wimico was part of the principal channel of Apalachicola River and 
Delta, with water flowing through modern-day Lake Wimico, Jackson River, and west of the city 
of Apalachicola (Donoghue and White 1995:659). Today the Lake Wimico is one of the few 
lakes in the state that has an overland outflow, unlike most (70%) of Florida’s lakes where most 
of their inflow and unevaporated outflow is groundwater. 
2.4 Depot Creek 
Depot Creek (Figure 2.4) is a wide shallow stream which apparently begins as a shallow 
swale between dune ridges, running southward, then winds until it hits old east-west trending 
shoreline ridges and turns about 160 degrees to flow northward into Lake Wimico. The Depot 
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Creek area was at one time estuarine before the earliest known human occupation (Donoghue 
and White 1995:657)  
 
Figure 2.3: Map showing Depot Creek Wharf/Dock site, the location of the former historic dock 
and underwater artifact recovery site along Depot Creek. 
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2.5 The Apalachicola River Valley 
The drainage basin surrounding the Apalachicola River is one of the largest in the United 
States. The river basin traverses three states (Alabama, Florida, and Georgia) with a total length 
of 805 km and an average discharge of 702.4 m3/s. The Apalachicola River is completely located 
with the state of Florida and begins at the confluence of the Chattahoochee and Flint Rivers 
(draining southward from Georgia and Alabama). The area surrounding this confluence has been 
impacted by the construction of the Jim Woodruff Dam, and has created the shallow Lake 
Seminole that effectively acts as the headwaters of the Apalachicola River (Nordlie 1990:395). 
2.5.1 The Effects of Alluvial Deposition on the River System 
Unlike the rest of the state, the panhandle of Florida received high rates of sedimentation 
influx during the Holocene. The Apalachicola River has created a sizable fluvial delta where 
sediment has accumulated from a larger drainage basin that included much of Alabama and 
Georgia. This sediment has traveled from sources in the southern Appalachian Mountains, the 
Piedmont, and the Coastal Plain (Davis 1997:166). The effects of this alluvial deposition were a 
major seasonal obstacle for shipping in the town of Apalachicola (Figure 2.4). River sediment 
created shallows and barrier islands that prevented large vessels from entering Apalachicola Bay. 
This issue was one of the major motivating factors for the founding of St. Joseph. However, St. 
Joseph also required constant dredging inside Lake Wimico to make the waterway passable by 
steamboats (Unger 1974:57). In addition to the lake, Depot Creek might also have suffered from 
the seasonal flow of sediment from the river. 
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Figure 2.4: Map adapted from Google Earth showing the Apalachicola River, Apalachicola Bay, 
the City of Apalachicola, Lake Wimico and the barrier islands that encompass Apalachicola Bay 
 
Apalachicola River 
Lake Wimico 
barrier islands 
Apalachicola Bay 
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CHAPTER 3: CULTURAL/HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 Prehistory of the Apalachicola Valley Region 
St. Joseph Bay and the Gulf of Mexico are home to a variety of seasonally-available 
saltwater resources, and there is an abundance of freshwater resources in the streams, if not on 
the bay, in the region. Archaeological evidence shows that people were living around the bay at 
least as early as 2000 years ago in Deptford times and continued through the Woodland and Fort 
Walton periods (Steponaitis 1986; White 2005). Many of these sites are comprised of shell 
middens with large gastropods and other saltwater species. By the time of St. Joseph’s 
incorporation, the native Fort Walton people who inhabited the area were extinct and the historic 
natives who came into the area after them were also gone (White et al. 2012). 
While the focus of this research is on the historic city of St. Joseph, it is important to 
mention the prehistoric occupation in the region, in order to illustrate the rich history and the 
continued human occupation at St. Joseph Bay. Furthermore, this research demonstrates the 
specific continued occupation at the Depot Creek Wharf/Dock site, since a few prehistoric 
ceramic sherds (n=24) – check-stamped, incised, and plain – were recovered there (Figures 3.1–
3.4) and available for documentation in the study collection, along with the historic artifacts of 
main concern for this project.
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Figure 3.1: Example of plain sand-tempered prehistoric ceramic sherd from Depot Creek Wharf 
site (exterior, left, and interior, right) 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Example of check-stamped sand-tempered prehistoric ceramic sherd from Depot 
Creek Wharf site (exterior, left, and interior, right) 
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Figure 3.3: Example of check-stamped sand-tempered prehistoric ceramic sherd from Depot 
Creek Wharf site (exterior, left, and interior, right) 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Example of indeterminate incised, sand-tempered prehistoric ceramic sherd from 
Depot Creek Wharf site (exterior, left, and interior, right). The red box shows a close-up of the 
incised corner or the same sherd. 
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3.2 Land Acquisition and Indian Debt 
Understanding the wider economic and political conditions that eventually lead to the rise 
of the St. Joseph community begins with the history of Panton, Leslie and Company. More 
specifically, knowledge of the complicated political and economic history of this organization’s 
influence on land acquisition and Indian debt policy in Florida and the greater southeastern 
United States is critical toward understanding the conditions that presented economic 
opportunities to develop a rival city along St. Joseph Bay (Watson 1976). 
The land that now comprises the state of Florida changed hands before becoming a 
territory of the United States, and then a state in 1845. The panhandle and peninsula of Florida 
were under the authority of the Spanish government for several decades, with the exception of a 
brief twenty year span (1763-1783), in which the territory was under the control of the British 
Government (Martin 1944:1). During the British occupation, the administrative and 
governmental entities were separated into two districts, East and West Florida. The former was 
centered in the city of St. Augustine and the latter in the city of Pensacola. During this time, 
Indian aggression toward American settlements increased north of the Florida territory, and 
became a major concern for the British authorities. In particular, the Creek Indians located within 
British Florida had a particular disdain for conducting business with trading houses located the in 
U.S. Province of Georgia. The chief complaint from the Creek Indians was the Georgians’ 
demanded for cession of Creek Indian lands as payment of trade goods (Watson 1976:549). To 
try to curb the justifiable aggressive posture of the Creek Indians, the British establishment 
resolved to create a channel for the Creeks to purchase trade goods from within the British 
territory, thus believing they could organize a trading industry more agreeable to the Creeks. 
Therefore, on January 15, 1783, four prominent East Florida merchants – William Panton, 
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Thomas Forbes, John Leslie, and William Alexander – forged a partnership with the blessing of 
the British jurisdiction. This company would operate under the name of Panton, Leslie and 
Company and construct trading posts with reasonable access from Creek Indian habitations 
(Watson 1976:549; Coker 1986; Leitch 1990:51).  
From the onset of European exploration into the New World, a strained relationship 
existed between the Native population and the newly emigrated settlers. In particular, an 
agitation emerged between Europeans and Native Americans in how their divergent social 
systems interacted within their respective economic spheres. Prior to European settlement, 
Native American sociopolitical organization was often a village-based, rather than a tribally-
based, system. These village alignments consisted of essentially extended matrilineal kin-group 
relationships focused around the needs of social exchange, community habitation, and 
subsistence. This is not to say that American tribal groups – larger formations of multiple 
villages with a system of intercultural exchange, presumed identity (like language), and 
sometimes a supra-village forms of leadership – did not exist prior to European contact, but that 
inter-village relationships were more loosely coordinated (Matthews 2010:29). 
During the expansion of European settlement, the European process of land appropriation 
and use began to cause a slow decline in Native American sociopolitical organization. For 
example, English farming techniques destroyed ecological conditions that sustained the 
Narragansett Indians in the New England area (Matthews 2010:36) and in the Southeast. In 
addition, there was a drastic contrast in the appropriation and ownership of land between the 
Native American Indians and the European settlers. The idea of land ownership, in the minds of 
Europeans, was centered on the establishment of an individual’s ‘home” or intensive land use 
(i.e. farming); while in contrast, Native inhabitants viewed land ownership through a much 
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broader and communal lens. This difference forced many to consolidate territory and strengthen 
inter-tribal relationships. This struggle with land claims and the ever increasing demand from the 
commercial fur-trade industry contributed to a shift in many indigenous systems of organization, 
focused more on endogamous and totemic clans rather than through a previous abstract identity 
maintained through tribute and/or tribal loyalty (Matthews 2010:28-32). This does not mean that 
the European capitalist system replaced the indigenous systems – an idea that is ahistorical; 
rather, the increasing centralization and consolidation among indigenous groups signifies 
adaptations made in response to the demand brought by European merchant capitalism, and the 
increasing encroachment from non-native American settlers. These challenges and increasing 
demands caused many indigenous groups to invest less in subsistence and more on readily 
available European goods (Matthews 2010:28-56). 
The exchange for European goods by Native American groups was not always profitable 
for Panton, Leslie and Company. As indigenous groups began to rely more on European goods, 
the fur and various other items they produced did not equal the exchange value of the European 
commodities they needed (Watson 1976; Matthews 2010). This pattern of unbalanced exchange 
led to a general trend of deficit spending by the Indians in order to sustain themselves. With land 
being the only other commodity valuable enough to European merchants, there was ever-
increasing pressure on large groups (e.g. Creek Indians) to cede land in order to balance the 
difference between Indian trade goods and the European-made commodities they desired 
(Cotterill 1944). This fact did not seem bother the Panton, Leslie and Company – at least initially 
– because from the first day they opened their trading posts they began extending credit and 
incurring unpaid debt from the Creek Indian traders they served (Cotterill 1944; Watson 1976). 
Such a practice was apparently the business model upon which the company was founded. The 
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British territorial government wanted to curb the violence between the Creek nation and the 
American traders, who were primarily fighting over the demand for land in order to balance the 
inequality in the exchange value of Indian and European trade goods (Watson 1976:549). Thus, 
it stands to reason that Panton, Leslie and Company and/or the British colonial government 
desired to extend credit instead of demanding land. It is not clear if this was a condition of their 
incorporation by the British authorities, but it remained a policy during the subsequent Spanish 
reoccupation of the Florida territory (Cotterill 1944; Upchurch 1969; Watson 1976; Coker 1995). 
While the practice of extending Indian credit continued into the second Spanish 
occupation (Cotterill 1944; Upchurch 1969; Watson 1976; Coker 1995), Panton grew concerned 
over the mounting debt to his firm by 1794 (Upchurch 1969:118). During this time the United 
States government desired to establish trading posts, in particular, within the vicinity of the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw settlements (Watson1976). On December 3rd, 1794, U. S. President 
George Washington delivered a message to the nation indicating his interest in establishing non-
profit government trading posts among the Indian settlements within the United States. This 
action led Panton to make serious attempts to collect some of the debt owed to his company, 
concluding that his firm would not be able to meet such competition, thus posing a great risk to 
his company (Cotterill 1944:275).  
However, the concern Panton felt toward the Indian trade policy of the United States was 
not limited to his company. The Spanish authorities also grew worried at the increasing trade 
between the Choctaw, Chickasaw, and American government, since this was affecting Spain’s 
larger trade interests in New Orleans and Mobile – then part of West Florida. This concern gave 
Panton, Leslie and Company increased leverage because by 1786 they had expanded into West 
Florida, and the Spanish government in Madrid was pressuring the territorial government to stop 
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the influx of American traders who threatened Spanish merchants. This pressure primarily came 
from the fact that Spanish merchants could not compete with an American Indian trade market 
trying to undercut the market price by opening competing trading post and flooding them with 
cheap goods that cost less or the same as production costs (Upchurch 1976:557-559). During this 
growing dominance in American Indian trade along the Mississippi River, Panton was able to 
increase his presence in West Florida and control much of the Spanish market. This was chiefly 
because of his incredibly low price point that many of the other Spanish merchants could not 
meet, with the Spanish giving Panton more exclusive control in supplying the Spanish colonial 
markets(Upchurch 1976). It was through the drive to compete with the American market, first by 
the British and then the Spanish, that much of the debt incurred by Panton, Leslie and Company 
– called John Forbes and Company after 1801 – was probably accumulated. 
After the death of Panton in 1801, the largest of the ceded Indian lands in Florida was 
finalized (Upchurch 1969; Coker 1995). In 1801 John Forbes, brother to Thomas Forbes, one of 
the original founders of the company, was given control of the company and renamed it John 
Forbes and Company in 1804 (Upchurch 1969:118; Coker 1995:354).  
The two largest lands ceded for payment to John Forbes and Company in Florida were 
the Forbes Purchase and the Innerarity Claim. These were seen as partial payment for debt 
incurred to Panton, Leslie and Company/Forbes and Company. However, attempts were also 
made to gain lands that the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians owned along the Mississippi River. 
This purchase attempt was blocked by the United States Government. It was not until 1802, 
when Spain retroceded Louisiana to France, that President Thomas Jefferson considered it 
essential to strengthen the hold on the east bank of the Mississippi River, since he viewed the 
French presence to be a hostile power beyond the Mississippi. He wanted the cessions of lands 
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east of the Mississippi – most owned by the Indians – to be secured as rapidly as possible. It was 
at this time that the United States realized how much debt was owed to Panton, Leslie and 
Company. The U.S. reasoned that it would take too long to establish enough trading posts and 
generate the amount of debt it needed to leverage against the Choctaws and Chickasaws, who 
between them controlled the land along the Mississippi River from the mouth of the Yazoo to the 
mouth of the Ohio River. Therefore, they negotiated with John Forbes to pressure the Choctaws 
and Chickasaws for immediate payment, and at the same time the U.S. would offer to purchase 
the land from Choctaws and Chickasaws to generate the capital necessary to pay the debt to 
Panton, Leslie and Company/Forbes and Company in full. This attempt was only partially 
successful and took much longer than anticipated due to the reduced urgency after the United 
States acquired the Louisiana Purchase (1803-1804) (Coker 1995:280-283). 
3.3 Land Disputes in Florida’s Early History 
After Florida was ceded to the United States, a rush of settlement was predicted to occur 
in the panhandle and middle Florida, with most early settlers selecting land expected to be within 
a two-mile radius of a military post (Dodd 1936: 53). With a regular price of $1.25 an acre and 
the fact that purchases could be made before a survey was conducted, the conventional logic at 
the time was that settlers from all over the southern and northeastern United States, especially 
Georgia and South Carolina, would flock to the rich landscape of Florida and fulfill their belief 
in manifest destiny. However, the poor infrastructure and the numerous private claims under 
legal consideration from grants made during British and Spanish occupation lead to a lethargic 
increase in population. It was not until 1860 that immigration to Florida showed significant 
strides, with the population doubling between 1850 and 1860 (Dodd 1936:54). The legal case 
that presented the opportunity for St. Joseph’s founders to gain support and precedence to 
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establish their city was from the ceded land grants originally known as the Forbes Purchase and 
the Innerarity Claim (Unger 1974). 
3.3.1 The Forbes Purchase 
John Forbes agreed to adopt a land grant in the Florida territory from the Creek and 
Seminole Indians as a partial payment for debt incurred from trade. At the time he was 
attempting to negotiate for ceded land from the Choctaws, but he met resistance from the United 
States government, and the deal was considered unacceptable to Washington (Upchurch 
1969:119). Through the treaty of San Lorenzo, Spain and the United States agreed that the U.S. 
would control all the southern Indian territories, except for those in Florida (Cotterill 1944:276). 
Thus, after the deal reached between John Forbes and the Choctaws was rejected by the U.S., 
Forbes sought to negotiate for ceded land from his Indian debt with the Florida Indians through 
the Spanish government. Perhaps Forbes thought that his leverage in the Spanish trade market 
had accorded him an influential position with the Spanish authorities in Florida. Whatever his 
reason, after his business partner John Innerarity petitioned the Spanish territorial government in 
1804, the Spanish governing authority granted his company permission to enter into negotiation. 
Shortly afterward, permission was granted; the company reached an agreement between the 
Creeks and Seminole Indians to cede a large tract of land along the east bank of the Apalachicola 
River, extending as far east as the Wakulla River. However, this deal was not without stipulation 
form the Spanish government, which included a provision in the agreement that land disposed 
from the grant tract must first have the consent of the Spanish government. The land ceded was 
made official in May of 1804. In January 1811, three other smaller tracts of land contiguous to 
the 1804 tract were ceded by the Seminoles in a single grant to Forbes and Company (Upchurch 
1969:119-120). 
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3.3.2 The Innerarity Claim 
Several years after the acquisition of the Forbes Purchase, a second large tract of land 
situated immediately west of it was ceded to John Forbes and Company after negotiations 
between the Spanish government and the Florida Indians. This tract of land was named after 
James and John Innerarity, the other two partners in John Forbes and Company, who took over 
control after John Forbes retired in 1818. This tract of land extended from the west bank of the 
Apalachicola River west to the Choctawhatchee River and Bay. John Forbes estimated the tract 
of land at 1,500,000 acres; however, other estimates put it at almost 3,000,000. The land claim 
came under immediate suspicion after the U.S. government took control of the Florida Territory 
in 1821 (Unger 1974:5-7). 
3.3.3 The Legal Debate 
The legal debates over the Forbes Purchase and the Innerarity Claim may have been the 
largest and most discussed land disputes to rise out of Florida’s territorial period, and 
demonstrate the circumstances that drove the debate over land rights between 1821 and 1845. 
From the commencement of mediation between the United States, negotiated by John Quincy 
Adams, and the Spanish monarchy, brokered by their agent Luis de Onís, one of the greatest 
points of contention was the vast amounts of land in Florida granted by King Ferdinand VII of 
Spain to loyal Spanish subjects. So great was this land dispute that a year passed after the United 
States Congress endorsed the agreement before the Spanish government ratified the Adams – 
Onís treaty. The King of Spain was particularly liberal toward the granting of land in Florida, as 
Florida had been claimed in the name of the King and the Catholic Pope. King Ferdinand VII of 
Spain exercised his right to grant land not only to reward loyal Spanish subjects for acts 
performed in the name of their King, but also to galvanize these same citizens to improve and 
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settle the vast expanse within Florida (Martin 1944). From the genesis of Spain’s occupation of 
La Florida, it was presented with the difficulty of settling the interior as quickly as possible. So 
onerous was this task that, from 1516 until 1565, all previous attempts to colonize Florida by the 
Spanish had failed. It was only when the threat of French colonization in 1565 grew that King 
Philip II of Spain sponsored a military expedition under the command of Pedro Medéndez de 
Avilés Adelantado that drove the French out of Florida and established the first successful 
settlement, St. Augustine (Martin 1944; Schafer 1996; Tebeau 1999). 
The complexity of the land dispute was not just because of the considerable territory 
given freely to possible Spanish colonists, but also was aggravated by the nature of Spanish 
record- keeping, conditions of settlement, and the lands granted between 1763 to 1783, when the 
British controlled the Florida territory (Martin 1944:71). The first step in resolving this issue 
came during the negotiations by Luis de Onís and Adams for the treaty that ceded Florida. This 
compromise came in the form of the arbitrary date January 24th, 1818, whereby all land granted 
previous to this date would be recognized by the United States, so long as sufficient 
documentation of the claim was furnished. Subsequent to this agreement, the three largest land 
grants, known as the Alagon, Punonrosto, and Vargas grants, were, in effect, invalidated by this 
treaty, thus allowing the United States a considerable amount of land to survey and offer for sale 
to new American settlers (Martin 1944). 
In 1822 the United States Congress passed a law authorizing the formation two Boards of 
Commission, through presidential appointment, to settle the controversies over the land claims 
(Martin 1944:71; Unger 1974:7). This task proved very difficult, as some of the land claims had 
overlapping histories from the change of ownership during the British occupation of Florida. 
Furthermore, many land claimants had no official record of deed, since, under the Spanish land 
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records system, the only land titles were housed in the office of the secretary (known as the 
“escrivano” in Spanish). Most of the disputes arose over absentee owners who made no attempt 
to settle claims before the same tracts were granted to a second owner as vacant land, because, 
under the conditions of the grant set by the Spanish government, the grantees had the right to 
dispose of the land as they pleased (Martin 1944:71). 
However, bad paperwork was not the only obstacle for the territorial Boards of 
Commission to overcome with regard to land claims. The King of Spain did his part to try to 
undermine the ability of the United States to settle and sell land in Florida. During the negations 
and ratification of the treaty to sell Florida to the United States, the Spanish government, 
presumably at the encouragement the King, attempted to modify land grant dates to before the 
January 24th, 1818 cutoff (Martin 1944:70). Under this supposition, the U.S. appointed Richard 
Keith Call as a “Special Agent” to investigate these claims, which eventually led to his voyage to 
Havana, Cuba, to inspect the Florida documents in the Spanish Archives. It was during this visit 
that suspicion began to rise over the validity of the Forbes Purchase; more specifically, that the 
date appeared to have been erased and changed to fall within the January 24th, 1818 treaty date 
(Unger 1974:8-9). Unfortunately, Spanish document-tampering by the government of Spain was 
not the only source of malfeasance. Many fraudulent claims were found, including an attempt to 
defraud the government by many prominent citizens of Pensacola, including the Mayor, which 
was uncovered by the West Florida Board of Commissioners (Martin 1944:73). 
The entirety of these issues formed the context for a vast complex legal process with 
regard to land right settlements. Even after the Boards of Commissions were abolished in 1827, 
the commissions turned over their records to the territorial offices of the Register and Receivers, 
and during the 1827-1828 session of the U.S. Congress the courts were given additional 
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jurisdiction in the adjudication of any remaining unsettled private land claims (Martin 1944:76-
77). 
3.4 Antebellum Era in the St. Joseph Bay Region 
While the primary mission of the residents of St. Joseph was centered on the cotton trade, 
it is hard to envision them not utilizing the resources in their own backyard. However, no 
historical evidence has emerged indicating that the city of St. Joseph participated in commercial 
fishing. It stands to reason that marine resources would have been harvested from the bay and 
used by historic communities, as they were by prehistoric communities living along the shores of 
St. Joseph Bay. But apparently they were not harvested for trade. People came to live there not 
for the biological resources of the region but the geography of the bay that they thought would 
benefit commerce over the sea. 
The Antebellum period was one of economic and political development for the territory 
of Florida. Like many of the southern states and territories, Florida pursued the lucrative cotton 
industry. This included the establishment of cotton plantations, cotton merchants, a factorage 
system, and cotton speculators (Smith 1970). However, Florida not only sought to develop its 
own industry, but also to provide a vital service to the interior landlocked plantations within the 
cotton-growing states of Georgia and Alabama. The Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River 
system provided access to shipping ports, linking the cotton plantations with cotton brokers and 
ships from Liverpool and New York (Smith 1970; Unger 1974).  
Prior to 1845, Florida was still a territory and invested considerable effort in preparing 
for statehood. The antebellum period was a time for political reform, and included the drafting of 
multiple constitutions and political maneuvering to unite all the areas with the territory of Florida 
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to vote for statehood (Unger 1974; Porter 1975). The Antebellum history of the region that is 
today Gulf County is primarily centered on the old boom town of St. Joseph. This town became 
politically involved in statehood through the establishment of the Constitutional Convention and 
the creation of Calhoun County (from which Gulf County was later carved), and it also led 
innovation and industry in Florida with the construction of the first steam railroad in the state, 
the fourth in the country, and a “direct loading” deep-water port (Porter 1975; Hurst 1961; Unger 
1974).  
3.4.1 The United States Establishes the Florida Territory 
When the treaty ceding Florida was finally ratified by both governments, the United 
States eagerly awaited the arrival of Andrew Jackson to Pensacola. After considerable delay on 
the part of the Spanish Governor Don José Callava, Andrew Jackson marched into Pensacola on 
July 17th, 1821 formalizing Florida as a new territory of the United States. A separate ceremony 
took place at St. Augustine on July 10th, 1821 when Colonel Robert Butler, close friend to 
Andrew Jackson, formally secured East Florida. The United States wanted to make Florida ready 
as soon as possible for sale and settlement, as the U.S. was eager to begin collecting the revenue 
from new land sales (Martin 1944). However, Jackson faced a daunting task, in that he was 
charged with creating a system of government that would begin converting and establishing an 
“American” system, which would prepare Florida for the incremental transformation into the 
United States (Martin 1944:31). 
After the return of Florida to Spanish control in 1783, the administrative and 
governmental duties had been separated along the Suwannee River into East and West Florida 
districts, with Pensacola serving as the governmental center for West Florida and St. Augustine 
for East Florida (Figure 3.5). While Jackson’s short military governorship maintained this 
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separated governmental system, he begin to establish other systems more akin to what was usual 
for the period. He first divided the territory into two counties, St. Johns and Escambia, along the 
same geographic division as the former Spanish districts of East and West Florida, respectively 
(Figure 3.6). Before the end of his tenure, Jackson also established the county courts, local 
ordinances (mainly to stamp out any remaining Spanish customs), and trial by jury. His success 
was recognized by an influx of settlers who took the place of evacuated Spanish residents 
(Martin 1944; Schafer 1996). 
After Jackson’s military governorship ended, the Territory of Florida began to inaugurate 
a more permanent government with participation from it new inhabitants. On March 30th, 1822, 
the U.S. Congress passed the organic law (a legislative action that forms a government) which 
established the territorial government of Florida that endured until the admission of Florida to the 
Union in 1845. This law established three branches of government: executive, legislative, and 
judicial. While the appointment power of the Governor was limited during this period, by the end 
of the territorial era most of the officials were elected by the people, with only major 
appointments (i.e. the Governor) made by the U.S. President. It was during this post-Jackson 
government that a single capital was selected in Tallahassee and the governmental body was 
centralized in one location. Before the establishment of Tallahassee, the Legislative Council had 
to alternate the location of legislative session between Pensacola and St. Augustine; Tallahassee 
was the half-way point, measured in days, between Pensacola and St. Augustine. Within the 
context of this territorial government, created by the Organic Law of 1822, St. Joseph’s founders 
sought to influence and position themselves in order to enter the ever-growing export business 
(Martin 1944; Irwin 2008). 
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Figure 3.5: 1813 Map of the Southern Section of the United States by John Melish. Excerpt 
adapted from the Rucker Agee Map Collection (Melish 1813). 
 
Figure 3.6: 1822 map of Florida by Fielding Lucas. Excerpt adapted from the USF digital 
Florida Map Collection (Lucas 1822). 
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3.4.2 Antebellum Tariff Politics, Cotton, and the Factorage System 
Just as the land ownership dispute debate provided the opportunity for St. Joseph’s 
founders to acquire a location for their new city, shifting economic interests and tariff politics 
provided the motivation for this city’s establishment. 
Prior to the enactment of the Compromise Tariff Act of 1833, import tariffs on durable 
goods rose steadily, reaching more than 60%, through the 1820s. This was fomented by a desire 
to impose protective tariffs by the manufacturing industries, which were concentrated in the 
northern states. The motivation of the manufacturing sector was to stave off the growing demand 
for British-made commodities, which fueled a growing import trend. However, the rise in tariff 
costs, in turn, threatened to stifle the export-dependent crops of cotton and tobacco from the 
South (southern cotton, tobacco and rice accounted for two-thirds of U.S. exports). The states of 
the North were successful in imposing these export and import impediments by swaying states in 
the West through combining hikes in tariffs with internal improvements, which western states 
needed to expand their domestic agricultural exports (Irwin 2008). 
However, in the 1830s, Western farmers experienced increased access to world markets 
due to declining transportation costs. At the same time, under the threat of secession, South 
Carolina passed legislation at the state level refusing to collect federal tariffs. These actions lead 
to a series of vetoes by President Andrew Jackson and the eventual passage of the Great 
Compromise of 1833, which was supported in Congress by John Calhoun of Florida and phased 
out tariffs above 20% over the next nine years (Irwin 2008). 
During the tariff debate, the cotton and factorage system in Florida was just beginning. 
Planters in the Florida territory were able to cultivate Sea Island and both short staple varieties of 
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cotton, but soon realized that the soil was best suited for growing the Sea Island variety. They 
shifted production to this cotton variety, which was also considered superior to the short staple 
due to the length of its fiber and preference in textile manufacturing (Smith 1970:36). With the 
rising demand for cotton (which accounted for 10% of total exports in 1830 to foreign markets) 
and the falling price of export duties, Florida entered the lucrative whirlwind of the post 1830’s 
cotton trade (Smith 1970; Irwin 2008). Florida would not be seen as a major producer of cotton, 
but “cotton-fever” would infect those who sought to dabble in its export. Apalachicola was the 
third-largest cotton port on the Gulf Coast (after Mobile and New Orleans) 
Florida could not compete more in the production of cotton, as the established plantations 
in Georgia and Alabama were looking to transport their product to speculators, factors and 
commission merchants who represented New York and Liverpool houses. The cost of 
transportation was important, as the cost of market cotton was correlated with the location, more 
specifically, the distance to port and method used to transport it (Smith 1970).  
The factorage system served as the primary source of credit, with the foundation 
dependent on the potential value of the un-harvested cotton, the factor, the bank, or the 
commission merchant speculating on cotton futures. Planters would order any necessary supplies 
to sustain their crop and families through the period before harvesting, and then they would be 
charged against their account (including yearly interest) with a merchant. A factor – someone 
who sells a planter’s cotton – would also advance cash and pay the bills for a farmer and charge 
it against his account. Once the crop was harvested, it would be ginned (usually by renting the 
use of someone else’s cotton gin), packaged and shipped to the factor for sale, minus the factor’s 
commission and any outstanding debt. Often times, if the planter’s merchant and factor were not 
the same person, the outstanding debt owed to the merchant would be forwarded to the factor 
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and deducted from the planters’ profits before being paid to them. This system can be described 
as inequitable, since high interest was paid in addition to the marked-up price of the supplies 
and/or loan (Dodd 1934; Smith 1970). 
It was this system of merchants and factors in a growing cotton export business that St. 
Joseph founders sought to exploit. As practiced in Florida, this system was a lucrative business 
of lending money and supplies, and securing notes from the cotton-growing plantations along the 
Apalachicola-Flint-Chattahoochee river system, as evident by the fact that Apalachicola was the 
largest cotton outlet along the Gulf of Mexico east of Mobile. While this credit-based system of 
supplying planters and marketing their cotton seems asymmetrical with regard to profit, the 
system by no means robbed planters of their earnings. However, as with any economic system 
that engages in speculation by hedging commodity futures, some element of risk is assumed. 
This risk can sometimes lead to a crash in commodity futures, as was the case in the panic of 
1837. This panic caused some factors and merchants to become indebted and insolvent (Smith 
1970).  
3.5 The Ceramic Manufacture Industry in England 
The majority of the goods shipped into St. Joseph were of English origin, particularly 
ceramics. Most of the ceramics represented in the study collection came from the Staffordshire 
region of England. Staffordshire became famous for the potters who rose to meet the demands of 
a growing middle class, expanding rapidly as a result of the Industrial Revolution. This growth in 
ceramic manufacturing led to the introduction of new technologies (e.g., transfer printing) and 
new body styles that ultimately brought an industry centered on handmade works to one of mass 
production (Kowalsky and Kowalsky 1999).  
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The popular form of ceramic manufacturing that was contemporaneous with St. Joseph's 
occupation was known as transfer-printing. This technique begins with earthenware -- a basic 
form made from earth or clay that is not vitrified, and fired at low temperatures of 900 to 1000 
degrees Fahrenheit. Then an image is transferred by being stamped onto wet tissue paper and 
then the blank ceramic body (or biscuit). After drying, the newly transferred ceramic body was 
dipped in a glaze then fired in a kiln. By the 1820s, new improvements to a true white ceramic 
body formation and a colorless glaze produced pottery known as “whiteware.” This distinction 
from “pearlware” – a ceramic ware with the addition of cobalt stain to counteract the yellowing 
effect of the iron in the clay – was a major achievement for creating a “true” white surface that 
later led to polychrome transfer-print decorations (Gates and Ormerod 1984; Kowalsky and 
Kowalsky 1999). The majority of the collection I am studying for this research is English 
ceramics sherds (Miller 1980). 
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CHAPTER 4: PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
 
The most widely known history of St. Joseph is its role in drafting and hosting Florida’s 
first constitutional convention, and also its notable investors, men who later ascended to high 
political offices in both the territorial and state administrations of Florida (Martin 1944; Tebeau 
and Marina 1999a, b). The first historical investigation of the city of St. Joseph was conducted 
by the historian Robert Hurst (1961). The majority of Hurst’s and later works pertaining to St. 
Joseph (Martin 1944; Owen 1966; Porter 1975; Tebeau and Marina 1999b) concerned the telling 
of this town’s story through the limited historical documents such as contemporaneous 
newspaper accounts. The later works of graduate students Harry Owens (1966), history 
department, and Frank Unger (1974), geography department, at Florida State University, took a 
critical look at the history of St Joseph in the context of territorial Florida politics. These works 
demonstrated significant historical background investigations using legislative documents from 
the Florida Territory, and a few remaining copies of the St. Joseph’s newspaper. Unfortunately, 
neither of these kinds of documents reported on any material culture during their research. 
Wilburn Cockrell, an archaeologist, documented the location of St. Joseph’s Depot Creek 
Wharf/Dock site, 8Gu199. This investigation was performed for a Department of Environmental 
Protection (DEP) permit application under their Pre-cut Timber Recovery program (otherwise 
known as “deadheading”). In other words, a company wanted to recover sunken logs from Depot 
Creek and needed a permit, for which they had to get archaeological review. Unfortunately, other 
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than filling out a Florida Master Site File Form, Cockrell did not perform much archaeology at 
the site. His investigation apparently revealed very few artifacts (which were not collected or 
recorded) from surface collection; these were never listed in his report and their whereabouts 
remain unknown. He interviewed a few local informants (Cockrell 2008). His report does not 
lend much information on any of his findings or interviews. This is very interesting because 
Cockrell is a well-known underwater archaeologist, and the site was known to many local people 
for its large amount of artifacts in the waters of Depot Creek right near the dock. 
The Depot Creek Wharf/Dock site (8Gu199) is mostly submerged, with approximately 
300 to 400 m long rows of pilings running parallel to the shore (Cockrell 2008:3) and visible just 
above the water line. Some 40 years before Cockrell did his work, a local collector obtained a 
large number of artifacts from this site, diving to recover what must have fallen off or possibly 
been tossed from the steamboats at the wharf, perhaps during loading/unloading. This collector 
made his materials available for my study. No significant previous archaeological investigations 
or documentation of any material remains of the city of St. Joseph were performed prior to this 
research. My research is the first detailed archaeological investigation of St. Joseph and 
documentation of the physical evidence of its economic activity, which was a primary motivation 
for the city’s establishment.  
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CHAPTER 5: RESEARCH METHODS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
My research became possible when this large, privately-held artifact collection from Old 
St. Joseph became available for study by the University of South Florida. Pitblado (2014) has 
argued that the collaboration between archaeologist, collectors, and working with private 
collection, under certain conditions, has helped advanced the study of archaeology. The 
documentation and analysis of this artifact collection was accomplished over the course of 
several trips during the summer field season of 2012 and continuing in 2013. During these visits, 
an arrangement was made between myself and the collector in which a temporary laboratory 
space was established near his home; a separate temperature and humidity-controlled building 
houses the artifacts.  
Inside this field laboratory, an artifact-documentation protocol was followed. During this 
process each artifact was classified into one of four artifact groups: (1) ceramic sherds from the 
same vessel; (2) single diagnostic sherds representing an individual vessel; (3) a large collection 
of similar ceramic types (e.g., rims) from the same ceramic pattern (i.e., scene) or color when a 
maker’s mark was not present; or (4) artifacts other than ceramics. Then each group was 
subjected to high-resolution digital photography of the front and back of each artifact within the 
group. During photographic documentation, each artifact group was assigned an identification 
(ID) number, then specimens were weighed, and a count of total sherds and the minimum 
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number of vessels (MNV) represented in the group was determined for the ceramics. This MNV 
count omitted body sherds that could not be paired with a rim sherd or did not display a unique 
ceramic pattern (i.e., scene) (Voss and Allen 2010). Then this information was entered into an 
Excel database, along with other observations concerning the artifacts within the group (e.g., 
color, maker’s marks, dimensions, use wear, etc.). Not only were ceramics documented, but also 
tools (e.g., cotton bale hooks), metal artifacts (e.g., brass navigational dividers) and glass alcohol 
and medicine bottles. 
5.2 Artifact Typology 
A description of all artifact types is provided in this thesis, as well as the criteria used for 
identification. Resources used for classification include volumes by Cynthia Price (1979), James 
Deetz (1996), Barbara Mattick (1998), Julian Toulouse (1971), George Miller (1991), Petra 
Williams (1978, 1986, and 1998) and Stanley South (1977). 
For the purpose of analyzing St. Joseph’s economic impact on a macro-scale, the 
identified artifacts in the study collection are categorized within two widely-used classification 
systems for nineteenth-century ceramics (South 1977; Price 1979). The first-level system uses 
artifact classes and groups defined by Stanley South (1977: 95-96) in order to characterize the 
site in general and allow quantitative description for the entire site (Banning 2000). The artifact 
class names and groups (South 1977) identifiable in the research collection are the Activities 
Group (construction tools, storage items, miscellaneous), Kitchen Artifact Group (ceramics, case 
bottles, tableware, kitchenware), and Personal Group (personal items). 
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5.2.1 Ceramics 
After assigning all artifacts to their respective groups, I classified ceramics further into 
types defined by Noël Hume (1970) and refined by Cynthia Price (1979). This classification 
method was chosen because the majority of the study collection consists of decorated ceramic 
earthenware. This refined earthenware is first distinguished into two groups based on the type of 
ceramic glaze applied after decoration, pearlware and whiteware (Price 1979:10-11). 
Pearlware is made in a refined-earthenware process whose development is credited to 
Josiah Wedgwood from England during the latter 1770s. This distinctive earthenware has white 
paste and a clear coat of lead glaze, to which a small amount of cobalt was added. This addition 
of cobalt often accounts for a bluish or greenish-blue tint where the glaze pooled along places 
with sharp right angles on the vessel (e.g., the small raised ring on the bottom of a plate). Despite 
this diagnostic feature, it has not been proven that all pearlware ceramics present this bluish or 
greenish-blue tint (although most do). This is further complicated by the often destructive nature 
of many post-depositional processes; thus, ceramic fragments can often lack the sharp right 
angles that present the pooled ceramic glaze (Price 1979:10). 
Whiteware is manufactured in a refined-earthenware process using a white paste and a 
colorless clear glaze. This glaze lacks the greenish and yellowish tints of creamware, and the 
bluish and greenish-blue tints of pearlware. This change in coloration definitely indicated a 
significant alteration of the glaze formula; however, the exact change is not entirely clear. Cobalt 
appears to have been added to the glaze, however, the distinctive bluish tint appears far less 
frequently and is extremely faint when it does appear on whiteware sherds (Price 1979:11). 
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Within the two categories of glazed ceramics (pearlware and whiteware) a final 
classification was based on seven decorative styles derived from typologies and descriptions by 
Cynthia Price (1979). The types present in the study collection are edge-decorated (shell-edge, 
feather-edge); annular decorated (slip-banned, mocha); transfer printed (monochrome, 
polychrome); hand-painted (cobalt blue floral, earthen polychrome floral, bright polychrome 
floral, banded); flow decoration (flow blue, flow mulberry); plain (embossed, molded rim); and 
Undecorated. Further descriptions of each specific type are continued in Chapter 6. 
In addition to the ceramic classification references list above, online ceramic 
classification resources from the Florida Museum of Natural History 
(http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/collections/databases/) and the Transfer Print Collectors Club 
(http://www.transcollectorsclub.org/tware/utility.php) were used to help identify some of the 
variations within each category. This was only utilized for ceramics not easily identified from 
definition and examples in the print references. 
5.2.2 Glassware 
The study collection contains a number of items of ornate glassware, medicine bottles, 
foreign wine bottles, and other miscellaneous alcohol bottles. These artifacts are first described 
as to their general use (e.g., wine bottle, medicine bottle, gin bottle, etc.), then, if additional 
identifying marks were present, an attempt was made to determine the manufacture location. 
This information was used not only to understand better St. Joseph’s material culture and 
questions of consumer behavior, but also to explore how expansive St. Joseph’s trade networks 
had become. Glass artifact identification was achieved using the Society for Historical 
Archaeology’s (SHA) Historic Glass Bottle Identification & Information Website (Lindsey 
2010), which is a joint-venture online publication between the SHA and the U.S. Department of 
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the Interior’s Bureau of Land Management. This resource was used to classify the bottles’ 
general use shape (e.g., wine bottle) and manufacture type (e.g., mouth-blown, machine-made, 
etc.) (Lindsey 2010). If a maker’s mark was present, then additional research was done using 
Toulouse’s (1971) bottle makers’ guide to discover the possible location of manufacture. 
5.2.3 Metal 
Metal artifacts comprise a minority of the items within the study collection and are 
described at their most basic level. Unfortunately, the condition of preservation and small sample 
size make any additional analysis impossible at this time. Nonetheless, these artifacts are still 
important to the overall documentation of St. Joseph. I hope future research and funding will 
allow further study and conservation of these few artifacts, so their information can add to these 
data addressing archaeological questions. 
Metal artifacts are described by frequencies and types, classified by function, style, and 
socioeconomic significance. Because the collection is from a specific site, it is not typical of 
what might have been in the home of the average St. Joseph inhabitant, but the metal artifacts 
say a great deal about the mercantile systems in the region.  
5.3 Theoretical Approaches 
The theoretical assumptions this research will employ are primarily processual and 
historical, with emphasis upon the intersection of a Marxist perspective and a political economy 
approach (Hunt 2012). 
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5.3.1 Marxism in American Historical Archaeology 
The influential work of Christopher Matthews (2010),which built on and derived from a 
culmination of research by Mark Leone (1995, 2005, 2010) and Randall McGuire (1996), best 
describes how much of Marx’s influence in American Historical archaeology comes from his 
notion of individual freedom. Marx distinguished individual freedom as between “use-value” and 
“exchange-value” objects of commodities. Basically, every object has a use. For example, 
gasoline burns to create energy. However capitalism makes the qualitative character of some 
objects less significant than their equivalent exchange-value. This is because exchange-value is 
quantitative and allows for equivalency in reference to common value. Marx’s argument is that 
money stands in for more foundational common factors that underlie all value, such as human 
labor. This notion that objects have the ability to stand in for people demonstrates that those 
attributes of social production that make it possible to value skill and distinction become 
imprinted on the objects and not the makers or users in a capitalist system. Marx called this 
notion “commodity fetishism,” and he also believed that private ownership of labor leads to 
competition that then leads to a direct impact on individualism (Matthews 2010:3). 
The part of American historical archaeology concerned with capitalism is suited to 
address many issues concerning the interpretation of American life in old St. Joseph. However, 
Marxist archaeology of American capitalism seems to be centered on seven popular social 
issues: (1) freedom, culture, and the self in the capitalism system; (2) the expansion of capitalism 
in North America; (3) defining the interaction of culture and nature in colonial America; (4) the 
capitalist city as a Metropolis; (5) material culture translations of survival and success; (6) the 
archaeology of resistance in communities outside capitalism, and (7) race and African-American 
resistance as documented by archaeology (Matthews 2010:3). 
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5.3.2 Political Economy Approach 
Specifically, the political economy perspective seeks to address archaeological questions 
within the framework of power and economic implications and behaviors. The political economy 
approach assumes that people can be forced, born, or enter into a social group, and that group 
can have power over its members. This can create an environment where individuals in the group 
are forced to conform, whether they want to or not, and adopt the group interests. As groups 
merge and/or grow in numbers and influence, they constitute sources of power. Group leaders 
seek to grow power and maintain order and control over their members. Through these 
assumptions, the political economy viewpoint seeks to understand the relationships of power and 
political influences on economy (Matthews 2010; Wilk and Cliggett 2007). 
Marx’s influences on modern approaches to political economy are based on his notion 
that relations of power to the prime movers are the basis of class conflict. Therefore, issues of 
power, control of resources, and politics though economic differences are important in the 
political economy framework (Wilk and Cliggett 2007; Roseberry 1988). 
5.3.3 Theoretical Framework for Study Area 
Through this research I examine the social and political events and processes that 
influenced the settlement and economic activities of the city of St. Joseph. The natural 
environment of the St. Joseph Bay region and the growing cotton industry to the north were 
important factors for the city’s founders and its people. In addition to the local influences, distant 
European trading partners had a tremendous influence on the material consumption of the 
Americas, seen archaeologically mostly through imported ceramics. The use and purchase of 
ceramic goods can suggest social, ethnic, and wealth categories of those who possess these 
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material goods (Matthews 2010a; Mullins 2011c). In the case of St. Joseph, it suggests the type 
of market and social processes that fueled demand along the three-rivers trade network. This 
push for control of resources along the river system contributed to the issues of power and 
political dominance between St. Joseph and its rival Apalachicola. While traditionally a Neo-
Marxist political economy approach focuses on the relationships within a single economic 
system or individual within that system, this research looks at power, control of resources, and 
politics though economic differences between the two cities of St. Joseph and Apalachicola, and 
their influence within Florida and the greater southeastern United States. 
It is important to note that St. Joseph’s short existence occurred during a period of 
traditional domestic market power and household purchase decision-making (Mullin 2011). The 
majority of the evidence surrounding the association between identity and material goods at this 
time has been investigated at sites in the northeastern portion of the United States, with little 
done at frontier settlements sites (Mullins 2011; Matthews 2010; Martin 1944). St. Joseph can 
shed new light on the archaeology of consumer culture. This research has demonstrated that the 
city of St. Joseph was a vehicle for the movement of new consumer goods from Europe north to 
Alabama, Georgia and interior northwest Florida. These European influences are important to 
understand the political, economic and social dynamics that affected St. Joseph. 
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CHAPTER 6: DATA DESCRIPTION AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
 
The data description that follows includes all the material within the study collection 
recovered from the city of St. Joseph’s now-ruined steamboat depot located near the junction of 
the city’s Lake Wimico railroad line and Depot Creek (known then as Bayou Columbus). All 
artifacts are listed in the table in Appendix A. Representative photographs illustrate the 
descriptions in this section, and photos of all the artifacts are in Appendix B. Following the 
description, a quantitative analysis of the material culture is presented as it relates to consumer 
behavior patterns of the wider nineteenth century. In order to present the material for description 
and analysis well, the materials from the study collection are classified by type (e.g., glassware, 
ceramics, metal, etc.), then subdivided according artifact class groups as defined by Stanley 
South (2002).  
This collection consisted of over 1,000 artifacts and fragments, placed into 938 artifact 
groups. These groups consisted of either a single diagnostic artifact (whole or fragment) or 
groups organized by type. Unlike artifacts recovered through formal controlled excavation, this 
material had only a more general provenance, and while we know the exact location of the site, a 
finer-grained understanding of site-level artifact associations is not possible. However, the vast 
majority of these groups represent single artifacts or fragments from the same object, and they 
can be used to address wider regional archaeological questions. 
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The prevailing artifacts within the collection were historic European ceramics, followed 
by glassware and metal (Table 6.1). It should be noted that, while weights were taken of each 
artifact group at every available opportunity, some of the objects were not weighed due to 
limited access. Therefore, artifact weights are not included in this analysis, as a quantitative 
value derived as a result of incorporating artifact weights would be biased and not truly 
representative of the collection. These weights are recorded in the appendix and the digital 
project files at the University of South Florida Archaeology Lab. 
Artifacts recovered from Depot Creek Wharf site have a wide spectrum of attributes that 
can make it difficult to compare and classify. Therefore, they were assigned to various levels of 
classifications using a type-ware-class-group system originally developed by Stanley South 
(2002) in 1960. South’s method of artifact classification is widely used in historic archaeology. 
However, there are several limitations to the methods presented by South, which have been 
criticized by other archaeologist studying the historic period (see McGuire 1992 for a detailed 
critique of South’s method with regard to theory-building). Chief among the limitations is the 
inherent ambiguity and broad application of the class, and even group, labels. This vagueness 
can lead to potentially multiple interpretations by an archaeologist concerning the same type of 
artifact. Furthermore, artifacts rarely have a single purpose, nor do they always fall neatly into 
narrow groups. For example, a gun flint might fall into South’s “Military Objects” group or the 
more general “Arms” group (South 2002). However, given the techniques used to obtain this 
collection (diving underwater and recovering artifacts from the mud) and the nature of the site’s 
function, it is appropriate for broad regional questions and pattern recognition. Consequently, 
this should lead to a better set of archaeological questions and set the stage for future work in the 
area; this is the trademark of South’s method for abstracting artifact patterns. 
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Table 6.1: Artifact types from Depot Creek Wharf site  
 
Table 6.2: Artifact frequency by group 
 
While this system has been traditionally used for seventeenth and eighteenth century 
artifacts, the original method was developed for a broader temporal range and seems appropriate 
when defining large regional trade patterns. Starting with the most generalized attributes, each 
artifact was assigned into one of seven groups which generally classify the artifacts by function 
(Kitchen, Architectural, Furniture, Arms, Clothing, Personal, and Activities). Next, they were 
Type N %
Aboriginal Ceramics 10 1.1%
Historic Ceramics 660 70.3%
Metal 91 9.7%
Glass 170 18.1%
Clothing 1 0.1%
Wood 5 0.5%
Stone 1 0.1%
Bone 1 0.1%
Total 939 100.0%
Artifact Group N %
Kitchen 843 90.4%
Architecture 8 0.9%
Furniture 4 0.4%
Arms 1 0.1%
Clothing 1 0.1%
Personal 4 0.4%
Activities 72 7.7%
*Total 933 100.0%
*These totals exclude the prehistoric ceramics
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further separated by Class (e.g., Glassware, Tableware, Ceramics, etc.); then by Type (e.g., 
Transfer Print), Ware (e.g., Whiteware), and Material (e.g., Refined Earthenware). As illustrated 
in Table 6.2, the artifact pattern at Depot Creek Wharf site heavily favors the Kitchen Group. 
However, if investigated further, Table 6.3 shows the group heavily skewed toward the Ceramic 
class. This may represent a pattern in the broader commodity market of the region, or types of 
goods commonly stored at the wharf site before transport. The great size of the ceramics class 
materials might mean a greater variety that could yield additional patterns if compared at the 
style level. However, this level of comparison among the other groups would be limited or not 
possible given the lack of great variation among the much smaller samples of other groups. 
6.1 Kitchen Artifact Group 
The Kitchen group comprises 90.4% of the overall artifacts. This group has 78.4% from 
Ceramics Class (n=661); 6.3% from Wine Bottles Class (n=53); 7.1% from Case Bottles Class 
(n=60); 0.9% from Tumblers Class (n=8); 3.3% from Pharmaceutical Type Bottles Class (n=28); 
2.1% from Glassware Class (n=18); 1.2% from Tableware Class (n=10); and 0.6% from 
Kitchenware Class.  
6.1.1 Ceramic Class  
The ceramic class is by far the most illustrative of the study collection, representing 
78.4% of the Kitchen Group and 70.8% of the overall collection. This class is typically further 
sub-divided by type (e.g., transfer print), ware (e.g., whiteware), and material (e.g. earthenware). 
However, this study seeks to evaluate further the additional attributes of decorative scenes, 
manufactures, and origin of import 
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Table 6.3: Frequency table of collection divided by artifact group and class 
 
Group Class N Group % Collection %
Kitchen 843
Ceramics 661 78.4% 70.8%
Wine Bottles 53 6.3% 5.7%
Case Bottles 60 7.1% 6.4%
Tumbler 8 0.9% 0.9%
Pharmaceutical Type Bottle 28 3.3% 3.0%
Glassware 18 2.1% 1.9%
Tableware 10 1.2% 1.1%
Kitchenware 5 0.6% 0.5%
Architectural 8
Spikes 3 37.5% 0.3%
Construction Hardware 3 37.5% 0.3%
Door Lock Parts 2 25.0% 0.2%
Furniture 4
Furniture Hardware 4 100.0% 0.4%
Arms 1
Gun Parts 1 100.0% 0.1%
Clothing 1
Shoes 1 100.0% 0.1%
Personal 4
Personal Items 4 100.0% 0.4%
Activities 72
Construction Tools 32 44.4% 3.4%
Farm Tools 3 4.2% 0.3%
Fishing Gear 5 6.9% 0.5%
Storage Items 2 2.8% 0.2%
Miscellaneous Hardware 24 33.3% 2.6%
Other 6 8.3% 0.6%
*Totals 933 933 100.0%
*These totals exclude the prehistoric ceramics
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 It is through this additional classification and analysis that I hope to glean information about 
economic patterns, trade routes and the overall success of international trade at this Florida boom 
town. 
6.1.1.1 Ceramic Types. The ceramic types from Depot Creek were sorted by decoration 
(Table 6.4). This distinction not only identifies the aesthetic appearance of the ceramics, but also 
indicates the manufacturing process. This process can demonstrate a pattern of consumer 
expenditure within the larger sphere of 19th century economic forces. These patterns, in turn, can 
suggest some of the possible consumer choices and demands that this city sought to capitalize on 
within the nineteenth factorage system.  
Table 6.4: Frequency table of Ceramic Types under the Ceramic Class 
 
In the Ceramic Class, Transfer Print ceramic types are the dominant form, comprising 
78.1% of the class. It should also be noted that this type comprises over half (55.3%) of the 
overall collection. Following Transfer Print, Plain (6.2%) and Hand Painted (5.3%) ceramic 
types are the second and third most frequent, respectively. The remaining 10.4% of this class is 
Ceramics Type N Group % Collection % Class %
Transfer Print 516 61.2% 55.3% 78.1%
Hand Painted 35 4.2% 3.8% 5.3%
Plain 41 4.9% 4.4% 6.2%
Transfer Print & 
Hand painted 2 0.2% 0.2% 0.3%
Edge Ware 44 5.2% 4.7% 6.7%
Engraved 1 0.1% 0.1% 0.2%
Dipped Ware 8 0.9% 0.9% 1.2%
Totals 647 75.8% 68.5% 96.7%
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distributed between the Dipped Ware (1.2%), Edge Ware (6.7%), Transfer Print & Hand Painted 
(0.3%), and Engraved (0.2%). 
6.1.1.2 Transfer Print. Transfer Print ceramics accounts for 78.1% of the ceramic class, 
61.2% of the Kitchen Group, and 55.3% of the overall collection; making this the most frequent 
artifact encountered at Depot Creek from the remains of the St. Joseph wharf (Figure 6.1). 
While the first patent application of transfer printing occurred in 1751, large scale 
production of these ceramics did not begin until 1756 in Liverpool, England, with early printing 
on top of the glaze. In 1760 printing began under the glaze on English porcelain. It was not until 
20 years later that this technique became applied to earthenware ceramics in Staffordshire, 
England. In 1783, potters in the Staffordshire region introduced underglaze blue printing, mostly 
of Chinese patterns, and lined engravings with a heavier design and minimal shading effects used 
in the image. Then, in the early nineteenth century designs, engravers began using stipples (small 
dots) to add greater shading and perspective to their design prints, with the earliest example from 
1807 (Miller 1991:9). 
Beginning around 1818, an economic demand for very dark blue transfer printed designs 
started in America, and the potters of Staffordshire obliged by creating a series of them, 
including the use of negative patterns (i.e., subjects left white while the background was filled). 
These dark blue patterns remained popular until a decline in demand started in the 1820s. 
Sometime around 1829, potters began incorporating different colors into their prints, including 
red, green, brown and purple printed wares; this shift in technique also coincided with a new 
demand for designs with romantic scenes. Throughout the popularity of transfer printing, potters 
“printed” these designs on a variety of wares (e.g., pearlware, whiteware, etc.) and material (e.g., 
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earthenware, porcelain). The decline of transfer print started around 1850, with the introduction 
of white granite wares; however, a resurgence occurred in early 1870 with the introduction of the 
Japanese style (Miller 1991:9). 
Within the Old St. Joseph collection, the transfer print pattern types total 296 (57.3% of 
all transfer print), and include 79 with identifiable patterns or scenes (Table 6.5). However, this 
does not mean that there are only 296 ceramic artifacts with patterns, but that only 296 patterns 
could be identified. Most of the pieces are either too fragmented to identify or contain a scene 
that has no recorded pattern name. 
During this study, no attempt was made to assign names to the unidentified scenes, as 
additional research would be need to insure that these scenes are in fact newly discovered. Many 
of the potters designed sets along thematic lines with different scenes to tell a story, or show 
romantic European landscapes or activities. Therefore, it would inappropriate to say that any 
unidentified scene was in fact new without addition research into the various undocumented 
transfer print sets held in private collections. 
6.1.1.3 Hand-Painted and Edge Ware. Hand-painted ceramics account for 3.75% of the 
entire collection and 4.15% of the Kitchen Groups. These hand-painted ceramics have a large 
variety of different designs and are found on both pearlware and whiteware. Included within the 
hand painted class are edge decorated wares (n=44) that are edged in blue (Figure 6.2). The 
under-glazed painted shell edge was commonly available until about 1860, but production did 
continue until around the 1890s; these were generally considered the cheapest tableware 
available during the nineteenth century (Miller 1991:5-6). The remaining hand- painted ceramics 
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are mostly painted in a general floral pattern and typically utilize multiple colors within the 
design (Figure 6.3). 
Table 6.5: Frequency and distribution of identified transfer print scenes 
 
Scene N Scene N Scene N
Agriculture 1 gen. floral 2 Rhine? 1
Andalusia 1 Gondola 1 River Hamlet 1
Angling 2 Grecian Garden 1 Ruins 6
Arabian 2 Grecian Temple 8 Seasons, Winter 1
Asiatic Plants 8 Harvest 2 Sicilian 1
Asiatic Scenery? 1 Italian Buildings 1 Sower 2
Bee Hive? 1 Japan Flowers 3 Soxoiall 1
Belzoni 16 Lausanne Villa 1 Spanish Bullfight 1
Bologna 7 Man in Sleigh 1 Spanish Convent 2
Caledonia 12 Manhattan 1 Spanish Lady 1
Canova 79 Marine Flowers 4 Stag 3
Canova? 1 Marmora 3 Suspension Bridge 1
Chinese Bridge Pagoda 1 Mogul? 1 Swiss 1
Clyde Scenery 1 Napier 4 Swiss Harp 1
Cologne 4 Napier? 3 Sylvan Leaf 1
Commerce Free Trade 9 Non Pareil 1 Tadmore in the Deser 1
Falconry 2 Oak Leaves? 1 Trophy 1
Falconry? 1 Oriental 8 Tuscan Rose 7
Fern? 1 Pagoda 1 Valencia 9
Fisherman 1 Palestine 16 Vases? 1
Fisherman? 1 Park Scenery 1 Vermicelli 3
Fishkill, Hudson River 1 Peacock 3 Virginia 3
Florentine Villas 1 Pennsylvania 3 Washington 2
Florilla 1 Persian 3 White House 1
Flosculous 1 Persian Dehlia 1 Willow 2
Fountain Scenery 1 Petra 1 Willow/Trent 2
Free Trade 1 Pheasant 1 Woodbine Bailey 1
French Groups 4 Pomerania 1
79 different scenes 296
*The "?" indicates a probable match based on a partial scene/pattern
ceramics with patterns
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Figure 6.1: Example of transfer print plate with a scene stamp on the back of the plate 
Figure 6.2: Example of a shell edge plate manufactured by Davenport 
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Figure 6.3: Example of a hand-painted floral pattern 
 
 
 
6.1.1.4 Dipped Ware. Dipped ware ceramics make a small portion of the St. Joseph 
artifact collection (n=8), accounting for only 0.86% of the entire assemblage. Originating around 
1795 in Staffordshire, England, with the Mocha design, the dipped wares were generally limited 
Figure 6.4: Example of Annular, dipped ware from study collection 
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to bowls, jugs, pots (chamber and mustard), and mugs. Some dipped decorations can be found on 
tea cups and tea pots; however, this is a rare exception. The technique involved the application of 
colored clay slips during the manufacturing process (Miller 1991:6). This group comprises a 
large variation in designs and collectors and archaeologist have given these decoration styles 
multiple designations. 
6.1.1.5 Engraved. This engraved or incised pottery is the last class of ceramics 
represented in the collection (Figure 6.5). This is not a traditionally recognized ceramic type and, 
unlike the rest of the overall collection, it does not fit nicely into any category. This unique class 
represents only 0.12% over the kitchen group and 0.11% of the overall collection (n=1). 
 
Figure 6.5: Engraved/incised ceramic stoneware jug from St. Joseph collection, showing a fish 
motif and the number 4. 
 
6.1.1.6 Ceramics Classified by Ware. Another way to describe and evaluate the ceramic 
class is by grouping the artifacts by ware. This technique is very commonly used by 
archaeologist studying historic sites; however, its usefulness is primarily directed toward 
determining a site’s temporal range (Price 1979; South 2002). Fortunately, in the case of St. 
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Joseph, we already possess a well-defined occupation period. Therefore, the ware level 
classification is useful for quantifying the volume of economic consumption. Researchers such 
as George Miller (1991) and Christopher Mullins (2012) demonstrated how ceramic wares, in 
conjunction with type, can identify broad forms of economic scaling. For example, ironstone – 
sometimes sold under the name Stone China – was typically less expensive than hand-painted 
porcelain china. These kinds of data can be utilized for studying larger nineteenth century 
models of consumer behavior and/or underlying market forces (Henry 1991; Klein 1991). 
However, the work of Cynthia Price (1979) and Lisa Lamb (2002) have noted a 
controversy among archaeologist and the identification in ware – based ceramic inquiries. The 
problem that these researchers note is the disagreement and difficulty over how to identify and 
define the various characteristics that represent whiteware, pearlware, and ironstone. For 
example, whiteware that is transferred with a deep blue under – glazed pattern can sometimes 
give the appearance of blue pooling, a common diagnostic feature of pearlware (Price 1979:25). 
Also, ironstone is similar in appearance to whiteware (diagnostically) and co-existed with 
whiteware (Lamb 2002). Additionally, marketers indiscriminately used confusing and 
ambiguous terms (e.g., “china”) to describe their wares, which has further compounded the 
problem for archaeologist to identify 19th century ceramics by ware (Lamb 2002:120). 
In the artifact assemblage from St. Joseph, we can clearly see (Table 6.6) the dominant 
ware is whiteware (n=406), representing 74.0% of the ceramic class and 48.1% of the kitchen 
group. In addition, the whiteware attribute represents the widest range in ceramic types 
expressed from the collection, with all types exhibited, except for the engraved/incised types 
seen among the stoneware category. 
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The pearlware (n=122) ceramic variety follows behind whiteware in frequency, 
composing 22.2% of the ceramic class and 14.5% of the group. The ceramics identified as 
pearlware include most of same ceramic types as whiteware, with the exception of flow blue and 
transfer print with hand-painted elements. 
Pearlware is followed by stoneware (n=12) as the next most represented assortment of 
ceramic wares, composing 2.2% of the ceramic class and 1.4% of the kitchen group. Stoneware 
is a specific subset of the earthenware classification and is defined as clay with additions such as 
fusible stone, flint of calcium, and unlike standard earthenware (fired at 900-1000 ˚C) it is fired 
at higher temperatures (1100–1200 ̊C) (Kowalsky and Kowalsky 1999:7). Due to the additives in 
the clay, stoneware appears gray in color compared to the cream to white color of other refined 
earthenware (Noël Hume 1970:17). Stoneware ceramics are represented by many of the same 
ceramic types as whiteware and pearlware, but include the unique engraved/incised stoneware jar 
(n=1). Unlike the other two wares, stoneware is mostly comprised of hand-painted ceramics, 
whereas, transfer print was the principal type in whiteware and pearlware.  
The remaining wares, porcelain (n=1) and ironstone (n=5) collectively represent 1.1% of 
the ceramic class, with only transfer print (n=3) and plain (n=3) types present. Ironstone, also 
called “Stone China” by some manufactures, was first patented in England in 1813 (Miller 
1991:9-10) and is earthenware with the addition of ferrous elements that are fired at temperatures 
of 1200 ˚C and above (Kowalsky and Kowalsky 1999:7). Like other earthenware the paste color 
is cream to white; however, the wares are far denser and more vitrified than other earthenware 
ceramics (e.g. whiteware) (Miller 1991:10). While all of the ceramics in this collection identified 
as “ironstone” had the moniker “stone china” or “ironstone” added to their scene stamp or 
maker’s mark, the different hardness in paste was noticeable when compared to whiteware. 
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Lastly, porcelain was one of the easiest ceramic types to identify. Porcelain, by far, is the most 
vitrified of the ceramic types and takes on many of the characteristics of glass. Porcelain is very 
smooth and is somewhat translucent when held under a light source (Miller 1991:11; Kowalsky 
and Kowalsky 1999:7). 
Table 6.6: Descriptive statistics of the ceramic types broken down by manufacturing ware 
 
6.1.2 Wine Bottle Class 
The wine bottle class comprises, as the name suggests, bottles designed to encase wine 
(Figure 6.6) and champagne (Figure 6.7). This artifact class composes 6.3% of the Kitchen 
Ceramic Wares Ceramic Type N N Class % Group % Collection %
Creamware 3 0.5% 0.4% 0.3%
Plain 3 0.5% 0.4% 0.3%
Whiteware 406 74.0% 48.2% 43.5%
Flow Blue 2 0.4% 0.2% 0.2%
Hand Painted 20 3.6% 2.4% 2.1%
Plain 31 5.6% 3.7% 3.3%
Transfer Print 446 81.2% 52.9% 47.8%
Transfer Print & Hand Painted 2 0.4% 0.2% 0.2%
Shell Edge 4 0.7% 0.5% 0.4%
Stoneware 12 2.2% 1.4% 1.3%
Hand Painted 8 1.5% 0.9% 0.9%
Plain 2 0.4% 0.2% 0.2%
Transfer Print 1 0.2% 0.1% 0.1%
Engraved 1 0.2% 0.1% 0.1%
Pearlware 122 22.2% 14.5% 13.1%
Hand Painted 16 2.9% 1.9% 1.7%
Plain 36 6.6% 4.3% 3.9%
Transfer Print 64 11.7% 7.6% 6.9%
Shell Edge 9 1.6% 1.1% 1.0%
Porcelain 1 0.2% 0.1% 0.1%
Plain 1 0.2% 0.1% 0.1%
Ironstone 5 0.9% 0.6% 0.5%
Plain 2 0.4% 0.2% 0.2%
Transfer Print 3 0.5% 0.4% 0.3%
Totals 549
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Group and 5.7% of the overall collection. While the majority of the bottles were identified by 
their overall body shape, fragments were analyzed using attributes such as the base, kick-up, 
neck, and/or finish. These characteristic were compared against the bottle identification guide 
provided by the Society for Historical Archaeology (SHA) (Lindsey 2010). When a maker’s 
mark was present, resources on both SHA bottle catalog and Toulouse’s (1971) bottle marks 
directory were consulted for further analysis and description. In some cases (n=15) the bottles 
were stamped with a glass seal (Figure 6.8) listing the sub-region and winery. All of the 
identified wines came from southwestern France, with fourteen bottles from the Bordeaux 
Region and one bottle from the Poitou-Charentes Region. 
 
Figure 6.6: Example of wine bottle with glass seal (St. Julien Medoc) from St. Joseph study 
collection 
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Figure 6.7: Example of an empty champagne bottle (with cork) from St. Joseph study collection  
 Figure 6.8: Example of French wine bottle glass seal from St. 
Joseph artifact assemblage 
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6.1.3 Case Bottle Class 
The case bottle class is a grouping of the other mass produced and three-piece Rickett 
mold bottles not included in the wine or pharmaceutical classes, both round and square bottle 
shapes. The class is the second-largest category in the study collection, consisting of 7.1% of the 
overall collection and 7.8% of the Kitchen Group. The class is also the second most diverse after 
the ceramic class. Over half of this artifact class comprises spirit/liquor bottles (n=30) (Figure 
6.9) and mineral/oil bottles (n=11) (Figure 6.10); with the rest of the bottle types suggesting 
multiple possible uses. As with the previous wine bottle class, the case bottle characteristics were 
compared against the bottle identification guide provided by the SHA (Lindsey 2010). In the 
event a maker’s mark was present, resources on both SHA bottle catalog and Toulouse’s (1971) 
bottle marks directory were consulted for further description. It should be mentioned that bottles, 
in particular, could be reused and repurposed beyond their intended lifecycle, usually in a very 
different capacity from what was their original function. 
Classification of artifacts in this group is intended to reflect a bottle’s probable/initial 
purpose (Smith 2008:20). However, given the provenance of the collection, at a transport depot, 
it is unlikely the majority of the bottles were repurposed and most likely deposited before they 
could be reused. The majority of the case bottle group do not have any maker’ marks, impressed 
stamp, or embossing inside a plate to indicate the specific contents of each bottle or the origin of 
its manufacture. However, a bottle’s finish (i.e., the combination of a bottle’s lip and collar) and 
shape have been shown to have specific morphologies that correlate to the types of liquid stored 
inside the bottle (Lindsey 2010). The most common finish among the St. Joseph study collection 
bottles is one associated with bottles containing brandy (37.9%), with the remaining balance split 
between bottles with a finish indicating oil or mineral content (12.1%), and bottle shapes 
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generally associated with liquor/spirits (50.0%). A few of the bottles (n=9) did have a 
manufacturer’s mark that could identify the country of origin. Several bottles came from the U.S. 
(3 from New York and 1 from Brooklyn) and two bottles from France. 
 
Figure 6.9: Example of a brandy bottle from the St. Joseph study collection, with bottle 
morphology indicated 
 
 
Figure 6.10: Example of case bottle with an oil/mineral finish 
Finish Neck Shoulder Body Insweep or 
Heel 
Lip Collar 
Base 
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6.1.4 Tumbler Class 
The tumbler class makes up a very small (n=7) portion of the overall group (0.8%) and 
collection (0.8%). This class consists of plain (n=1) and embossed (n=6) variations, with colors 
ranging from clear to slightly amethyst (Figure 6.11). Amethyst or light purple color can result 
from the aging and weathering of the glass. These artifacts were defined according to type 
descriptions in Stanley South (2002). 
 
Figure 6.11: Plain clear glass tumbler 
6.1.5 Pharmaceutical Type Bottle Class 
The pharmaceutical type bottle class is composed of 23 bottles that constitute 2.7% of the 
artifact group and 2.5% of the overall St. Joseph collection. These bottles were for patent 
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medicines, with some of the embossing on the glass describing the contents. The majority of 
these bottles were manufactured using a pattern mold (n=19); however, dip mold (n=3) and 
three-piece (n=1) mold manufacture are also present. These pharmaceutical bottles usually 
contained chemical compounds made by the druggist for medicinal use (Figure 6.12). However, 
many of these remedies were cheap imitations that were nothing more than elixirs of high-
gravity alcohol, which only seemed to cure sobriety. These cheap knock-offs were typically sold 
under the titles of “cures” or “bitters” (Smith 2008:95-96). 
 
Figure 6.12: Example of patent medicine bottle embossed with “Magnesian Aperient, Prepared 
by H. Butler, Chemist, London” 
 
6.1.6 Glassware 
The glassware class is comprised of specialized glassware, of which eighteen artifacts 
make up 2.0% of the group and 1.8% of the overall collection. The majority of this glass consists 
of stemmed glassware fragments (n=11) (Figure 6.13), followed by a decanter (n=1), glass 
stopper (n=2), container (n=1), lid (n=1), pepper bottle (n=1) and a glass fragment (n=1). 
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Figure 6.13: Example of stemmed glass fragment  
 
6.1.7 Tableware 
The tableware class includes artifacts that are identified as cutlery: knives, forks, and 
spoons (South 2002). In my study collection, this class contains ten artifacts that comprise 1.3% 
of the group and 1.2% of the overall collection. This class only contains two types: spoons (n=9) 
and a fork (n=1). It does not appear that the tableware was a part of a set and may represent 
material from a steamboat and/or casual use by the people who moved through or worked at the 
steamboat depot. The material for these artifacts ranges from stainless steel to silver (Figure 
6.14). Unfortunately, none of the tableware exhibited any markings that would indicate where 
they were manufactured. The lack of marking may be a result of the discoloration and patina that 
is exhibited on many of the artifacts in this class. Future cleaning and conservation may reveal 
hidden markings on the back of the tableware. 
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Figure 6.14: Spoons. Adapted from photo taken by local researcher. 
 
6.1.8 Kitchenware 
The kitchen class is for classifying the artifacts associated with the act of cooking and 
associated tasks. This group is by far the smallest within the kitchen group (0.6%) and represents 
only 0.5% of the overall collection. Within this class there are two metal kettles (Figure 6.15), 
one metal plate, one pot lid, and one stove eye handle. 
 
Figure 6.15: Copper kettle  
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6.2 Architectural Group 
Spikes (n=3), construction hardware (n=3) and door lock parts (n=2) were the only 
architectural artifacts discovered. All of these artifacts must be associated with the old railroad 
depot at Depot Creek. The relatively low frequency (0.9% of the collection) of the architectural 
artifacts suggests that the wharf and/or surrounding buildings were not abandoned in place, but 
probably salvaged at some time after the termination of the St. Joseph-to-Lake-Wimico railroad 
line. Unlike most of the ceramic artifacts, all of these artifacts appear to have been utilized just 
before deposition. Figure 6.16 gives an example of typical artifacts in the architectural group. 
 
Figure 6.16: Spikes  
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6.3 Furniture Group 
The furniture group consists of four artifacts and represents only 0.4% of the entire 
artifact assemblage. Two are decorative brass plates (Figure 6.17) and two are door 
handles/knobs. It is unclear if these are associated with the steamships, rail cars, or buildings in 
the vicinity of the railroad terminal. It seems unlikely that these artifacts would belong to the 
wharf or associated buildings. Rather, it is more plausible that these artifacts came from a 
passenger steamship or rail car. Additional research would be needed to answer such specific 
questions or ownership. 
 
Figure 6.17: Decorative/ornamental brass plates. Adapted from photo taken by local researcher.  
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6.4 Arms Group 
The arms artifact group only contains one artifact, an iron bayonet (Figure 6.18). This 
single item comprises 0.1% of the overall artifact assemblage. While this is the only example, 
perhaps this artifact came from the U.S. Army-chartered steamboats that used St. Joseph as a 
stopping point along their journey north along the Apalachicola River to fight in various Native 
American skirmishes reported along the river system (Porter 1975). 
 
Figure 6.18: Gun bayonet recovered from Depot Creek 
6.5 Clothing 
The clothing artifact group only contains one artifact, a leather shoe sole (Figure 6.19). 
This object comprises 0.1% of the overall artifact assemblage. It appears to be very worn and 
may have been discarded as part of the shoe repair process. While it is possible that most of the 
shoe degraded over time, the excellent preservation illustrated in the rest of the collection 
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suggests that the post-depositional process was not the cause of the worn shoe sole being 
deposited apart from its shoe. 
 
Figure 6.19: Shoe sole of leather  
6.6 Personal Group 
The personal artifact group only contains three artifacts, a figurine, an England type 
(London variation) toothbrush (Mattick 1998) (Figure 6.20), and an inkwell. These artifacts 
comprise 0.3% of the overall assemblage. It is impossible to determine archaeologically if these 
artifacts are associated with a railroad/steamboat passenger, a worker at the depot, or someone 
else. However, the England-type toothbrush is slightly warped, the neck appears narrower, and is 
an earlier example (pre-dates the 1885-1905 date range) than the types described in Mattick’s 
(1998) synthesis. The toothbrush is a wire-drawn bristle insertion method type with 20 holes in 
four rows. The variation in the style may represent a different variation of the England type, 
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which has two other known variations (Maryland and Philadelphia), or just a result of the wet 
environment it was deposited in. 
 
Figure 6.20: Bone rib toothbrush, England Type. Adapted from photo taken by local researcher. 
6.7 Activities 
The artifacts of the activities group represent 7.7% of the overall collection, made up of 
(by percentage of the group) construction tools (44.0%), farm tools (4.2%), fishing gear (6.9%), 
storage items (2.8%), miscellaneous hardware (24.0%), and other (8.3%). The majority of the 
group (i.e., construction tools, miscellaneous hardware) represents a hard-labor lifestyle and was 
probably utilized by the many workers present every day at the railroad depot (Figure 6.21). The 
activities group clearly demonstrates the primary purpose of this site and the overall motivation 
of the city’s founders, i.e., profit. The remaining artifacts can be seen as associated with 
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peripheral activities tangentially related to the function of a steamboat/railroad depot; in other 
words, fishing along the creek or using a knife to cut rope (Figure 6.22). 
 
Figure 6.21: Auger boring bit of iron  
 
 
Figure 6.22: Brass knife handle. Adapted from photo taken by local researcher 
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6.8 Aboriginal Ceramics 
The final artifact group represented within the collection is only tangentially related to 
the city of St. Joseph, in that it includes ceramics made by people who occupied the same region. 
While not paramount to the research questions developed for this study, these artifacts are an 
important part of the history of the region. As Table 6.7 shows, a very small portion of the 
artifact assemblage contains prehistoric or protohistoric Native American ceramic pottery 
recovered during the excavation of the St. Joseph historic railroad depot along Depot Creek. The 
types are those defined by Willey’s (1949) pioneering study along Florida’s Gulf Coast. 
6.8.1 Stamped 
The stamped pottery from Depot Creek is checked-stamped (Figure 3.3) and represents 
70% of the prehistoric artifact assemblage. Of the seven check-stamped sherds examined, five 
exhibited sand-tempered paste, one grit-tempered, and one had a combination of sand and grog 
temper. Within this category, two sand-tempered sherds exhibited a possible linear check-
stamped surface treatment (Figure 3.2). 
6.8.2 Incised and Plain  
The remaining prehistoric sherds exhibited either a smooth surface (n=2) or smooth with 
an incision (n=1). The incised sherd (Figure 3.4) was sand-tempered, while the remaining plain 
pottery was evenly split between sand-tempered and grog-tempered sherds. 
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Table 6.7: Frequency table of aboriginal pottery by temper and surface treatment 
 
 
 
Temper Surface Treatment N Class % Collection %
Sand-tempered 7 70% 0.75%
Check-stamped 5 50% 0.54%
Incised 1 10% 0.11%
Plain 1 10% 0.11%
Grit-tempered 1 10% 0.11%
Check-stamped 1 10% 0.11%
Grog-tempered 1 10% 0.11%
Plain 1 10% 0.11%
Sand & Grog-
tempered 1 10% 0.11%
Check-stamped 1 10% 0.11%
Total # of artifacts: 10
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
The materials from the lost town of Old St. Joseph in the collection that I studied were 
from a specialized area, obtained from under the waters of the creek at the railroad/steamboat 
depot. Therefore there is a heavy bias for goods shipped from afar and also for items that were 
able to be preserved after nearly two centuries in a fresh water environment. Undoubtedly many 
objects made of organic materials such as wood, paper, or cloth have perished, but there is good 
preservation of the leather and even the cork in the champagne bottle. There may also be a bias 
in favor of items that were broken or otherwise characterized by some flaw as to make them be 
thrown into the creek. Or perhaps they were just heavy or unwieldy and were accidentally 
dropped into the water. Despite these biases, this collection is an excellent sample of the goods 
available to a relatively remote pioneer entrepreneurial settlement in the antebellum Gulf Coast 
Southeast.  
The identifications and photos in the body of this thesis and the database in Appendix A 
and photos of all the artifacts in the collection in Appendix B could be useful for comparative 
historical archaeology studies of this time period in the U.S. Southeast. Unlike with many 
artifacts collected as a result of excavation, the exact time period of use for this specific site is 
well known (1836-1838). A quick calculation of the mean ceramic date from the collection 
(Table 7.1 ) shows that the known dates of the depot’s operation are very close to the calculated 
mean ceramic date of 1839 (Miller 1991; Brown 1987). 
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Table 7.1: A breakdown of the median manufacture dates and the mean ceramic date 
 
Beyond the primary research goals outlined in this study, the documentation of the 
artifact collection, the data presented can contribute to the story of St. Joseph and early Florida 
history. As evident by the previous chapter, the majority of the artifacts are ceramics. In addition, 
this study by its very nature deviates from the usual household level of analysis, instead focusing 
on a more industrial/commercial/ regional approach because of the limited provenance available 
Ceramic Wares Ceramic Type MNV
Creamware
Plain 3
Whiteware
Flow Blue 2
Hand Painted 20
Plain 31
Transfer Print 446
Transfer Print & Hand Painted 2
Edge ware 4
Stoneware
Hand Painted 8
Plain 2
Transfer Print 1
Engraved 1
Pearlware
Hand Painted 16
Plain 36
Transfer Print 64
Edge ware 9
Porcelain
Plain 1
Ironstone
Plain 2
Transfer Print 3
Totals 651
Mean Ceranic Date: 1839.2
1852
1852.5
1860
1853.5
Median Mfr Date
1791
Unknown
1845
1758
1755
1760
1805
1860
1805
1805
1830
1862.5
1770
1862.5
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from the artifact collection. Therefore, without the luxury of vertical control during excavation, a 
site-level interpretation was not attempted. 
Nonetheless, the information gathered as a result of this study can tell us a great deal 
about the economic role St. Joseph played at a time when consumer behavior and commodity 
consumption patterns began to shift during the nineteenth century (Henry 1991; Klein 1991; 
Mullins 2011). As noted in the research goals outlined at the beginning of the study, I seek to 
interpret St. Joseph’s wider role within American capitalism, nineteenth century material 
consumption patterns, travel and commerce on the larger river system, and European trade 
relations. 
7.1 American Capitalism and Settlement 
From the onset, St. Joseph’s founding was driven by economic motivation set in a time 
when Europe was demanding more raw materials for its growing textile market (Smith 1970). 
However, this city was established not only to compete with the lucrative ports along the Gulf 
Coast and East Coast of the United States, but also to connect with markets and people. Articles 
in the St. Joseph Times illustrate advertisements for goods from New Orleans (St. Joseph Times 
[SJT], 22 August 1838), textiles and other commodities from New York, and regular passage 
between New York and New Orleans (SJT, 24 October 1838). This access to commodities and 
markets during the middle and late nineteenth century (Henry 1991) illustrates St. Joseph’s 
participation within the broader network of early American settlement, and the shifting character 
of American capitalism. 
The archaeology best illustrates this by the sheer volume of artifacts recovered from St. 
Joseph’s steamboat depot. More specifically, this small city in a relatively remote location was 
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supplying British ceramic goods in high demand by the cities far into the interior Southeast 
during this time. This is an example where the archaeology and the written history of St. Joseph, 
primarily through period newspapers, compliment and support one another. In other words, with 
this access to desirable consumer items, St. Joseph was able to provide goods to its own 
inhabitants and to settlements along the hundreds of miles of the larger river system through the 
railroad/steamboat network centered at Depot Creek. 
While this research was not able to answer more specific questions about the 
relationships, individual freedom, or human labor associated with this historic town, the evidence 
does suggest that the people of St. Joseph were successful in establishing commerce and wide 
economic relationships within the wider nineteenth-century capitalist system. By building a 
functional trade route via St. Joseph Bay and Depot Creek, they established connections within 
the capitalist system, and placed considerable resources toward maximizing profit and obtaining 
commodities with high exchange value. The ceramic artifacts recovered from the depot held a 
much higher value beyond mere function. While these aesthetically pleasing ceramic sets were in 
high demand, the disproportionate number of transfer printed wares suggests a market geared 
toward the wealthier plantations/settlements north along the river system. Miller (1991) has 
pointed out that these wares were more affordable during this period; however they still 
represented the higher exchange value relative to other ceramic types, and embody social 
information about the owner. While more research is needed to confirm some of these 
explanations, it is possible to infer that these commodities were probably not consumed by the 
massive manual labor forces that fueled the lucrative cotton industry, but by those who directed 
(and owned) the laborers and had more freedom and material success. 
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St. Joseph’s early success also involved political power as the prime mover in its initial 
economic success. It is not secret from history that St. Joseph’s prominent residents were able to 
capitalize on their political influences early in the town’s establishment. Unger (1974) notes that 
the founders of St. Joseph were able to lobby the territorial legislature for many privileges that 
set them apart, politically, from their economic rival Apalachicola, giving them considerable 
control over resources. Most notable, were the establishment of a new county seat (Calhoun 
County) and the privilege of hosting the territorial commission tasked with drafting a 
constitution for the future State of Florida. However, the benefit from this negotiation of power 
would eventually run its course and come to an end, both in influence and eventually the town’s 
very existence. 
7.2 Socioeconomic Diversity and Material Consumption 
At the beginning of this research, it was the hope that the artifact assemblage from St. 
Joseph could shed some light on the socioeconomic patterns and diversity within this antebellum 
city. Unfortunately, the results have left more questions than answers. I intended to use the 
ceramics to indicate economic scaling and socioeconomic patterns present in the city. 
Consequently, it became apparent that the question would have to be scaled outward and refined 
to include a more regional rather than site-level analysis due to the limited provenance of the 
data and the site’s historic function. However, it should be stated that this analysis can be used 
for comparison should future research and terrestrial excavation occur at the present day location 
of the old city. 
When using ceramics to analyze and interpret economic scaling, Klein (1991) points out 
that a good understanding of historical context is needed. Fortunately syntheses by Mullins 
(2010) and Hendry (1991) specifically address the time period during which St. Joseph’s Lake 
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Wimico rail line and steamboat depot were in operation. Unlike with many archaeological sites, 
a well understood and short period of occupation is known for St. Joseph and the Depot Creek 
steamboat dock: 1836 to 1840. This period of operation also coincides with the shifts in 
consumer behavior and choice that sprang into existence in the middle nineteenth century. 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the replacement of family labor with wage 
labor increased the class stratification with a community. This shift created two spheres, a 
household sphere and an outside living sphere. In time, people begin to invest more of their 
personal wealth in consumer goods, and increased their domestic possessions – an investment in 
their “household” sphere (Klein 1991; Mullins 2011). Furthermore, Klein (1991) suggests that 
this increase in domestic goods coincides with a rise in wage employment opportunities among 
women. Consequently, this shift empowered women as the primary decision makers for 
purchasing goods allocated for the household (Mullins 2010). 
Standards of the early Victorian Era also shaped ceramic purchasing patterns. It was 
during this time that American families started to develop more formal and private eating and 
drinking practices, which were reflected in an increase in elaborate and decorative ceramics 
styles. In the middle of the nineteenth century the upper and middle class household turned meals 
into a ritual and symbol of social order; this is reflected in not only the decorative styles but also 
the complexity of tableware sets. 
As evident by the artifact assemblage, St. Joseph participated in these market forces by 
acting as an intermediary to the various plantations along the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint 
River System. While there are no shipment recorders or ledgers for the goods sailing out through 
Lake Wimico via Depot Creek, a reading of the St. Joseph Times illustrates daily announcements 
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of ships sailing in and out of the bay from major ports with access to a variety of goods (SJT, 18th 
July 1838). The land-locked plantations along the river system were not supplying the materials 
found at the Depot Creek, but instead the cotton and other produce that was traded for them. In 
addition, according to the collector’s information, many of the ceramics were discovered 
underwater stacked and sorted by pattern, with some of the plates still whole and unmarked from 
daily use. Therefore, we can safely assume that the ceramics were not discarded purposely or 
used, but were intended for export out of St. Joseph and perhaps dropped during loading. This 
assumption is also supported by the fact of the widespread use of the factorage system associated 
with cotton ports, of which St. Joseph was a willing and eager participant. Manual laborers 
working the dock may have accounted for the deposition of the ceramics and other goods on the 
creek bottom, but steamboats also caught fire and/or sank at times as well, and cargo was not 
always salvaged. 
These data also suggest that St Joseph supplied mostly higher quality ceramic goods to 
both the middle and upper class households. According to Miller’s (1991) study on ceramic 
index values, transfer-printed types represent a quality ceramic ware that was in high demand in 
America during the 1830s. This ceramic type is represented in over half of the St. Joseph 
collection (55.3%) and comprises 61.2% of the ceramics. Adding the hand-painted wares, listed 
with a similar index value, these artifacts make up almost 60% (59.1%) of the entire collection, 
suggesting that St. Joseph helped facilitate this broad nineteenth century consumer behavior to 
plantations along the river system. This notion was based on the calculation of the average index 
values from the 1836 and 1838 index years. An average was calculated to better compare the 
collection with Miller’s (1991) published index. This index aggregates the values (cost) based on 
the vessel’s size and shape (e.g., 10-9” Plates), and, because of the uncertainty of many of the 
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vessel diameters, is best described and compared as an average (Table7.2). It should also be 
noted that these figures are based on the English wholesale value, represented by the English 
pound sterling, thus the actual cost to the consumer was most likely higher. Furthermore, the 
table’s average index represents the average cost for a single unit item; for example, the printed 
wares should be interpreted as having an average cost of £3.20 for a single plate (Miller 1980:5). 
If we continue this line of inquiry, we can calculate a very rough estimate of the whole sale value 
of the ceramics based on the MNI. As evident in Table 7.2, the printed wares (i.e., transfer 
printed) represents largest value, whole sale, of all the recorded wares. However, we should not 
read too much into these figures. Without further excavation and comparison to similar 
collections, it is impossible to be sure that the assemblage is not artificially skewed toward 
transfer print ceramic wares. Miller (1980) notes that cost calculations are extremely fickle and 
only relative observations and general patterns should be interpreted. 
In addition, the data also suggest that St. Joseph also supplied a good quantity of 
liquor/spirts to the towns along the river system. While ceramics represent 70.9% of the artifact 
assemblage, the wine and case bottle class is 12.1% of the overall assemblage, making ceramics 
and alcoholic beverages 83.0% of all artifacts recovered. 
Table 7.2: Table showing average cc index and estimated cost per plate 
 
 
Type Average Index Value
Edge ware
Painted wares
Willow wares
Printed wares
English Porcelains
1.4
2.2
2.6
3.2
7.1 £7.1
Total Index Cost
£61.8
£77.9
£5.2
£1,665.9
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7.3 European Interaction  
Previous historical research has suggested that the founders of St Joseph wanted not only 
to establish themselves within the cotton industry, but also to create a trade relationship with the 
European markets. The success of this goal is supported by two lines of evidence. The first is 
historic documentation, from the St. Joseph Times newspaper, as evident in a September 5 article 
announcing the arrival of two ships from Liverpool, England (SJT, 5th September 1838). In 
addition, another article from the same year titled “Direct Importing & Exporting with France” 
advertises the various wines and spirits that can be purchased from the region (SJT, 22nd August 
1838). 
The ceramic and wine bottle assemblage from the collection supports the interpretation of 
direct trade with Europe. From the ceramics with identifiable maker’s marks, an extremely low 
frequency (n=2) were stamped with a second importer stamps. Furthermore, every identified 
maker’s mark came from a manufacturer based in England. While Kowalsky (1999) has stated 
that many of these ceramic import houses did not stamp their merchandise, a higher frequency of 
stamped items would be expected, thus suggesting that at least some of the ceramics came 
directly from English ships that arrived at St. Joseph. As for the direct exchanges with France, all 
of the stamped wine bottles (n=18) originated from France. 
7.4 Class and Ethnicity 
Early on in this research, I had hoped that this study collection might shed some light on 
the individuals who worked at the steam boat depot at Depot Creek. Unfortunately, definitive 
evidence could not be ascertained during my research. However, some of the tools and a select 
few of the ceramics might represent the labors who worked at the depot. The tools found within 
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the collection were probably used at the depot for general construction, repair, and steam boat 
maintenance. This conclusion is drawn for both the variety of tools and the scale of size. While 
some of these artifacts were household tools that would appear in a Sears Roebuck and Company 
catalogue from the period, many of the tools seem to perform the same task, but on a larger 
scale. For example, some of the drilling bits, wrenches, and a possible bolt driver are noticeably 
larger, suggesting that they might serve an industrial purpose. In addition, a bale hook and a 
writing slate may have specifically served as tools of the cotton industry, used to unload cotton 
bales and keep an accurate count for the cotton brokers located in town. 
Another possible representation of the labor force at the depot are the small subset of 
plain and edge ware ceramics, as these types represent cheaper and more affordable ceramic 
wares. Also, these ceramic types within the collection often have the heaviest expressions of use 
wear. However, possible use wear was also discovered on 25 transfer printed wares. While the 
majority of the collection does not present any evidence of use before being deposited into the 
archaeological record, the presence of scratches and fading on the ceramics may have resulted as 
a consequence of the method of deposition or excavation. Since this collection was examined 
decades after it was collected, it is impossible to discount any post-depositional action that may 
present as use wear on some of these ceramics.  
While an official census of St. Joseph was not performed during the period of occupation 
for the Depot Creek railroad, Florida was engaged in the use of enslaved Africans for labor 
during Florida’s Antebellum period (Dodd 1935; Smith 1972; Brown 1995). Furthermore, the 
1840 U.S. census records show 1,142 slaves residing in Calhoun County (United States 
Department of State [USDOS] 1841). Therefore, it is plausible to suspect that some of these 
artifacts associated with the labor force assigned to the Depot Creek railroad represent the 
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enslaved African population residing at St. Joseph. The means by which these artifacts ended up 
at the bottom of Depot Creek remains a mystery. There could be many explanations, from a 
series of unfortunate accidents to a deliberate collective action in response what would have been 
difficult labor conditions. Moreover, we could extend this thought exercise to include the 
compelling evidence of a very small number of burned and worn artifacts (n=23). Are these 
artifacts a representation of collective resistance or evidence of the dangers involved with steam 
boat transportation? Or was there such an abundance of them that old, worn ones could easily be 
discarded instead of recycled? Perhaps. 
While we may never know the answers to these questions, it is important to acknowledge 
the possibility of a silent population and collective social actions hidden among the artifacts at 
St. Joseph. Furthermore, from the collection I have developed some additional questions that 
should guide future research: (1) how does this ceramic collection contrast with the house 
assemblage at St. Joseph (should any ever be excavated)? (2) Does our research at the Depot 
Creek Wharf site confirm or alter our understanding of plantation archaeology along the river 
system? (3) How does the ceramic artifact assemblage in this collection compare with 
assemblages from the contemporaneous town of Apalachicola? (4) Are there any other depot 
sites along the river that exhibit a similar artifact pattern? 
7.5 Final Thoughts 
The city of St. Joseph was by all accounts a boom town seeking to take advantage of the 
hungry cotton markets in Europe and the Northeast. While this town did come to an unfortunate 
end, the archaeology, in concert with the historical record, suggests that the city’s founders were 
able, for a while, to accomplish many of the goals they set, and were positioned at a pivotal time 
in Florida’s and America’s history. Despite the relatively remote location (which it still is today), 
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St. Joseph’s merchants and other inhabitants enjoyed connections with the global trade system 
and had access to fine ceramics, fine wines, and other unexpected commodities. This study has 
led to more questions, as with most archaeological investigations, and I hope that future research 
on this town’s wonderful story will continue. 
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CHAPTER 8: PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY AND OUTREACH 
 
The discipline of archaeology would not be where it is today without public support. 
During my two years of fieldwork, I came to know the people who live and work along St. 
Joseph Bay. It was through these connections with the local people that I began to understand 
how connected everyone felt to the history of the area. Just visit the local library in Port St. Joe 
or the Constitutional Convention Museum, where there are displays of material culture from old 
St. Joseph (which need to be inventoried!), and you will immediately notice the pride and 
admiration local inhabitants feel toward their history. In keeping with the spirit of public 
outreach, I presented a lecture on old St. Joseph at the St. Joseph Bay Buffer State Preserve and 
Research Station in 2014. In the largest room available, people filled every seat and, by the time 
my presentation began; only standing room was available. This was most certainly not a result of 
my presence, but of the subject matter presented and the positive public support for this research. 
In keeping with the goals of this project, I also presented my research at the annual 
meetings of the Florida Anthropological Society and the Southeastern Archaeological 
Conference in 2012 and 2013, respectively. However, local residents have limited access to these 
kinds of presentations. Therefore, in addition to the presentation given at the St. Joseph Bay 
Buffer State Preserve, I am working with Preserve staff to develop an information pamphlet that 
includes the history of old St. Joseph. This kind of material can be given out to anyone desiring 
more information about the local history, without the need to travel to a professional conference. 
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However, the research material presented in this thesis and the information pamphlet do 
not sufficiently address the general lack of historic interpretation in the area. As evident by the 
great positive response to the local presentation I have already given about the region’s history, 
there is certainly no lack of interest by the local residents about the historic narrative surrounding 
St. Joseph Bay. Despite this local interest, little is available for public consumption. Currently, 
the only resource for residents and visitors to the area is the Florida State Park Service’s 
Constitutional Convention Museum in Port St. Joe. This 1965-era museum has been severely 
underfunded and unable to update their exhibits, which almost exclusively focus on a single – 
albeit important – even in the early settlement of the region. While there has been some interest 
in developing and placing a Historical Marker by the Florida Division of Historical Resources 
commemorating the establishment of St. Joseph, no concrete plans have been made. 
Despite the abysmal funding situation for the museum, specific suggestions can be made 
to increase interpretation and awareness about the history of the region. Port St. Joe has taken 
steps toward attracting visitor to this small historic waterside town by working with the Florida 
Division of Historical Resources’ Main Street Program and the Florida Department of Economic 
Development to help preserve and enhance its historic retail districts. This partnership will lead 
to a better defined and preserved historic district that would make a wonderful setting for public 
history tours that, if structured properly, would convey the relationship between the present and 
the past to visitors and residents. In addition, material contained in the background section of this 
thesis can help ground these public tours. It would be easy to draw parallels between the 
industrious goals of old St. Joseph’s founders and the economic revitalizations taking place with 
the retail district. I would also hope to present to the public some of the realities of the 
antebellum slave economy and the great socioeconomic differences between groups of people 
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who labored and those who enjoyed the fruits of the labor. More than just being interesting and 
pretty artifacts, the materials in the collection have great social and economic meaning tied into 
the political system of the time. 
The current exhibits in the Constitution Convention Museum are outdated and narrow in 
their scope about the history of old St. Joseph. While some local historians have tried to 
incorporate small additional displays about the old town, especially in the county public library, 
there is a lack in the uniformity and context. Some of the updates to the displays include 
information about the town’s early use of railroads as a primary method of transportation. If we 
incorporate Shackels’(2000) notions on the presentation of artifacts in order to convey their 
context, I would suggest taking the photos from this thesis and displaying various patterns and 
sets found at the railroad wharf along Depot Creek. In addition, displays could be added to show 
these artifacts in the context of their intended use. For example, a photograph or display of a 
table setting would give the visitor to an image of the journey these artifacts would have taken; 
or perhaps showing a comparison between modern and historic table settings would draw a 
parallel between the consumer choices made in the nineteenth century with those made in the 
twenty-first century. In addition, an interpretive display should be created to incorporate the 
history of the enslaved African population that worked at the depot. This display could use some 
of the artifact photos of the bale hooks and other artifact commonly associated with labor 
contrasting a depiction of workers using them with the wealthy home’s table setting. Of course, 
if state funding ever begins to thaw, these ideas can be expanded to include more elaborate 
designs and interpretive displays to enhance the public consumption and enjoyment of the local 
history. As more archaeological work takes place in the vicinity of Old St. Joseph, the 
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interpretation of this historic town can be expanded and further contribute to the romantic story 
of the region. 
Finally, copies of both my thesis and a digital photographic database will be available 
online through the USF library, and also furnished to the Florida Master Site File and the St. 
Joseph Bay Buffer State Preserve and Research Station, and their parent organization the 
Apalachicola National Estuarine Research Reserve. This will allow anyone, including the local 
residents, the access to the rich history of old St. Joseph, with the hope that people can build 
upon and learn from this wonderful period in Florida’s history. 
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 Appendix A: Artifact Database Tables 
Table 1A: The ceramic class artifacts 
               
Cat # Shape Type Ware Material Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Mfr Cnty Mfr Location Mfr Years Scene Comments MNV 
J1 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 123.2  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Caledonia  1 
J2 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 618.8 10 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Caledonia  1 
J3 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 178.7  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Caledonia  poss. soup plate 1 
J4 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 111.0  Kitchen     Caledonia 
use wear bottom 
& edge 1 
J5 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 340.4 10 Kitchen 
Ralph 
Stevenson 
and Sons 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1810-1833 Swiss 
This mark is 
listed as 
impressed and not 
printed 
1 
J6 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 18.4  Kitchen     Caledonia  1 
J7 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 49.6  Kitchen     Caledonia  1 
J8 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 235.3 10.5 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Andalusia 
use wear bottom 
& edge 1 
J9 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 92.0  Kitchen       1 
J10 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 103.6   Kitchen             1 
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Table 1A (Continued) 
 
Cat # Shape Type Ware Material Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Mfr Cnty Mfr Location Mfr Years Scene Comments MNV 
J11 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 158.1  Kitchen       poss. soup plate 1 
J12 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 219.7  Kitchen 
William 
Ridgeway 
(& Co.) 
Eng. Shelton, Hanley, Staffordshire 1830-1854 Persian 
 poss. soup 
plate, use wear 
bottom & edge 
1 
J13 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 54.5  Kitchen       1 
J14 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 252.5  Kitchen 
Knight, 
Elkin, & 
Co. 
Eng. Fenton, Staffordshire 1822-1825 Pennsylvania 
use wear bottom 
& edge 1 
J15 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 16.6  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer? Eng. 
Stoke-upon-
Trent, 
Staffordshire 
1826-1835 Mogul?  1 
J16 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 193.8  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1800-1863 
Spanish 
Convent  1 
J17 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 288.7 8.5 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-
Trent, 
Staffordshire 
1826-1835 Canova  1 
J18 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 308.0 10.5 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova  1 
J19 Plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 292.3 9.5 Kitchen 
Francis 
Dillon? Eng. 
Cobridge, 
Staffordshire 1834-1843 Arabian 
canova-like 
reproduction, 
No. 7, x bottom 
& edge 
1 
J20 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 475.5 10.5 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-
Trent, 
Staffordshire 
1826-1835 Canova use wear bottom & edge 1 
J21 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 199.5  Kitchen 
Job & 
Jacob 
Jackson 
Eng. Church Yard Works 1831-1835 
Clyde 
Scenery  1 
J22 plate plain whiteware refined earthenware 370.0  Kitchen      
heavy use wear 
all over 1 
J23 bowl transfer print ironstone 
refined 
earthenware 144.0   Kitchen 
Pountney 
& Allies? Eng. 
Bristol, 
Gloucestershire 1816-1835     1 
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Table 1A (Continued) 
               
Cat # Shape Type Ware Material Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Mfr Cnty Mfr Location Mfr Years Scene Comments MNV 
J24 cup hand painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 72.2  Kitchen       1 
J25 cup dipped ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 165.6  Kitchen     Annular  1 
J26 bowl dipped ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 238.5  Kitchen     Annular  1 
J27 bowl dipped ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 136.3  Kitchen     Annular  1 
J28 bowl? dipped ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 32.6  Kitchen     Annular  1 
J29  
dipped 
ware whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 13.0  Kitchen     Annular  1 
J30 bowl hand painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 204.0  Kitchen     gen. floral  1 
J31 vegetable dish 
transfer 
print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 380.0 8.75x7 Kitchen 
James & 
Ralph 
Clews 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1817-1834 
Tuscan 
Rose 
mis-
transferred 1 
J32 small dish transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 129.3 6 Kitchen     Angling  1 
J33 small dish transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 102.1 6 Kitchen     Angling  1 
J34 small dish transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 131.0 6 Kitchen       1 
J35 small dish transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 120.5 5 3/4 Kitchen       1 
J36 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 541.8 10.5 x 9 Kitchen     Oriental  1 
J37 tureen  transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 150.5  Kitchen     Free Trade  1 
J38 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 165.6 7.5 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1800-1863 Caledonia  1 
J39 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 257.0 8.25 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Burslem, Staffordshire 1818-1845 Fisherman 
impressed "S" 
on back of 
plate 
1 
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Table 1A (Continued) 
 
Cat # Shape Type Ware Material Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Mfr Cnty Mfr Location Mfr Years Scene Comments MNV 
J40 small platter 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 245.4 6.75x9 Kitchen       1 
J41 platter transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 261.1  Kitchen 
Edward & 
George 
Phillips 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 
Commerce 
Free Trade 
use wear in 
center 1 
J42 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 331.0 8.5 Kitchen     Oriental  1 
J43 platter transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 447.2  Kitchen 
Lockett & 
Hulme Eng. 
Longton, 
Staffordshire 1818-1826 
Grecian 
Temple  1 
J44 bowl transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 518.1 10.75 Kitchen       1 
J45 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 371.4  Kitchen 
James & 
Ralph 
Clews? 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1817-1834 
Fishkill, 
Hudson 
River 
Picturesque View 
Series 1 
J46 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 322.4 9 Kitchen     
Lausanne 
Villa  1 
J47 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 232.0 9.75 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer? Eng.    unknown "P" 1 
J48 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 337.0 9.5 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J49 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 326.7 9.5 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1800-1863 Bologna  1 
J50 plate transfer print ironstone 
refined 
earthenware 446.5 10.5 Kitchen 
Francis 
Dillon? Eng. 
Cobridge, 
Staffordshire 1834-1843 Arabian 
 No. 7, Mulberry 
Ironstone, use 
wear in center 
1 
J51 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 428.5 10.25 Kitchen Davenport Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1795-1830 
French 
Groups 
Henderson & 
Gaines Importers 
New Orleans, use 
wear in center 
1 
J52 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 496.0 11 Kitchen 
George 
Phillips Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1834-1848 
Commerce 
Free Trade   1 
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J53 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 91.7  Kitchen Davenport Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1795-1830  
 Henderson 
Walton & Co. 
Importers New 
Orleans 
1 
J54 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 286.2  Kitchen 
Job & Jacob 
Jackson Eng. 
Church Yard 
Works 1831-1835 
Florentine 
Villas  1 
J55 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 339.5 10.5 Kitchen       1 
J56 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 480.0  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1800-1863 
Fountain 
Scenery 
use ware in 
center 1 
J57 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 308.0 9.25 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1844 Canova 
Manufactured 
for Sector & 
Brooks Mobile 
1 
J58 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 329.0  Kitchen 
James & 
Ralph Clews Eng. 
Cobridge, 
Staffordshire 1817-1834 Tuscan Rose 
 Hill & 
Henderson 
Importers 
1 
J59 cup hand painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 100.8  Kitchen       1 
J60 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 398.6  Kitchen 
John 
Venables? Eng. 
Burslem, 
Staffordshire 1853-1855 Willow/Trent  1 
J939 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 398.6  Kitchen 
John 
Venables? Eng. 
Burslem, 
Staffordshire 1853-1855 Willow/Trent  1 
J61 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 612.4  Kitchen       1 
J62 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 281.3  Kitchen 
Lockett & 
Hulme? Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1818-1826   1 
J63 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 84.0  Kitchen       1 
J64 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 23.8  Kitchen 
Job & Jacob 
Jackson Eng. 
Church Yard 
Works 1831-1835 Valencia  1 
J65 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 180.8   Kitchen Davenport? Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1795-1830 
French 
Groups 
 Henderson & 
Gaines 
Importers New 
Orleans 
1 
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J66 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 184.0  Kitchen Davenport? Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1795-1830 
French 
Groups 
Henderson & 
Gaines 
Importers New 
Orleans 
1 
J67 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 223.0  Kitchen Davenport? Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1795-1830 
French 
Groups 
 Henderson & 
Gaines 
Importers New 
Orleans 
1 
J68 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 170.1  Kitchen 
Lockett & 
Hulme? Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1818-1826 
Grecian 
Temple  1 
J69 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 114.0  Kitchen 
Lockett & 
Hulme? Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1818-1826 
Grecian 
Temple  1 
J70 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 101.6  Kitchen 
Lockett & 
Hulme? Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1818-1826 
Grecian 
Temple  1 
J71 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 139.0  Kitchen 
Lockett & 
Hulme Eng. 
Longton, 
Staffordshire 1818-1826 
Grecian 
Temple  1 
J72 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 288.1  Kitchen 
Lockett & 
Hulme Eng. 
Longton, 
Staffordshire 1818-1826 
Grecian 
Temple  1 
J73 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 43.2  Kitchen 
William 
Ridgeway  
(& Co.) 
Eng. Shelton, Hanley, Staffordshire 1830-1854 Oriental  1 
J74 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 24.2  Kitchen 
William 
Ridgeway  
(& Co.) 
Eng. Shelton, Hanley, Staffordshire 1830-1854 Oriental  1 
J75 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 286.4  Kitchen 
William 
Ridgeway  
(& Co.)? 
Eng. Shelton, Hanley, Staffordshire 1830-1854 Oriental  1 
J76 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 19.2  Kitchen 
Thomas, John, 
and Joseph 
Mayer? 
Eng. 
Longport, 
Burslem, 
Staffordshire 
1842-1855 Spanish Lady  1 
J77 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 76.1  Kitchen       1 
J78 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 49.8  Kitchen       1 
J79 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 273.6   Kitchen 
Charles James 
Mason Co. Eng. 
Fenton, 
Staffordshire 1826-1840     1 
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J80 plate transfer print ironstone 
refined 
earthenware 31.2  Kitchen       1 
J81 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 351.9 10.5 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova  1 
J82 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 492.3 10.5 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-Trent, 
Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova  1 
J83 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 284.1 9.25 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-Trent, 
Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova  1 
J84 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 333.0 9.25 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova  1 
J85 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 270.4 9.25 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova 
use wear in 
center 1 
J86 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 368.9 9.25 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova 
use wear in 
center 1 
J87 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 293.0  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova  1 
J88 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 137.0  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova  1 
J89 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 144.9 7.25 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-Trent, 
Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova  1 
J90 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 243.5 8.25 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova  1 
J91 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 267.7 8.5 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova  1 
J92 soup plate 
transfer 
print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 139.4  Kitchen 
Hopkin & 
Vernon Eng. 
Burslem, 
Staffordshire 1836-1839 Canova  1 
J93 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 222.8 7.75 Kitchen       1 
J94 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 147.9 7.75 Kitchen       1 
J95 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 533.7 9x11.5 Kitchen     Willow 
use wear on 
base and rim 1 
J96 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 227.0   Kitchen 
Job & Jacob 
Jackson? Eng. 
Church Yard 
Works 1831-1835 Valencia   1 
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J97 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 337.0 9 Kitchen 
Job & Jacob 
Jackson Eng. 
Church Yard 
Works 1831-1835 Valencia  1 
J98 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 266.3 9 Kitchen 
Job & Jacob 
Jackson Eng. 
Church Yard 
Works 1831-1835 Valencia  1 
J99 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 164.2  Kitchen 
Job & Jacob 
Jackson Eng. 
Church Yard 
Works 1831-1835 Valencia  1 
J100 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 421.6 10.5 Kitchen 
Job & Jacob 
Jackson Eng. 
Church Yard 
Works 1831-1835 Valencia  1 
J101 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 376.4  Kitchen      
same scene as 
J102 2 
J102 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 482.6 10.5 Kitchen       1 
J103 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 111.0  Kitchen      
same scene as 
J102 1 
J104 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 287.3 10.5 Kitchen      
same scene as 
J103 1 
J105 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 90.8  Kitchen      
same scene as 
J104 1 
J106 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 114.1  Kitchen      
same scene as 
J105 1 
J107 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 135.3  Kitchen      
same scene as 
J106 1 
J108 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 176.5 8.25 Kitchen      
same scene as 
J107 1 
J109 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 153.5  Kitchen      
same scene as 
J108 1 
J110 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 265.5 9.25 Kitchen      
same scene as 
J109 1 
J111 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 121.6  Kitchen 
William 
Adams &  
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Bologna  1 
J112 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 73.4  Kitchen       1 
J113 plate transfer print ironstone 
refined 
earthenware 107.2  Kitchen       1 
J114 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 92.0   Kitchen             1 
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J115 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 88.4  Kitchen       1 
J116 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 81.8  Kitchen       1 
J117 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 35.6  Kitchen       1 
J118 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 119.5  Kitchen       1 
J119 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 15.1  Kitchen       1 
J120 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 90.7  Kitchen       1 
J121 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 68.4  Kitchen       0 
J122 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 78.3  Kitchen       0 
J123 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 55.5  Kitchen       1 
J124 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 48.7  Kitchen       0 
J125 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 386.1 9.25 Kitchen 
Ridgeway, 
Morley, Wear 
& Co. 
Eng. Shelton, Hanley, Staffordshire 1836-1842 Non Pareil  1 
J126 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 239.0 10.75 Kitchen 
George 
Phillips? Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1834-1848 
Commerce 
Free Trade  1 
J127 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 477.3 11 Kitchen 
George 
Phillips Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1834-1848 
Commerce 
Free Trade  1 
J128 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 245.8 8 Kitchen 
Edward & 
George 
Phillips 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 
Commerce 
Free Trade  1 
J129 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 215.0  Kitchen 
Edward & 
George 
Phillips 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 
Commerce 
Free Trade  1 
J939 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware N/A  Kitchen 
George 
Phillips? Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1834-1848 
Commerce 
Free Trade  1 
J130 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 174.3   Kitchen 
George 
Phillips? Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1834-1848 
Commerce 
Free Trade   1 
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J131 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 1811.5  Kitchen 
Lockett & 
Hulme Eng. 
Longton, 
Staffordshire 1818-1826 
Grecian 
Temple  1 
J132 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 789.7 12.5x15.25 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine  1 
J133 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 889.6 12x14.75 Kitchen       1 
J134 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 1389.4  Kitchen 
Job & Jacob 
Jackson? Eng. 
Church Yard 
Works 1831-1835 Petra 
Series: Holy 
Bible, use wear 
in center 
1 
J135 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 450.5 10.25x12.25 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine  1 
J136 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 358.1  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine 
use wear on 
base 1 
J137 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 416.8 11x9 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine  1 
J138 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 267.3  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine  1 
J139 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 285.6  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s)? 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine  1 
J140 misc. pieces 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 514.4  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine  1 
J141 misc. pieces 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 534.7  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine 
use wear on 
base 3 
J142 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 244.7   Kitchen 
Hopkin & 
Vernon Eng. 
Burslem, 
Staffordshire 1836-1839 Canova   1 
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J143 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 300.5  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J144 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 348.6  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J145 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 260.0  Kitchen     Canova 
x-heavy use wear 
esp. on center and 
bubbles in glaze 
1 
J146 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 303.7  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J147 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 491.3  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J148 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 121.1  Kitchen     Canova misc. pieces 1 
J149 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 83.2  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-Trent, 
Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova  1 
J150 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 26.8  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-Trent, 
Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova  1 
J151 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 102.0  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-Trent, 
Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova  1 
J152 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 81.6  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova  1 
J153 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 167.6  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova  1 
J154 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 272.9  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-Trent, 
Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova use wear on base 1 
J155 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 261.6  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer? Eng. 
Stoke-upon-Trent, 
Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova misc. pieces 1 
J156 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 237.8   Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer? Eng. 
Stoke-upon-Trent, 
Staffordshire 1826-1835 Canova  misc. pieces 1 
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J157 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 366.8 10 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 
Suspension 
Bridge  1 
J158 lid transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 255.1  Kitchen      
other half at 
Constitution 
Museum 
1 
J160 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 284.2 9.5 Kitchen 
Samuel 
Alcock & 
Company 
Eng. 
Cobridge 
&Burslum, 
Staffordshire 
1826-1859 Florilla  1 
J162 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 494.5 10.25 Kitchen       1 
J163 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 466.1 10.5 Kitchen 
William 
Hackwood Eng. 
Hanley, 
Staffordshire 1827-1843 
use wear in 
center  1 
J164 plate hand painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 502.8 10.25 Kitchen Davenport Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1800-1850 Shell edge 
scalloped rim, 
impressed bud, 
use wear in center 
1 
J165 plate hand painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 556.6 10.25 Kitchen     Shell edge 
same as J164 
except no maker's 
mark, scalloped 
rim, impressed 
bud 
1 
J166 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 163.6 7 Kitchen     Washington 
 scene stamp is 
very similar to 
other Canova 
J143-J148 
1 
J167 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 230.9 7.75 Kitchen Minton? Eng. 
Stoke-on-Trent, 
Staffordshire 1824-1873 Sicilian 
 heavy degraded 
glaze, Minton 
B/C they tended 
to use similar 
flowery scene 
stamps 
1 
J168 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 348.2 9.5 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Bologna 
 heavy degraded 
glaze 1 
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J169 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 328.9 10.75 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Bologna 
heavy degraded 
glaze, use wear in 
center 
1 
J170 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 342.8 9 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova 
 manufactured for 
Sector & Brooks 
Mobile  
1 
J171 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 495.0 10.5 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine  1 
J172 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 365.7 9.5 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Burslem, Staffordshire 1818-1845 Belzoni  1 
J173 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 495.2 10.5 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova  1 
J174 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 322.5 9.25 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-
Trent, 
Staffordshire 
1826-1835 Canova  1 
J175 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 235.1 7.5 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-
Trent, 
Staffordshire 
1826-1835 Canova  1 
J176 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 512.5 10.5 Kitchen      
glaze is distorted 
and bubbly 1 
J177 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 195.4 8 Kitchen 
James & 
Ralph 
Clews 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1817-1834 Virginia 
 scene mark same 
as on a listed Clews 
from P William V2 
p638 
1 
J178 soup plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 177.3  Kitchen 
James & 
Ralph 
Clews? 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1817-1834 
Tuscan 
Rose 
 Hill & Henderson 
Importers was 
associated with 
Clews 
1 
J179 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 249.8  Kitchen 
William 
Ridgeway 
(& Co.) 
Eng. 
Shelton, 
Hanley, 
Staffordshire 
1830-1854 Oriental  1 
J180 soup plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 213.0   Kitchen         Oriental   1 
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J181 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 196.6  Kitchen 
Job & 
Jacob 
Jackson 
Eng. Church Yard Works 1831-1835 
Tadmore in 
the Desert 
Series: Holy 
Bible 1 
J182 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 242.7  Kitchen       1 
J183 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 239.9  Kitchen     
Woodbine 
Bailey  1 
J184 cup saucer transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 60.4  Kitchen       1 
J185 cup saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 82.2  Kitchen       1 
J186 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 192.9  Kitchen      misc. pieces 0 
J187 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 199.2  Kitchen       1 
J188 plate/bowl? transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 46.2  Kitchen      
partial stamp 
on side 1 
J189 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 116.9  Kitchen     
Tuscan 
Rose  1 
J190 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 498.0 10.25 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J191 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 455.6 10.25 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J192 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 295.6 8.5 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J193 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 293.3 8.5 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J194 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 459.5 10.5 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J195 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 347.4  Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons? 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J196 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 231.4 8.5 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni   1 
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J197 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 241.0 9.25 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J198 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 285.7 10.5 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J199 soup plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 98.5  Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J200 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 232.1  Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons? 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni misc. pieces 2 
J201 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 508.2 10.5 Kitchen      
heavily degraded 
glaze  1 
J205 pitcher hand painted stoneware 
refined 
earthenware g>1200 34 cm high Kitchen       1 
J206 pitcher engraved stoneware refined earthenware g>1200  Kitchen      
incised fish 
design 1 
J207 pitcher hand painted stoneware 
refined 
earthenware 1089.4  Kitchen       1 
J208 pitcher hand painted stoneware 
refined 
earthenware 362.6  Kitchen       1 
J209 jug hand painted stoneware 
refined 
earthenware 183.1  Kitchen      
partial mark: "B 
EDMA 
CHARLES" 
1 
J210 jug hand painted stoneware 
refined 
earthenware 697.9  Kitchen       1 
J211 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 55.2  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova  1 
J212 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 60.7  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer? Eng. Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova 
similar pattern 
with J211 1 
J213 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 54.5 
15 cm 
diam Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer? Eng. Staffordshire 1826-1838 Canova 
similar pattern 
with J211 1 
J214 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 47.4  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J215 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 74.7  Kitchen       1 
J216 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 136.5   Kitchen             1 
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J217 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 116.6 15 Kitchen      
Cross stamp on 
back 1 
J218 plate hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 117.3  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863   1 
J219 lid hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 115.8  Kitchen       1 
J220 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 99.3  Kitchen     
Arabian 
men  1 
J221 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 14.9  Kitchen       1 
J222 bowl? transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 32.3  Kitchen       1 
J223 plate? transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 51.2  Kitchen       0 
J224 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 63.8 15.5  Kitchen 
John 
Davenport Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1834-1836  
Henderson 
Walton & 
Gaines, New 
Orleans 
importer stamp 
1 
J225 misc. pieces 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 16.7  Kitchen       1 
J226 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 1.8  Kitchen       0 
J227 unknown unknown whiteware refined earthenware 8.7  Kitchen      
burned, has 
color but can't 
tell what it is 
0 
J228 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 1.6  Kitchen       0 
J229 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 108.3 14.5  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Dimmock 
(Jr) & Co.? 
Eng. Hanley, Staffordshire 1828-1859 Vermicelli  1 
J230 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 109.5 14.5  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Dimmock 
(Jr) & Co.? 
Eng. Hanley, Staffordshire 1828-1859 Vermicelli  1 
J231 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 107.4 15  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-
Trent, 
Staffordshire 
1826-1835 Canova  1 
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J232 bowl transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 92.1 14.5  Kitchen     Stag  1 
J233 bowl 
transfer 
print/hand 
painted 
whiteware refined earthenware 60  Kitchen       1 
J234 bowl transfer print pearlware refined earthenware 103.2  Kitchen       1 
J235 bowl transfer print pearlware refined earthenware 96.4  Kitchen       1 
J236 plate transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 79.4 15.5  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s)? 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine  1 
J237 plate transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 84.7  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s)? 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Palestine  1 
J238 bowl transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 119.7 15  Kitchen       1 
J239 plate transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 26.3  Kitchen       0 
J240 plate transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 129.6  Kitchen       1 
J241 bowl transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 49.5  Kitchen      
partial mark 
"F" 1 
J242 bowl transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 54.7  Kitchen      
partial 
maker's mark 1 
J243 plate transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 24.5  Kitchen       1 
J244 plate transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 30.6  Kitchen       1 
J245 plate transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 68.6  Kitchen       0 
J246 bowl transfer print whiteware refined earthenware 55.2  Kitchen       0 
J247 saucer? hand painted pearlware refined earthenware 57.6   Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863     1 
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J248 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 14.2  Kitchen     Fern?  1 
J249 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 41.6  Kitchen       1 
J250 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 100.3  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J251 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 19  Kitchen     Canova 
partial 
maker's 
mark 
1 
J252 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 17.2  Kitchen     Canova 
 partial 
maker's 
mark 
1 
J253 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 22.2  Kitchen       1 
J254 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 13.1  Kitchen       1 
J255 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 76.6  Kitchen Davenport Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1820-1860 Ruins  1 
J256 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 41.5  Kitchen      
# 22 on 
bottom 1 
J257 plate hand painted stoneware 
refined 
earthenware 440.5  Kitchen       burned 1 
J258 unknown hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 79.5  Kitchen 
William 
Adams &  
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863   1 
J259 plate hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 232.8  Kitchen 
William 
Adams &  
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863   1 
J260 plate hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 123.8  Kitchen 
William 
Adams &  
Son (s)? 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863  
same pattern 
as J259 1 
J261 saucer hand painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 71.7  Kitchen       1 
J262 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 69.9  Kitchen 
Ridgeway, 
Morley, Wear 
& Co. 
Eng. 
Shelton & 
Hanley, 
Staffordshire 
1836-1842 Japan Flowers  1 
J263 unknown transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 3.7   Kitchen 
Ridgeway, 
Morley, Wear 
& Co. 
Eng. 
Shelton & 
Hanley, 
Staffordshire 
1836-1842 Japan Flowers   1 
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J264 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 54.2 12.5  Kitchen      
Maker's mark on 
back unknown 
"propeller" 
1 
J265 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 38.5  Kitchen       0 
J266 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 48.1  Kitchen Davenport Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1820-1860 Ruins  1 
J267 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 20  Kitchen Davenport Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1820-1860 Ruins  1 
J268 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 32.4  Kitchen       1 
J269 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 19.6  Kitchen      
partial maker's 
mark 1 
J270 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 51.8 15  Kitchen Davenport Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1820-1860 Ruins  1 
J271 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 16.8  Kitchen      
partial maker's 
mark 1 
J272 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 10  Kitchen       1 
J273 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 18  Kitchen       1 
J274 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 113.5 14.5  Kitchen 
Goodwins & 
Harris Eng. 
Longton, 
Staffordshire 1832-1837 Canova  1 
J275 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 109.9 14.5 Kitchen 
Goodwins & 
Harris Eng. 
Longton, 
Staffordshire 1832-1837 Canova  1 
J276 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 66.9 14.5  Kitchen 
Goodwins & 
Harris Eng. 
Longton, 
Staffordshire 1832-1837 Canova 
partial maker's 
mark, 1 
J277 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 141.9 16  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-upon-
Trent, 
Staffordshire 
1826-1835 Canova  1 
J278 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 54   Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 
Seasons, 
Winter partial "A" 1 
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J229 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 77.1 14.5 Kitchen     Vermicelli  1 
J280 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 103.5 15 Kitchen 
Job & 
Jacob 
Jackson? 
Eng. Church Yard Works 1831-1835   1 
J281 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 86.7 16  Kitchen     
Arabian 
Men # 8 on bottom 1 
J282 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 110.9 15  Kitchen     
River 
Hamlet 
mis-transfer, 
maker's mark 
unknown, # 16 
1 
J283 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 46 11  Kitchen       child's plate 1 
J284 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 95.2 11  Kitchen     Falconry #13 on bottom 1 
J285 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 94.6 11  Kitchen     Falconry  1 
J286 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 33.4  Kitchen       1 
J287 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 28.9  Kitchen      
 glass melted 
on the back 1 
J288 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 21.1  Kitchen       1 
J289 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 76.7  Kitchen 
William 
Adams 
(Co. & 
Ltd.)? 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1865 Sower  1 
J290 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 66.5  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer? Eng. 
Stoke-upon-
Trent, 
Staffordshire 
1826-1835 Canova  # 6 on bottom 1 
J291 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 83.4 10  Kitchen       1 
J292 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 25.5 10  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J293 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 51.7  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J860 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 51.7   Kitchen         Canova   1 
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J294 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 58.3  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J295 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 79.7  Kitchen     Canova # 8 on bottom 1 
J296 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 62.7  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J297 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 101.3 10  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J298 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 124.5 11.5  Kitchen     Canova  # 12 on bottom 1 
J299 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 133.3 11  Kitchen     Canova  fire damage 1 
J300 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 72.7 9.5  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J301 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 84.3 10  Kitchen     Canova  misprint 1 
J302 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 33.4  Kitchen      
same centerpiece as 
J291, # 8 on bottom 1 
J303 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 67.5  Kitchen Davenport Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1820-1860 Ruins  1 
J304 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 37.4  Kitchen     Stag  1 
J305 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 25.9  Kitchen     Stag  1 
J306 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 14.5  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J307 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 79 10  Kitchen     Persian  1 
J308 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 6.3   Kitchen         Canova   1 
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J309 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 5.5  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J310 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 66.1  Kitchen     
Oak 
Leaves? 
partial maker's 
mark "aves" 1 
J311 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 65.3 10  Kitchen     Falconry?  1 
J312 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 59.4 10  Kitchen       1 
J313 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 44.7  Kitchen       1 
J314 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 34.2  Kitchen       1 
J315 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 32.9  Kitchen       1 
J316 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 43.1  Kitchen       1 
J317 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 77.5 10  Kitchen       1 
J318 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 65.5 10  Kitchen       1 
J319 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 92.7 11  Kitchen       1 
J320 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 42 9.5  Kitchen     
Tuscan 
Rose  1 
J321 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 51  Kitchen       1 
J322 cup hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 51.6 9.5  Kitchen       1 
J323 cup hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 92.6 9.5  Kitchen             1 
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J324 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 79.2 9.5  Kitchen       1 
J325 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 54.3  Kitchen      
partial maker's mark 
stamped in bottom 1 
J326 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 32.7  Kitchen       1 
J327 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 26.2  Kitchen       melted glass on bottom 1 
J328 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 32.2  Kitchen       maker's mark "o" 1 
J329 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 78.8 10  Kitchen       maker's mark "o" 1 
J330 cup plain porcelain refined earthenware 85  Kitchen       1 
J331 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 42.1  Kitchen       1 
J332 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 34.6  Kitchen       1 
J333 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 34.8  Kitchen       1 
J334 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 31.4  Kitchen       1 
J335 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 38.6  Kitchen       1 
J336 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 20.1  Kitchen       1 
J337 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 45.3  Kitchen       1 
J338 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 94.6  Kitchen       1 
J339 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 11.2  Kitchen       badly burnt 1 
J340 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 28.2   Kitchen             1 
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J341 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 26.3  Kitchen       0 
J342 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 49.7  Kitchen       1 
J343 saucer transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 40.1  Kitchen       1 
J344 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 32.9  Kitchen       1 
J345 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 59.2  Kitchen     Peacock 
imperfections in the 
transfer art, use wear inside 
bottom and around base 
1 
J346 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 27.1  Kitchen       1 
J347 pitcher transfer print stoneware 
refined 
earthenware 229.5  Kitchen      use wear on base 1 
J348 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 13  Kitchen       0 
J349 plate hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 71.5  Kitchen       1 
J350 unknown plain whiteware refined earthenware 25.3  Kitchen       1 
J351 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 39.5  Kitchen       1 
J352 cup hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 6.5  Kitchen       1 
J353 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 2.3  Kitchen       1 
J354 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 25.6  Kitchen       1 
J355 cup plain whiteware refined earthenware 32 8.5  Kitchen      possible shaving cream cup 1 
J356 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 30.7   Kitchen            similar to Napier 1 
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J357 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 18.2  Kitchen      similar to Napier 1 
J358 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 94.9  Kitchen      similar to Napier 1 
J359 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 137.3  Kitchen      
 similar to Napier, 
"sunburst" mark 1 
J360 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 74.6  Kitchen      
1 piece, similar to 
Napier 1 
J361 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 61.1  Kitchen      
similar to Napier, # 
13 on bottom 1 
J362 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 128.8  Kitchen       1 
J363 sugar bowl 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 497.2 
11.5h 10.5 x 
8.5 Kitchen     Napier?  1 
J364 creamer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 180.8 12h x 8x6.5 Kitchen     
Bee 
Hive?   1 
J365 sugar bowl 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 151 9.5 x 7 Kitchen       1 
J366 lid transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 103.6 11 x 8 x 3 Kitchen       1 
J367 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 70.1  Kitchen       burned 1 
J368 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 23.5  Kitchen       1 
J369 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 37.7   Kitchen             1 
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J370 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 23.4  Kitchen       1 
J371 pitcher transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 328.9 12  Kitchen     Harvest  1 
J372 pitcher handle 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 155.6 17 x 9  Kitchen       1 
J373 pitcher transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 85.6  Kitchen       1 
J374 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 24.6  Kitchen       1 
J375 pitcher base plain whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 83.6 7.5  Kitchen       1 
J376 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 116.2 8 cm  Kitchen       1 
J377 creamer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 117.5  Kitchen      
mis-transferred, use 
wear inside of base, 
bottom of peds. 
1 
J378 pitcher transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 371.4 15  Kitchen     
Chinese 
Bridge 
Pagoda 
mis-transferred 1 
J379 pitcher transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 181.7 6 base Kitchen      part of spout and body  1 
J380 pitcher transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 907.6  Kitchen       1 
J381 unknown transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 63.5  Kitchen      
part of scene, boy 
holding lion 1 
J382 pitcher transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 333.1  Kitchen      rim and spout 1 
J383 unknown transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 62.5   Kitchen             1 
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J384 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 104.6 8  Kitchen      intact base 1 
J385 pitcher transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 67.8  Kitchen       1 
J386 creamer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 92.8  Kitchen      
burning around 
the interior 
spout 
1 
J387 creamer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 144.9  Kitchen     
Tuscan 
Rose 
missing bottom, 
burnt on base 
front 
1 
J388 pitcher handle 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 102.5  Kitchen       1 
J389 pitcher transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 200.4  Kitchen       1 
J390 creamer? transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 64.2  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863   1 
J391 pitcher plain whiteware refined earthenware 174.7  Kitchen       1 
J392 pitcher handle 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 80.1  Kitchen       1 
J393 lid transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 47.8  Kitchen      
middle of top 
missing 1 
J394 lid  transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 71.2  Kitchen       1 
J395 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 69.9  Kitchen       1 
J396 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 31.3  Kitchen     Harvest  1 
J397 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 37.3  Kitchen       1 
J398 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 33.7   Kitchen           
burnt on all 
surfaces  1 
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J399 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 39.1  Kitchen       1 
J400 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 68.4  Kitchen      
all burned, piece of base, 
piece of lid, two rim 
fragments  
2 
J401 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 65.3  Kitchen      burned 0 
J402 tureen lid transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 87.2  Kitchen       1 
J403 pitcher? transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 117.1  Kitchen      
3 base pieces, 1 rim 
pieces/ possible pitcher 
fragments/ burned 
1 
J404 saucer? transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 40.4  Kitchen      2 pieces/ burned 1 
J405 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 89.6  Kitchen       1 
J406 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 12.9  Kitchen       1 
J407 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 68.3  Kitchen       0 
J408 pitcher bases 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 239.1 11 base  Kitchen       1 
J409 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 63.6 8.5 base Kitchen       1 
J410 creamer handle? 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 15  Kitchen      delicate looped handle 1 
J411 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 49.8   Kitchen           
burned, small part covered 
in melted glass 1 
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J412 pitcher? handle 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 86.5  Kitchen       1 
J413 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 6.7  Kitchen       0 
J414 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 10.5  Kitchen       1 
J415 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 27.4  Kitchen       1 
J416 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 370.7 25.5 Kitchen 
John and 
George 
Alcock?    
Napier  1 
J417 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 525.1 25.5 Kitchen 
John and 
George 
Alcock?    
Napier  1 
J418 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 312.4 23 Kitchen     
Asiatic 
Plants  1 
J419 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 375.3  Kitchen     
Asiatic 
Plants  1 
J420 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 164.1  Kitchen     
Asiatic 
Plants  1 
J421 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 34.5  Kitchen     
Asiatic 
Plants  1 
J422 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 12.5  Kitchen     Napier?  1 
J423 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 94.3  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J424 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 57  Kitchen     Bologna  1 
J425 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 733.1  Kitchen     Rhine?   1 
J426 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 78  Kitchen       1 
J427 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 108.7  Kitchen       1 
J428 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 162.8   Kitchen         Bologna   1 
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J429 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 79.2 18 Kitchen 
Job & 
Jacob 
Jackson 
Eng. Church Yard Works 1831-1835 
Asiatic 
Scenery?   1 
J430 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 140.9  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng.   Canova  1 
J431 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 11.5  Kitchen     Canova  1 
J432 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 798.1  Kitchen       burned 1 
J433 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 296.3  Kitchen       floral pattern 0 
J434 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 192.6  Kitchen      burned 0 
J435 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 131.9 13  Kitchen      
very shallow 
plate 1 
J446 plate plain creamware refined earthenware 71.4  Kitchen 
Anderson 
& Gaines   
45 Canal st. 
New Orleans   
Mfr Stamped, 
not 
transferred 
1 
J447 basin? plain creamware refined earthenware 119  Kitchen       1 
J449 basin plain whiteware refined earthenware 654.6 26.5 Kitchen       1 
J450 unknown plain whiteware refined earthenware 316.2  Kitchen       1 
J451 plate plain whiteware refined earthenware 222.5 24 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863   1 
J452 basin base plain whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 437.1 
16.5base of 
larger vessel Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863   1 
J453 basin? plain whiteware refined earthenware 435.5  Kitchen      
possible wash 
basin 1 
J454 unknown plain pearlware refined earthenware 156.5  Kitchen       1 
J455 basin plain creamware refined earthenware 134.2   Kitchen             1 
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J456 basin? plain whiteware refined earthenware 61.5  Kitchen       1 
J457 plate plain whiteware refined earthenware 56.2  Kitchen       1 
J458 plate dipped ware whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 42.7  Kitchen     Mocha  1 
J459 basin plain whiteware refined earthenware 111.4  Kitchen       1 
J460 rim plain whiteware refined earthenware 57  Kitchen       1 
J461 plate plain whiteware refined earthenware 57.7  Kitchen       1 
J462 plate plain pearlware refined earthenware 158.9  Kitchen      
base sherd 
stamped "14"  1 
J463 plate plain pearlware refined earthenware 63.4  Kitchen       1 
J464 unknown plain pearlware refined earthenware 36.8  Kitchen      
with melted 
glass 1 
J465 unknown plain pearlware refined earthenware 256  Kitchen       1 
J466 unknown plain whiteware refined earthenware 128.2  Kitchen      burned 1 
J467 unknown plain whiteware refined earthenware 16.4  Kitchen       1 
J468 unknown plain whiteware refined earthenware 6.7  Kitchen      burned 1 
J469 unknown plain whiteware refined earthenware 33.3  Kitchen       1 
J470 unknown plain whiteware refined earthenware 344.5  Kitchen       burned 1 
J471 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 173.1 14.3 Kitchen     
Willow 
Ware  1 
J472 platter transfer print Ironstone 
refined 
earthenware 1108 37 x 29 Kitchen 
Ralph 
Stevenson 
and Sons 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1810-1833 
Willow 
Ware 
“Iron Stone 
China” 1 
J474 plates edge ware whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 245   Kitchen             4 
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J475 plate edge ware whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 144 19 Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J476 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 153  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge 
blackened scratches 
on body 3 cm from 
rim 
1 
J477 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 115  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J478 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 65  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  2 
J479 plate plain whiteware refined earthenware 147 20 Kitchen      
one half of small 
plate 1 
J480 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 76  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J481 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 206  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge 
use wear in center 
of largest piece 2 
J482 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 179  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J483 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 100  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J484 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 58  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  2 
J485 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 177  Kitchen     embossed  1 
J486 plates edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 310  Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 embossed use wear on base 1 
J487 plate plain whiteware refined earthenware 370  Kitchen       1 
J488 basin plain whiteware refined earthenware 396  Kitchen       1 
J489 plate  edge ware whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 184  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge 
use wear in center. 
Cut marks.  1 
J490 plate edge ware whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 287   Kitchen         
Shell 
edge   1 
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J491 plate edge ware whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 180  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J492 plate  edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 189  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J493 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 297  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J494 plate  edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 135  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge 
use wear in center of 
base 1 
J495 plate  edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 156  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J496 platter edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 419  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J497 pate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 131  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J498 platter edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 436  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J499 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 84  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  4 
J500 plate  edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 293  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J501 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 206  Kitchen     embossed  1 
J502 plate edge ware whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 129  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J503 basin  edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 108  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J504 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 196  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J505 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 163  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J506 plate  edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 87  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J507 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 74  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J508 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 126   Kitchen         
Shell 
edge   1 
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J509 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 71  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J510 bowl edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 49  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J511 plate edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 55  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J512 rim edge ware pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 54  Kitchen     
Shell 
edge  1 
J513 plate plain pearlware refined earthenware 21 l Kitchen       0 
J514 plate plain pearlware refined earthenware 7  Kitchen       0 
J516 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 334 25 Kitchen 
William 
Ridgeway 
(& Co.) 
Eng. Shelton, Hanley, Staffordshire 1830-1854 Marmora  1 
J517 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 114  Kitchen      
Mark appears to 
read Pyrenen… 
(eese?)  
1 
J518 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 69 14 Kitchen       1 
J519 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 254  Kitchen 
William 
Ridgeway 
(& Co.) 
Eng. Shelton, Hanley, Staffordshire 1830-1854 Marmora 
very small cut 
marks  1 
J520 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 178  Kitchen 
James & 
Ralph Clews Eng. 
Cobridge, 
Staffordshire 1817-1834   1 
J521 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 74  Kitchen       1 
J522 tureen transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 740 31 x 25 Kitchen     
Tuscan 
Rose 
transfer error on 
rim 1 
J523 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 403 26 Kitchen     Canova "No. 7" 1 
J524 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 377 26 Kitchen     Canova "No. 7" 1 
J525 plate  transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 223   Kitchen             1 
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J526 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 123  Kitchen      burned 1 
J527 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 53  Kitchen       1 
J528 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 483 26 Kitchen     
Asiatic 
Plants 
impressed 
"N" on back 1 
J529 plate  transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 210  Kitchen     Canova "No. 7" 1 
J530 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 137  Kitchen       1 
J531 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 26  Kitchen       1 
J532 unknown transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 115  Kitchen       1 
J533 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 168  Kitchen       1 
J534 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 19  Kitchen 
William 
Davenport 
and Co.?    
Gondola   1 
J535 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 158  Kitchen     
Asiatic 
Plants 
impressed 
"N" on back 1 
J536 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 375  Kitchen     
Asiatic 
Plants 
impressed 
"N" on back 1 
J537 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 122  Kitchen      transfer error. 1 
J538 tureen lid plain pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 546  Kitchen       1 
J539 plate plain whiteware refined earthenware 67  Kitchen 
William 
Hackwood Eng. 
Hanley, 
Staffordshire 1827-1843 
Marine 
Flowers   1 
J540 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 137  Kitchen 
William 
Hackwood Eng. 
Hanley, 
Staffordshire 1827-1843 
Marine 
Flowers   1 
J541 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 184  Kitchen 
William 
Hackwood Eng. 
Hanley, 
Staffordshire 1827-1843 
Marine 
Flowers   1 
J542 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 200  Kitchen 
William 
Hackwood Eng. 
Hanley, 
Staffordshire 1827-1843 
Marine 
Flowers   1 
J543 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 34   Kitchen             1 
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J544 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 19  Kitchen 
William 
Ridgeway  
(& Co.) 
Eng. Shelton, Hanley, Staffordshire 1830-1854   1 
J545 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 64  Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 
White 
House  1 
J546 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 39  Kitchen       1 
J547 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 164  Kitchen      
impressed 
letter "G" 1 
J548 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 447  Kitchen       1 
J549 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 223  Kitchen       1 
J550 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 43  Kitchen       0 
J551 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 156  Kitchen       1 
J552 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 127  Kitchen       1 
J553 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 155  Kitchen       1 
J554 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 282  Kitchen       1 
J555 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 214  Kitchen       1 
J556 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 418  Kitchen       1 
J557 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 449  Kitchen       1 
J558 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 45  Kitchen       1 
J559 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 59  Kitchen       1 
J560 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 138  Kitchen       1 
J561 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 190   Kitchen         Cologne   1 
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J562 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 357 28 Kitchen 
William 
Ridgeway 
(& Co.) 
Eng. 
Shelton, 
Hanley, 
Staffordshire 
1830-1854 Cologne  1 
J563 plate rim  
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 40  Kitchen       1 
J564 platter rim 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 86  Kitchen       1 
J565 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 1340 44  Kitchen 
James & 
Ralph 
Clews 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1817-1834 Virginia 
heavy use wear 
on the bottom 
and back on 
base 
1 
J566 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 1064 42 x 35 Kitchen       1 
J622 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 113.3 10 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Peacock  1 
J623 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 138.6 10.5 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Sower  1 
J624 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 146.4 11 Kitchen     Andalusia?  1 
J625 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 97 9.8 Kitchen     Pheasant  1 
J626 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 123.5 11 Kitchen     Palestine  1 
J627 cup hand painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 84.2 9 Kitchen       1 
J630 creamer  transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 199  Kitchen     Palestine  1 
J632 gravy boat 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 226.3  Kitchen 
Ralph 
Stevenson 
and Sons 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1810-1833 Cologne  1 
J633 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 97.4 10 Kitchen       1 
J634 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 93.8 9.5 Kitchen     Napier  1 
J635 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 96.6 9.7 Kitchen           boy with bow 1 
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J636 cup hand painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 96.8 9.3 Kitchen       1 
J637 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 127.8 10 Kitchen      boat scene 1 
J638 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 89.3 9.5 Kitchen     Caledonia  1 
J639 cup hand painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 107.9 9.7 Kitchen      
flower 
designs  1 
J640 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 119.4 9.4 Kitchen       1 
J642 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 93.6 9.8 Kitchen       1 
J643 cup transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 67.8 7 Kitchen     
Commerce 
Free Trade  1 
J644 cup transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 76.7 8 Kitchen     Canova 
complete 
nearly 
perfect 
condition 
1 
J655 sugar bowl lid 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 130.6 11 Kitchen       1 
J656 sugar bowl 
hand 
painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 389.4 10.6 Kitchen Davenport Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1820-1860   1 
J657 sauce tureen 
transfer 
print/hand 
painted 
whiteware refined earthenware 398.9  Kitchen      
embossed 
"20" on the 
bottom 
1 
J658 tureen lid transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 150  Kitchen       1 
J659 chamber pot plain pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 887.2 21.2 Kitchen       1 
J660 
open 
vegetable 
dish 
transfer 
print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 393.4 22 Kitchen 
Knight, 
Elkin, & 
Co. 
Eng. Fenton, Staffordshire 1822-1825 Pennsylvania 
American 
Series 1 
J661 wash pitcher 
hand 
painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 962.2 11x19.5x14 Kitchen             1 
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J662 wash pitcher 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 867.3 19x12.5 Kitchen       1 
J663 water pitcher 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 841.3 14.5x20x19.8 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. Longport  
Spanish 
Bullfight 
"Manufactured 
for Sector and 
Brooke, Mobile" 
Transferred to 
bottom 
1 
J664 water pitcher 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 847.5 16x16x14 Kitchen       1 
J665 water pitcher 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 593.3 15x12.5x16 Kitchen       1 
J666 
open 
vegetable 
dish 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 503.1 26x22 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke-Upon-
Trent  Canova mis-transferred 1 
J667 chamber pot lid  
transfer 
print  whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 709.6 
19 inside 
"lip" diameter Kitchen     Canova  1 
J668 soup tureen 
transfer 
print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 3 lbs.  Kitchen       1 
J670 small platter 
hand 
painted pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 473.1 24x20 Kitchen      floral 1 
J671 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 365.7 22.3 Kitchen     Trophy  1 
J672 plate  transfer print  pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 364.8 22.4 Kitchen Ralph Hall Eng. 
Tunstall, 
Staffordshire 1822-1836 
Italian 
Buildings  1 
J673 plate transfer print  pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 451.3 24.5 Kitchen 
Ralph 
Stevenson 
and Sons 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1810-1833 Cologne  1 
J674 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 459 24.5 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni 
Stamped "2" 
embossed "6" on 
back 
1 
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J675 plate  transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 399.2 24.5 Kitchen      
The scene is 
a castle 1 
J676 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 482.6 25.5 Kitchen     Oriental  1 
J677 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 493 26 Kitchen     Canova 
stamped 
"No.07" 1 
J678 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 357.4 24 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Bologna  1 
J679 plate Shell Edge whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 521.1 26 Kitchen     Shell edge  1 
J680 soup bowl 
transfer 
print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 395.2 23.4 Kitchen 
Hopkin & 
Vernon Eng. 
Burslem, 
Staffordshire 1836-1839 Canova  1 
J681 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 315.9 23.6 Kitchen 
Ridgeway, 
Morley, 
Wear & Co. 
Eng. Shelton, Hanley, Staffordshire 1836-1842 
Japan 
Flowers  1 
J682 plate transfer print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 387.4 23.4 Kitchen 
William 
Ridgeway (& 
Co.) 
Eng. Shelton, Hanley, Staffordshire 1830-1854 Flosculous  1 
J683 small platter 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware  25.5x20.5 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Caledonia  1 
J684 small plate 
transfer 
print  whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 159.2 19 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Caledonia  1 
J685 luncheon plate 
transfer 
print  whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 287.2 21 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Belzoni  1 
J686 luncheon plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 287.2 21 Kitchen       1 
J687 soup plate 
transfer 
print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 503.7 27 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Caledonia  1 
J688 soup plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 479.4 25.5 Kitchen 
Job & Jacob 
Jackson Eng. 
Church Yard 
Works 1831-1835 Valencia  1 
J689 soup plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 504.6 25.5cm Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Longport, Staffordshire 1822-1834 Pagoda   1 
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J690 soup plate 
transfer 
print pearlware 
refined 
earthenware 435.6 26 Kitchen 
Ralph 
Stevenson 
and Sons 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1810-1833 Manhattan  1 
J691 plate Transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 355.6 23.4 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Caledonia  1 
J692 soup plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 475 26 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. Longport  Canova 
"Manufactured for 
Sector and 
Brooke, Mobile" 
Transferred to 
bottom 
1 
J693 soup plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 533.6 26 Kitchen 
Job & 
Jacob 
Jackson 
Eng. Church Yard Works 1831-1835 Valencia  1 
J694 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 498.1 26.5 Kitchen 
Lockett & 
Hulme Eng. 
Longton, 
Staffordshire 1818-1826 
Grecian 
Temple  1 
J695 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 524.6  Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. Longport  Canova  1 
J696 plate  transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 536.4 27 Kitchen 
Job & 
Jacob 
Jackson 
Eng. Church Yard Works 1831-1835 
Grecian 
Garden  1 
J697 side plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 177.5 18.5 Kitchen 
George 
Phillips Eng. 
Longport, 
Staffordshire 1834-1848 Park Scenery  1 
J698 side plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 247.1 19.5 Kitchen       1 
J699 side plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 256.1 20 Kitchen 
Knight, 
Elkin, & 
Co. 
Eng. Fenton, Staffordshire 1822-1825 Pennsylvania  1 
J700 small platter 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 335 25.5 Kitchen     Palestine 
stamped on back 
"19" 1 
J701 small platter 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware 315.7 25.5 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 
Spanish 
Convent 
stamped on back 
"2" 1 
J702 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 27 Kitchen 
Thomas 
Mayer Eng. 
Stoke Upon 
Trent  Canova  1 
J703 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 27 Kitchen         Canova   1 
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J704 plate  transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 26.5 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Marmora  1 
J705 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 15inchesx13inches Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s) 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Persian  1 
J706 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 15x13inches Kitchen     Napier  1 
J707 large platter 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 20 x18inches Kitchen     Fisherman?  1 
J708 large platter 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 21 x18inches Kitchen     Canova  1 
J709 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 18x15inches Kitchen     
Asiatic 
Plants  1 
J710 platter transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 15x13inches Kitchen      dark blue 1 
J711 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 27 Kitchen     
Persian 
Dehlia  1 
J712 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 27 Kitchen     Soxoiall  1 
J713 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 27 Kitchen 
James & 
Ralph 
Clews 
Eng. Cobridge, Staffordshire 1817-1834 Virginia  1 
J714 plate transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 27 Kitchen 
Job & 
Jacob 
Jackson 
Eng. Church Yard Works 1831-1835 Valencia  1 
J715 child’s plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 6 Kitchen       1 
J716 side plate 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 20 Kitchen     Washington  1 
J717 saucer hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 13 Kitchen      floral 1 
J718 saucer hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 13 Kitchen           floral 1 
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J719 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 14 Kitchen     Canova  1 
J720 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 14 Kitchen 
Enoch, 
Woods & 
Sons 
Eng. Burslem, Staffordshire 1818-1846 
Man in 
Sleigh dark blue 1 
J721 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 13 Kitchen     Fisherman?  1 
J722 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 13 Kitchen      fountains? 1 
J723 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 14 Kitchen 
William 
Adams & 
Son (s)? 
Eng. Tunstall, Staffordshire 1829-1863 Ruins  1 
J724 bowl hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 11 Kitchen       1 
J725 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 18 Kitchen     Agriculture  1 
J726 small pitcher 
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a n/a Kitchen     Pomerania  1 
J727 cylindrical dipped ware whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a  Kitchen     Annular  1 
J728 bowl transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 19.5 Kitchen     Canova?  1 
J729 bowl dipped ware whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 19 Kitchen     finger-wave  1 
J730 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 14 Kitchen     Napier?  1 
J731 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 14 Kitchen      
"Maple 
leaf" 1 
J732 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 12 Kitchen      pilot boat 1 
J733 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 14 Kitchen      castle scene 1 
J734 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 12 Kitchen     Vases?  1 
J735 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 14 Kitchen      
cottage 
scene 1 
J736 saucer transfer print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 15 Kitchen         Swiss Harp   1 
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J737 child’s plate  
transfer 
print whiteware 
refined 
earthenware n/a 7 Kitchen      
scene of woman in the 
park 1 
J807 jug hand painted stoneware 
refined 
earthenware   Kitchen       1 
J814 jar plain stoneware refined earthenware 836 14x18 Kitchen      ginger jar 1 
J867 lid hand painted whiteware 
refined 
earthenware  10.4x9.5 Kitchen      ginger jar lid 1 
J868 jar plain ironstone refined earthenware   Kitchen      
maybe for shucked 
oysters 1 
J907 pitcher plain ironstone refined earthenware   Kitchen       1 
J923 jar plain stoneware refined earthenware   Kitchen      D.COBB l834 on jar 1 
J924 pitcher hand painted stoneware 
refined 
earthenware     Kitchen             1 
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J617 bottle unknown  glassware glass brown 755.2  Kitchen    All Souls College, spirits 1 
J629 bottle unknown  glassware glass brown 344.5  Kitchen U.K. Bristol  first three-piece mold 1 
J740 bottle unknown  glassware glass aqua 65.5 7.5  Kitchen US New York  
around the base edge of the 
opening ae the inscriptions : "N-
YORK", "M&G MILLER" 
1 
J741 bottle unknown  glassware glass clear 122.9 8  Kitchen   
pattern 
mold 
raised glass patterns, on the base 
are round and arch patterns, on the 
side is a linier cross-hatch pattern 
1 
J746 olive oil bottle unknown  glassware glass clear 11.2  Kitchen France   
"E. GROUSSET, HUILE 
DOLIVE, SURFINE" 1 
J750 oil/mineral bottle mouth-blown glassware glass clear 373  Kitchen    
neck, finish, body, insweep, and 
base. Glass tipped pontil mark on 
push-up base 
1 
J751 oil/mineral bottle mouth-blown glassware glass clear 103.2   Kitchen     
pattern 
mold 
finish, neck, and partial ribbed 
shoulder. Half-post method 
evident with raised ridge on top of 
shoulder 
1 
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J752 bottle unknown  glassware glass green 223.5  Kitchen    
partial base, body, insweep, 
and pushup. No pontil 
observed. Writing on bottom: 
"J.F. HOFFMAN & SONS", " 
'For E' RDAM" 
1 
J755 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass clear 19  Kitchen US  
three-piece 
mold  1 
J758 bottle unknown  glassware glass clear 74  Kitchen    
partial base, body, insweep, 
and pushup. No pontil 
observed. 
1 
J769 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass clear 76.4 
base:4x
4  Kitchen   
two-pieced 
keyed & 
hinge mold 
glass tipped pontil mark on 
base. "Co." on one side, and 
partial "L" on other  
1 
J779 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 772 
base:8, 
H:30 Kitchen   
three-piece 
dip mold brandy top 1 
J780 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 821 
base:8, 
H:28 Kitchen   
three-piece 
dip mold brandy top 1 
J782 oil/mineral bottle mouth-blown 
glassw
are glass clear 307 
base:7, 
H: 25 Kitchen   
pattern 
mold 
 oil mineral top? (Pepper?) 
blowpipe pontil 1 
J783 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass clear 381 
Base:8, 
H:21 Kitchen US  New York 
pattern 
mold 
half post method, oil mineral 
top, pontil, label space. 
Inscription: "M& GM" NY? 
New York 
1 
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J784 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass clear 382 
Base: 7. 
H:26 Kitchen   three-piece mold  widdle marked, with a mineral oil top.  1 
J785 bottle mouth-blown glassware  glass aqua 342 
base: 7.5 H: 
26 Kitchen US Brooklyn 
three-piece dip 
mold 
 mineral top, blowpipe pontil. Swirled 
bottoms. Writing on the bottom: "F. groggin" 
beneath: Brooklyn  
1 
J808 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 391 7.5x26.5 Kitchen   three-piece mold brandy top 1 
J809 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 471 7x29 Kitchen   three-piece mold brandy top 1 
J810 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 733 8.5x27 Kitchen    
double ring top probably brandy. Three piece 
dip mold.  1 
J811 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 671 8.5x27 Kitchen   three-piece mold brandy top 1 
J811 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 691 8x28 Kitchen    brandy top, three piece mold cork in base  1 
J816 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 456 7x24 Kitchen   three-piece mold brandy top 1 
J817 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 456 8x21 Kitchen   three-piece mold brandy top 1 
J818 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 471 7x22 Kitchen   three-piece mold brandy top 1 
J819 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 402 8x21.5 Kitchen   three-piece mold brandy top 1 
J820 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 753 9.5x21.5 Kitchen   three-piece mold brandy top 1 
J821 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 753 9.5x21.5 Kitchen     three-piece mold brandy top, double ring 1 
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J822 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 493 9.5x21.5 Kitchen   
three piece 
mold brandy top 1 
J823 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 493 9.5x21.5 Kitchen   
three piece 
mold brandy top 1 
J824 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 487 7x24 Kitchen   
three-piece 
mold brandy top 1 
J825 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green  7x26 Kitchen   
three-piece 
mold brandy top 1 
J826 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 535 7x26 Kitchen   
three-piece 
mold brandy top 1 
J827 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 683 9.5x23.5 Kitchen   
three-piece 
mold brandy top, double ring 1 
J828 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 657 9.5x23.5 Kitchen   
three-piece 
mold brandy top, double ring 1 
J829 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 723 9.5x25 Kitchen   
three-piece 
mold 
brandy bottle three piece 
mould double ring 1 
J830 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass dark green 723 10x24 Kitchen    double ring 1 
J831 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass dark green 701 10x24 Kitchen     1 
J832 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass dark green 527 9x21.5 Kitchen   
three-piece 
mold 
section of neck added later 
brandy top 1 
J833 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass dark green 682 9x26 Kitchen    free blown double ring top  1 
J834 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass aqua 318 6.5x24 Kitchen    
ring oil top with a blow 
pipe pontil 1 
J842 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass green 689 10x24 Kitchen   
three-piece 
mold brandy top 1 
J843 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass green 631 10x24 Kitchen   
three-piece 
mold brandy top 1 
J844 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass green 620 9x25 Kitchen     three piece mold brandy top 1 
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J845 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass brown 696 9.5x26 Kitchen   
three-piece 
mold brandy top 1 
J846 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass brown 815 9.5x26 Kitchen   dip mold 
bulging neck hour glass 
shaped, brandy/wine top 1 
J847 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass green 696 9x24 Kitchen   dip mold 
 bulging neck, double oil 
and mineral top 1 
J847 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass green 775 9x24 Kitchen   dip mold 
bulging neck, double oil 
and mineral top 1 
J849 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass green 708 9x23 Kitchen     1 
J850 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass green 899 9.5x24 Kitchen   dip mold 
 bulging neck, double oil 
and mineral top, with more 
flattened blowpipe pontil 
mark 
1 
J851 bottle  mouth-blown glassware glass green 899 10x22 Kitchen    
 shorter neck. Blow pipe 
pontil. Double rim oil and 
mineral top.  
1 
J852 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 919 10x22  Kitchen   three-piece mold 
"PATENT" on shoulder. 
Mark reads: "H. Ricketts & 
co" 
1 
J853 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 772 10x23.5 Kitchen   dip mold double ring neck finish 1 
J854 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 654 9x25 Kitchen   dip mold double ring neck finish 1 
J885 bottle molded glass glassware glass blue  13.6h3x1.5 Kitchen US   J.H. & Co. (HULL) 1 
J893 Snuff bottle molded glass glassware glass brown   Kitchen     1 
J897 Snuff bottle molded glass glassware glass green   Kitchen US New York  
LYNCH &CLARK, NEW 
YORK. 1 
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J898 bottle molded glass glassware glass brown  15 long Kitchen     1 
J899 bottle molded glass glassware glass green  20 long Kitchen   three-piece mold PATENT 1 
J915 bottle unknown  glassware glass clear  13.5 long Kitchen     1 
J916 bottle unknown  glassware glass clear  13.5 long Kitchen   pattern mold  1 
J917 bottle unknown  glassware glass clear  11 long Kitchen   two-piece mold  1 
J935 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green  19.2h Kitchen    molded glass 1 
J937 bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green   7x25.5 Kitchen France     Cognac, Vieux grade 1 
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J615 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 440.3  Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc St. Julien  1 
J616 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 114.7  Kitchen Bordeaux France  Leovile  1 
J618 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 405.4  Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc Pauillac  1 
J619 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 600.5  Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc St. Julien  1 
J620 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 382.5  Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc 
Chataeu 
Lafite  1 
J621 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 604.3  Kitchen 
Poitou-
Charentes France  Vienne 
Litre orannot 
[delta] lt C vienne 1 
J631 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 815.1  Kitchen     champagne  1 
J669 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 129.1  Kitchen     spiraled bottle neck 1 
J739 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass clear 389.1 base:9  Kitchen     
glass tipped pontil 
mark on base 1 
J743 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 29.9  Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc St. Julien 
partial shoulder of 
wine bottle 1 
J744 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 20.2  Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc St. Estephe  1 
J745 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 10.2  Kitchen     
partial shoulder of 
wine bottle, partial 
maker mark: "St,  
C" 
1 
J747 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green  113.6  Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc St. Julien 
shoulder, neck, and 
finish of wine 
bottle.  
1 
J748 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 115.5   Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc St. Julien 
shoulder, neck, and 
finish of wine 
bottle 
1 
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J749 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green  81.4  Kitchen     
shoulder, neck, and 
finish of wine bottle 1 
J773 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 432 
Base:7, 
H:30 Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc 
St. 
Julien 
 "DD&V" on the base. 
Blow pipe pontil. 1 
J774 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 396 base:7, H30 Kitchen Bordeaux France  Medoc La Fitte Glass tipped pontil 1 
J775 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 443 base:7, H30 Kitchen     Blow pipe 1 
J776 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 542 base:7, H32 Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc Pauillac  1 
J777 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass 
dark 
brown, 
light 
brown 
931 base:8, H30 Kitchen Bordeaux France  Medoc St Julien Champagne bottle, Blowpipe pontil.  1 
J778 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 997 
gase:8, 
H:30 Kitchen  France    
Champagne, blowpipe 
pontil. DATED:1836 
seal is very worn, 
almost invisible, but the 
date is clear.  
1 
J781 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass clear 430 
base:7, 
H:32 Kitchen     
wine bottle, flat flush 
top. Dip molded. 1 
J786 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 831 
base:7,H: 
30 Kitchen     champagne bottle 1 
J787 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 893 
base:7,H: 
31 Kitchen     champagne bottle 1 
J788 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 1022 
base:7,H: 
32 Kitchen         champagne bottle 1 
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J789 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown over 1.3 
base:10, 
H:30 Kitchen     
Still contains fruit 
peels. Re-purposed 
champagne bottle  
1 
J790 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 1022 8.5x30 Kitchen     
still sealed, champagne 
bottle 1 
J791 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 950  Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J792 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 852  Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J793 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 924  Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J794 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 913  Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J795 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 828  Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J796 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 888  Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J797 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 909  Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J798 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 934  Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J799 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 954 9x29 Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J800 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 968 9x30 Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J801 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 973 9.5x30 Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J802 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 840 9x29  Kitchen         Champagne, various.  1 
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J803 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 851 10x29 Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J804 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 829 10x29 Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J805 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 848 9x29 Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J806 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass brown 860 10x29 Kitchen     Champagne, various.  1 
J813 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 493 7x30 Kitchen     
wine bottle green with a 
blowpipe pontil  1 
J835 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 612 8x25 Kitchen     
champagne bottle, hand 
blown, green, inside of 
basal depression there is 
no pontil mark. But the 
bottle is clearly hand 
blown.  
1 
J836 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 517 8x25 Kitchen         
champagne bottle, hand 
blown, green, inside of 
basal depression there is 
no pontil mark. But the 
bottle is clearly hand 
blown.  
1 
J837 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 646 8x25 Kitchen     
champagne bottle, hand 
blown, green, inside of 
basal depression there is 
no pontil mark. But the 
bottle is clearly hand 
blown.  
1 
J838 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 495 8x24 Kitchen     
champagne bottle, hand 
blown, green, inside of 
basal depression there is 
no pontil mark. But the 
bottle is clearly hand 
blown.  
1 
J839 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 576 8x24.5 Kitchen         
champagne bottle, hand 
blown, green, inside of 
basal depression there is 
no pontil mark. But the 
bottle is clearly hand 
blown.  
1 
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J840 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 515 8x24.5 Kitchen     
champagne bottle, 
hand blown, green, 
inside of basal 
depression there is no 
pontil mark. But the 
bottle is clearly hand 
blown.  
1 
J841 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green 596 8x25 Kitchen     
champagne bottle, 
hand blown, green, 
inside of basal 
depression there is no 
pontil mark. But the 
bottle is clearly hand 
blown.  
1 
J936 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass green  8x24.5 Kitchen Bordeaux France Medoc St. Julien  1 
J938 wine bottle mouth-blown glassware glass 
dark 
green   8x25 Kitchen         
champagne bottle, 
hand blown, green, 
inside of basal 
depression there is no 
pontil mark. But the 
bottle is clearly hand 
blown.  
1 
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Table 4A: Artifacts from the construction hardware class 
          Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments No. 
J161 fixture shingle wood  144.6  Architecture 
poss. Cyprus hand-split 
shingle 
1 
J473 fixture window frame wood brown, black 200.6 52x2.5x4.5 Architecture 
charred piece of jointed 
and milled wood 
probably from a 
window  
1 
J886 fixture finial brass yellow   Architecture  1 
                    
 
 
Table 5A: Artifacts form the construction tool class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Group Comments No. 
J567 tool Adze metal brown, black 1080 Activities Too corroded to see use wear/ carpenters adze 1 
J571 tool auger boring bit metal iron 400 Activities very good condition still sharp. 1 
J572 tool auger boring bit metal brown black 661 Activities squared base for interchangeability? 1 
J573 tool drill assembly metal brown black  Activities 
handle for pivoting and stabilizing. A bit is 
installed.  1 
J575 tool shingling ax metal brown black, red 1122 Activities  1 
J576 tool hammer head metal red, brown 804 Activities still sharp 1 
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Table 5A (Continued) 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Group Comments No. 
J577 tool bolt driver?  metal red, brown, black  Activities two holes at right angles in  1 
J581 tool clamp metal black 286 Activities had spring  1 
J582 tool claw hammer metal black 428 Activities  1 
J583 tool claw hammer metal red, brown 389 Activities  1 
J584 tool claw hammer metal red, brown 435 Activities  1 
J585 tool claw hammer metal red, brown 239 Activities piece of hafting remains protruding from bottom 1 
J586 tool claw hammer metal brown, red 446 Activities square head corrosion around shaft 1 
J587 tool splitting hammer metal brown, red  694 Activities oval haft 1 
J588 tool scraper metal red, brown  513 Activities appears to have been mounted on a pole 1 
J590 tool timber eye metal brown black 316 Activities shiny 1 
J591 tool timber eye metal red 235 Activities very rusty 1 
J592 tool timber eye metal black 483 Activities well-made folding of metal visible 1 
J593 tool scraper metal red 339 Activities  1 
J594 tool scraper metal red  Activities 
much longer thinner than other "scraper"… 
Reads "Council…" 1 
J595 tool screw metal red 236 Activities resembles cork screw 1 
J596 tool bit metal red 167 Activities  1 
J597 tool bit metal red 156 Activities  1 
J603 tool chisel metal red brown 280 Activities   1 
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Table 5A (Continued) 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Group Comments No. 
J604 tool chisel metal red black red  304 Activities part of original surface remains  1 
J605 tool hammer head metal red black red  461 Activities looks identical to modern hammer  1 
J606 tool shingle hammer metal red and black 468 Activities  1 
J607 tool wrench metal red 736 Activities  1 
J608 tool wrench metal red 342 Activities  1 
J609 tool double wrench metal red  609 Activities one end is broken. 1 
J610 tool monkey wrench metal red  greater than 3lbs Activities two parts that articulate 1 
J611 tool large eye metal red  greater than 3lbs Activities large pin 1 
 
 
Table 6A: Artifacts from the door lock parts class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Group Comments No. 
J888 fixture keyhole brass yellow Architecture  1 
J908 fixture keyhole brass yellow Architecture key-hole and cover, PATENT 1 
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Table 7A: Artifacts from the farm tools class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Group Comments No. 
J568 tool  scythe metal brown, black 585 Activities railroad scythe or weed scythe 1 
J579 tool hook metal red, brown, black  Activities bail hook 1 
J869 tool hook metal     Activities cotton hook 1 
 
 
Table 8A: Artifacts from the fishing gear class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Group Comments No. 
J570 tool fish spear metal brown, black 219 Activities Has clear barbs  1 
J574 tool  fish gig metal brown 678 Activities Four pronged fishing gig 1 
J598 tool gig metal red 388 Activities alligator sized 1 
J599 tool four pronged gig metal iron 355 Activities  1 
J600 tool 3 pronged fork metal red brown black 335 Activities  1 
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Table 9A: Artifacts from the furniture hardware class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Diam (cm) Group Comments No. 
J895 fixture handle brass brown 13 long Furniture Brass handle 1 
J904 fixture cover brass yellow  Furniture Brass covers or lids. 1 
J905 fixture cover brass yellow  Furniture Brass covers or lids. 1 
J909 fixture door knobs brass yellow  Furniture Brass door knobs. 1 
 
 
Table 10A: Artifacts from the gun parts class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments No. 
J645 weapon bayonet metal black 252.7 30cm (blade) Arms Appears to have been hafted as a gig 1 
 
 
Table 11A: Artifacts from the kitchenware class 
 
Cat # Type Material Color 
Wt 
(gm) 
Diam 
(cm) Group Comments No. 
J159 plate pewter silver 389.1 9.25 Kitchen one piece / part of rim intentionally cut 1 
J202 kettle pewter silver   Kitchen three pieces 1 
J204 large kettle brass yellow   Kitchen one piece 1 
J589 pot lid iron brown 317  Kitchen 
is identical to functioning kettle lid. Marked as Georgia. Read: "So. Co. Op. F.dy co. Rome GA. (7 in 
center)" 1 
J614 stove eye handle iron red 236  Kitchen hooked tool 1 
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Table 12A: Artifacts from the glassware class 
 
Cat # Type Mat. Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments MNV 
J649 decanter glass clear 487.9  Kitchen  1 
J650 decanter glass clear 47.7  Kitchen stopper only 1 
J742 lid glass clear 260 15 Kitchen  1 
J753 container glass clear 117.9 9.5 Kitchen  1 
J754 stemmed cup glass clear 17.6  Kitchen  1 
J756 stemmed cup glass green 11.7  Kitchen  1 
J757 stemmed cup glass clear 43.3  Kitchen signs of exposure to open flame 1 
J763 stemmed cup glass clear 101.5 base:5.5, height:10 Kitchen  1 
J764 stemmed cup glass clear 92.1 base:5.5, top:5.5, height: 11 Kitchen  1 
J765 stemmed cup glass clear 89.5 base: 5.5 Kitchen  1 
J766 stemmed cup glass clear 57.4 base: 5.5 Kitchen  1 
J767 stemmed cup glass clear 77.5 base:5.5 Kitchen   1 
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Table 12A (Continued) 
 
Cat # Type Mat. Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments MNV 
J768 stemmed cup glass clear 70.1 base: 6.5 diam Kitchen base of stemmed glass only 1 
J770 glass fragments glass clear 25  Kitchen burned and melted glass fragments 1 
J771 stemmed cup glass clear 30  Kitchen just the stem 1 
J772 stopper glass clear 35.1  Kitchen poss. star shape image on the center of the broken handle 1 
J894 bottle glass clear  15 long Kitchen Black pepper bottle. 1 
J900 stemmed cup glass clear     Kitchen Wine or champagne glass 1 
 
 
Table 13A: Artifacts from the other classes 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments No. 
J653 document shipping receipt paper    Activities 
receipt of cotton shipping (to Boston), obtained by the 
collector from a local family. Not found underwater. 1 
J815 tool bell brass  615  Activities brass bell without clapper  1 
J881 tool navigational dividers brass    Activities  1 
J896 tool bell brass   20 long Activities poss. teak or mahogany handle 1 
J906 tool writing board stone black   Activities Slate multiplication tables practice board 1 
J919 bottle bottles glass clear     Activities  ink bottle; MOUNSEY, CHEMIST, PRESTON 1 
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Table 14A: Artifacts from the miscellaneous hardware class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments No. 
         
1 
J203 tool candle holder brass    Activities one piece 1 
J569 tool latch? metal brown, red 476  Activities probably a latch. Too corroded to articulate. 1 
J578 tool draw knife  metal red, brown 343  Activities draw knife.  1 
J580 tool sounding weight metal black   Activities sounding weight. 1 
J601 tool tong  metal red brown  656  Activities small spaded grasps slender lever handles  1 
J602 tool waffle iron metal red black red    Activities resembles mountain pie maker 1 
J612 tool roped hook metal red black red  1057  Activities ring to support rope 1 
J613 tool roped hook metal red  403  Activities smaller with same ring 1 
J641 tool log hook metal black 42 lbs.   Activities  1 
J651 tool sleeve for hafting brass brown black  18.2 6.4 Activities  1 
J652 tool spout? brass brown orange 17 8 Activities flattened 1 
J870 tool knife steel & bone    Activities knife with bone handle 1 
J871 tool tap brass   11.1x2.5 Activities  1 
J872 tool tap brass     10.5x2 Activities   1 
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Table 14A (Continued) 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments No. 
J873 tool lamp hanger brass    Activities lamp or lantern hanger-look up exact name 1 
J874 tool valve wood   16x4 Activities tapered keg tap w/ J. KRUPP inscribed 1 
J875 tool tap brass    Activities  1 
J876 tool tap pewter    Activities  1 
J877 tool tap pewter    Activities  1 
J878 tool tap pewter    Activities  1 
J880 tool lamp base brass   8.6 Activities  1 
J887 tool valve brass yellow  14 long Activities  1 
J890 tool knife handle brass yellow  13 long Activities  1 
J918 tool lamp metal clear     Activities Peg lamp (sticks into drilled hole) 
1 
 
 
Table 15A: Artifacts from the personal items class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Diam (cm) Group Comments No. 
J879 personal pipe refined earthenware green  Personal Turk's head pipe 1 
J889 personal figurine glass clear  Personal broken shoe figurine 1 
J891 personal toothbrush bone brown 17.5 long Personal hog's rib, England Type 1 
J903 personal inkwell glass brown   Personal   1 
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Table 16A: Artifacts from the pharmaceutical type bottle class 
 
Cat # Type Mfr Method Mat. Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Cnty Mold Comments MNV 
J738 bottle mouth-blown glass white  70.6 13h 3.7x3.7 base Kitchen Eng. pattern mold 
"LONDON" pattern on side running from the 
shoulder to the base on one side of the bottle, 
blowpipe pontil mark on base 
1 
J855 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J856 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J857 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J858 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J859 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J860 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J861 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J862 bottle molded glass glass clear     Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J863 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J864 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J865 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
J866 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen Eng. pattern mold Rectangular, marked LONDON 1 
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Table 16A (Continued) 
 
Cat 
# Type 
Mfr 
Method Mat. Color 
Wt 
(gm) 
Diam 
(cm) Group Cnty Mold Comments MNV 
J882 bottle molded glass glass clear  3x2 Kitchen US 
pattern 
mold 
MAGNESIAN APERIENT, PREPARED BY H. BUTLER, CHEMIST, 
LONDON. Aperient is a laxative. 1 
J883 bottle molded glass glass clear  3x2 Kitchen US 
pattern 
mold BUTLER'S EFFERVESCENT MAGNESIAN APERIENT 1 
J884 bottle molded glass glass clear  14hx3.5x2 Kitchen Eng. 
pattern 
mold 
LONDON bottle, one of many found. Supposedly mustard; many contained shoe 
blackening. Also, found with discarded shoe soles: the sign of a show repair. 1 
J892 bottle molded glass glass clear  16hx6x2.5 Kitchen US 
pattern 
mold Dr. D. JAYNE'S EXPECTORANT, pontiled 1 
J910 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen   Glass containers with grounded and chipped tops 1 
J911 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen   Glass containers with grounded and chipped tops 1 
J912 bottle molded glass glass clear   Kitchen   Glass containers with grounded and chipped tops 1 
J913 bottle molded glass glass clear  15 long Kitchen    1 
J914 bottle molded glass glass greeb  12 long Kitchen    1 
J920 bottle molded glass glass clear  14 long Kitchen Eng. 
pattern 
mold LONDON 1 
J921 bottle molded glass glass blue  15 long Kitchen  dip mold plain blue bottle 1 
J922 bottle mounded glass glass clear   9hx1.5x2.8 Kitchen   
pattern 
mold MACASSAR OIL 1 
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Table 17A: Artifacts from the shoe class 
 
Cat # Type Mat. Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments MNV 
J654 shoe sole leather black brown 91.7 25 Clothing   1 
 
 
Table 18A: Artifacts from the tableware class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Diam (cm) Group Comments No. 
J925 personal fork metal  Kitchen parts of forks 1 
J926 personal spoon pewter 17 long Kitchen  1 
J927 personal spoon pewter 17 long Kitchen  1 
J928 personal spoon metal  Kitchen a (from left to right) 1 
J929 personal spoon metal  Kitchen b 1 
J930 personal spoon metal  Kitchen c 1 
J931 personal spoon metal  Kitchen d 1 
J932 personal spoon metal  Kitchen e 1 
J933 personal spoon metal  Kitchen f 1 
J934 personal spoon silver 14 long Kitchen E. Came 1 
 
 
Table 19A: Artifacts from the storage items class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments No. 
J448 storage barrel wood white 78.2 13 Activities  some random incised marks on bottom, bottom of barrel 1 
J515 storage keg wood brown, white  43   Activities bottom of paint keg with paint remains 1 
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Table 20A: Artifacts from the spike class 
 
Cat # Category Type Material Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments No. 
J646 fastener spike iron black 69.9 31 Architecture  1 
J647 fastener spike iron black 151.7 16 Architecture  1 
J648 fastener spike iron black 76 14 Architecture  1 
 
 
Table 21A: Artifacts from the tumbler class 
 
Cat # Type 
Mfr 
Method Decoration Mat. Color Wt (gm) Diam (cm) Group Comments MNV 
J628 tumbler unknown  plain glass clear 300.6 7 Kitchen  1 
J759 tumbler unknown  plain glass clear 257.8 5.5 diam base, 8 diam opening, 8 height Kitchen  1 
J760 tumbler unknown  plain glass clear 268.9 base:7, top:8.2 diam, height:8.5 Kitchen  1 
J761 tumbler mouth-blown plain glass clear 291.7 base:6.5 diam, top: 7.5 diam, height: 8.5 Kitchen 
glass tipped pontil mark on 
base 1 
J762 tumbler unknown  plain glass clear 155.2 base:6.2 diam, top:7.5 diam, height: 8 Kitchen  1 
J901 tumbler unknown  embossed glass clear   Kitchen  1 
J902 tumbler unknown  embossed glass amethyst     Kitchen   1 
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Table 22A: Prehistoric artifacts recovered from the same location of the depot on Depot Creek 
 
Cat # Shape Type Surf. Treatment Temper Wt (gm) Comments No. 
J436 pot prehistoric check-stamped grit-temper 107.7 rim sherd, heavy black charcoal on the outside 1 
J437 pot prehistoric check-stamped sand-tempered 50.5 rim sherd, over stamping, folded rim 1 
J438 pot prehistoric check-stamped sand-tempered 7.2 rim sherd, linear check stamp.  1 
J439 pot prehistoric check-stamped sand-tempered 31.5 rim sherd, check stamp, incised rim 1 
J440 pot prehistoric check-stamped sand-tempered 27.3 tiny check stamped 2 
J441 pot prehistoric check-stamped sand and grog-tempered 21.2 tiny check stamped 1 
J442 pot prehistoric check-stamped sand-tempered 60.4  over stamping on both, burned  2 
J443 pot prehistoric plain grog-tempered 30.7 possible check stamp, burned 1 
J444 pot prehistoric incised sand-tempered 119.5 incised, sherds from the same vessel 2 
J445 pot prehistoric plain sand-tempered 76.2  body sherds 2 
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 Appendix B: Selected Artifact Photographs 
Historic Ceramic Maker’s Marks 
 
Figure B1: Mark from Thomas Mayer’s Stoke Upon Trent facility, Canova Scene (# J20) 
 
 
Figure B2: Mark from Thomas Mayer’s Longport facility, Canova Scene (# J81) 
 188 
 
Figure B3: Mark from Charles James Mason Co. (# J79) 
 
 
Figure B4: Mark from Davenport Co. (# J164) 
 189 
 
Figure B5: Maker’s mark from Edward and George Phillips Commerce Free Trade Scene (# 
J128) 
 
 
Figure B6: Mark from Enoch, Woods, and Son(s), Belzoni Scene (# J193) 
 
 190 
 
 
Figure B7: Another mark from Enoch, Woods, and Son(s), Fisherman Scene (# J39) 
 
 
Figure B8: Another mark from Enoch, Woods, and Son(s), Suspension Bridges Scene (# J157) 
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Figure B9: Mark from George Phillips, Commerce Free Trade (# J127) 
 
 
Figure B10: Mark from Hopkin and Vernon, Canova Scene (# J147) 
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Figure B11: Mark from James and Ralph Clews (# J31) 
 
 
 
Figure B12: Mark from Job and Jacob Jackson, Tadmors in the Desert Scene (# J181) 
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Figure B13: Mark from Job and Jacob Jackson, Petra scene (# J134) 
 
 
Figure B14: Mark from Job and Jacob Jackson, Valencia scene (# J97) 
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Figure B15: Mark from Job and Jacob Jackson, Florentine Villas scene (# J54) 
 
Figure B16: Mark from John Venables (# J60) 
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Figure B17: Mark from Knight, Elkin and Co., Pennsylvania Villas scene (# J14) 
 
 
Figure B18: Mark from Lockett and Humle, Grecian Temple scene (# J43) 
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Figure B19: Mark from Ralph Stevenson, Swiss scene (# J5) 
 
 
Figure B20: Mark from Ralph Stevenson, Cologne scene (# J632) 
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Figure B21: Mark from Ralph Stevenson, Manhattan scene (# J690) 
 
 
Figure B22: Mark from Ridgeway, Morley, Wear and Co., Nonpareil scene (# J125) 
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Figure B23: Mark from Ridgeway, Morley, Wear and Co., Japan Flowers scene (# J681) 
 
 
Figure B24: Mark from Samuel Alcock and Co. (# J160) 
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Figure B25: Mark from Samuel Alcock and Co; Florilla Scene (# J160) 
 
 
Figure B26: Mark from Thomas Mayer, Spanish Lady Scene (# J76) 
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Figure B27: Mark from Thomas Mayer’s Longport facility, Secor & Brooks Importers mark, 
Mobile (# J170) 
 
 
Figure B28: Mark from William Adams and Son(s) (# J56) 
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Figure B29: Mark from William Adams and Son(s); Caledonia scene (# J38) 
 
 
Figure B30: Mark from William Adams and Son(s); Bologna scene (# J49) 
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Figure B31: Mark from William Adams and Son(s); Andalusia scene (# J8) 
 
 
 
Figure B32: Mark from William Adams and Son(s); Palestine scene (# J132) 
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Figure B33: Mark from William Adams and Son(s); Fountain Scenery scene (# J56) 
 
 
Figure B34: Mark from William Adams and Son(s); Seasons-Winter scene (# J278) 
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Figure B35: Mark from William Hackwood; Sylvan Leaf scene (# J163) 
 
 
Figure B36: Mark from William Hackwood; Marine Flowers scene (# J540) 
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Figure B37: Mark from William Ridgeway and Co.; Persian scene (# J705) 
 
 
Figure B38: Mark from William Ridgeway and Co.; Marmora scene (# J704) 
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Figure B39: Mark from William Ridgeway and Co.; Oriental scene (# J179) 
 
 
Figure B40: Maker’s mark from William Ridgeway and Co.; Flosculous scene (# J682) 
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Importer Stamps 
 
 
Figure B41: Importer back stamp for Henderson and Gaines, New Orleans (# J51) 
 
 
Figure B42: Importer back stamp for Hill and Henderson, New Orleans (# J58) 
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Figure B43: Importer back stamp for Secor and Brooks, Mobile (# J170) 
 
Identified Ceramic Patters 
 
 
Figure B44: Example of Andalusia pattern (# J8) 
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Figure B45: Example of Andalusia pattern back stamp (# J8) 
 
 
 
Figure B46: Example of Angling pattern (# J32) 
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Figure B47: Example of Angling pattern back stamp (# J32) 
 
Figure B48: Example of Arabian pattern (# J50) 
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Figure B49: Example of Belzoni pattern, scene #1 (# J172) 
 
 
Figure B50: Example of Belzoni pattern, scene #2 (# J192) 
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Figure B51: Example of Belzoni pattern, scene #3 (# J193) 
 
Figure B52: Example of Belzoni pattern, scene #4 (# J196) 
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Figure B53: Example of Bologna pattern, scene #1 (# J168) 
 
Figure B54: Example of Bologna pattern, scene #2 (# J169) 
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Figure B55: Example of Bologna pattern back stamp (# J169) 
 
Figure B56: Example of Caledonia pattern, scene #1 (# J1) 
 215 
 
Figure B57: Example of Caledonia pattern, scene #2 (# J2) 
 
Figure B58: Example of Caledonia pattern, scene #3 (# J38) 
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Figure B59: Example of Caledonia pattern back stamp (# J38) 
 
 
Figure B60: Example of Canova pattern, scene #1 (# J274) 
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Figure B61: Example of Canova pattern, scene #2 (# J84) 
 
 
Figure B62: Example of Canova pattern, scene #3 (# J194) 
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Figure B63: Example of Canova pattern back stamp from T. Mayer (# J173) 
 
Figure B64: Example of Canova pattern back stamp from Hopkin and Vernon (# J142), 
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Figure B65: Example of Canova pattern back stamp from Goodwins and Harris (# J274) 
 
 
Figure B66: Example of Clyde Scenery pattern (# J21) 
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Figure B67: Example of Clyde Scenery pattern back stamp (# J21) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B68: Example of Commerce Free Trade pattern, scene #1 (# J41) 
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Figure B69: Example of Commerce Free Trade pattern, scene #2 (# J128) 
 
 
Figure B70: Example of Commerce Free Trade pattern, scene #3 (# J129) 
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Figure B71: Example of Commerce Free Trade pattern, scene #4 (# J52) 
 
 
 
Figure B72: Example of Commerce Free Trade pattern scene back stamp (# J59) 
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Figure 73: Example of Fisherman pattern (# J39) 
 
 
 
Figure B74: Example of Fisherman pattern scene back stamp (# J39) 
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Figure B75: Example of Fishhill, Hudson River pattern (# J45) 
 
 
Figure B76: Example of Fishhill, Hudson River pattern scene back stamp (# J49) 
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Figure B77: Example of Florentine Villas pattern (# J54) 
 
Figure B78: Example of Florentine Villas pattern scene back stamp (# J54) 
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Figure B79: Example of Florilla pattern (# J160) 
 
Figure B80: Example of Florilla pattern scene back stamp (# J160) 
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Figure B81: Example of Fountain Scenery pattern (# J56) 
 
Figure B82: Example of Fountain Scenery pattern scene back stamp (# J56) 
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Figure B83: Example of Free Trade pattern (# J37) 
 
 
Figure B84: Example of French Groups pattern (# J51) 
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Figure B85: Example of French Groups pattern scene back stamp (# J51) 
 
 
Figure B86: Example of Grecian Temple pattern, scene #1 (# J43) 
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Figure B87: Example of Grecian Temple pattern, scene #2 (# J68) 
 
Figure B88: Example of Grecian Temple pattern, scene #3 (# J131) 
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Figure B89: Example of Grecian Temple pattern scene back stamp (# J68) 
 
Figure B90: Example of Japan Flowers pattern (# J262) 
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Figure B91: Example of Japan Flowers pattern scene back stamp (# J262) 
 
 
Figure B92: Example of Lausanne Villa pattern (# J46) 
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Figure B93: Example of Lausanne Villa pattern scene back stamp (# J46) 
 
Figure B94: Example of Non Pareil pattern (# J125) 
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Figure 95: Example of Non Pareil pattern scene back stamp (# J125) 
 
 
Figure B96: Example of Oriental pattern, scene #1 (Cat, # J36) 
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Figure B97: Example of Oriental pattern, scene #2 (# J179) 
 
Figure B98: Example of Oriental pattern scene back stamp #1 (# J74) 
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Figure B99: Example of Oriental pattern scene back stamp #2 (# J179) 
 
Figure B100: Example of Oriental pattern scene back stamp #3 (# J36) 
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Figure B101: Example of Palestine pattern, scene #1 (# J132) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B102: Example of Palestine pattern, scene #2 (# J135) 
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Figure B103: Example of Palestine pattern, scene #3 (# J137) 
 
Figure B104: Example of Palestine pattern, scene #3 (# J263) 
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Figure B105: Example of Palestine pattern scene back stamp (# J137) 
 
Figure B106: Example of Pennsylvania pattern (# J14) 
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Figure B107: Example of Pennsylvania pattern (# J14) 
 
Figure B108: Example of Persian pattern (# J12) 
 241 
 
 
Figure B109: Example of Perian pattern scene back stamp (# J12) 
 
Figure B110: Example of Petra pattern (# J134) 
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Figure 111: Example of Petra pattern scene back stamp (# J134) 
 
Figure B112: Example of Ruins pattern (# J255) 
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Figure B113: Example of Ruins pattern scene back stamp (# J255) 
 
Figure B114: Example of Seasons, Winter pattern (# J278) 
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Figure B115: Example of Seasons, Winter pattern scene back stamp (# J278) 
 
Figure B116: Example of shell edge ware (# J164) 
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Figure B117: Example of Plain ware, with scalloped edge (# J22) 
 
Figure B118: Example of Sicilian pattern (# J167) 
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Figure B119: Example of Sicilian pattern scene back stamp (# J167) 
 
Figure B120: Example of Spanish Convent pattern (# J16) 
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Figure B121: Example of Spanish Lady pattern (# J76) 
 
Figure B122: Example of Spanish Lady pattern scene back stamp (# J76) 
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Figure B123: Example of Suspension Bridge pattern (# J157) 
 
Figure B124: Example of Suspension Bridges pattern scene back stamp (Cat # J157) 
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Figure B125: Example of Swiss pattern (# J5) 
 
Figure B126: Example of the Swiss pattern back stamp (# J5) 
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Figure B127: Example of Sylvan Leaf pattern (# J163) 
 
Figure B128: Example of Sylvan Leaf pattern scene back stamp (# J163) 
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Figure B129: Example of Tadmore in the Desert pattern (# J181) 
 
Figure B130: Example of Tadmore in the Desert pattern scene back stamp (# J181) 
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Figure B131: Example of Tuscan Rose pattern (# J31) 
 
 
Figure B132: Example of Tuscan Rose pattern scene back stamp (# J178) 
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Figure B133: Example of Valencia pattern (# J97) 
 
 
Figure B134: Example of Valencia pattern scene back stamp (# J97) 
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Figure B135: Example of Vermicelli pattern (# J230) 
 
 
Figure B136: Example of Vermicelli pattern scene back stamp (# J230) 
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Figure B137: Example of Virginia pattern (# J177) 
 
 
Figure B138: Example of Virginia pattern scene back stamp (# J177) 
 256 
 
Figure B139: Example of Washington pattern (# J166) 
 
 
Figure B140: Example of Washington pattern scene back stamp (# J166) 
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Figure B141: Example of Willow Pattern (# J95) 
 
 
Figure B142: Example of Woodbine Bailey pattern (# J183) 
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Figure B143: Example of Woodbine Bailey pattern (# J183) 
 
 
;  
Figure B144: Example of Pheasant pattern (# J625) 
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Figure B145: Example of edge ware plate (# J486) 
 
Figure B146: Example of Man in Sleigh pattern (# J20) 
 260 
 
 
 
Figure B147: Example of Peacock pattern (# J622) 
 
Figure B148: Example of Pomerania pattern (# J726) 
 261 
 
 
Figure B149: Example of Annular, dipped ware (Cat. No. J727) 
Unidentified Scenes 
 
 
Figure B150: Unidentified scene #1 (# J23) 
 262 
 
Figure B151: Unidentified scene #2 (# J24) 
 
 
Figure B152: Unidentified scene #3 (# J34) 
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Figure B153: Unidentified scene #4 (# J35) 
 
 
Figure B154: Unidentified scene #5 (# J40) 
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Figure B155: Unidentified scene #6 (# J53) 
 
.  
Figure B156: Unidentified scene #7 (# J79) 
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Figure B157: Unidentified scene #8 (# J93) 
 
 
Figure B158: Unidentified scene #9 (# J162) 
 266 
 
Figure B159: Unidentified scene #10 (# J176) 
 
 
Figure B160: Unidentified scene #11 (# J184) 
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Figure B161: Unidentified scene #12 (# J216) 
 
 
 
Figure B162: Unidentified scene #13 (# J217) 
 268 
 
Figure B163: Unidentified scene #14 (# J238) 
 
 
 
Figure B164: Unidentified scene #15 (# J264) 
 269 
 
Figure B165: Unidentified scene #16 (# J280) 
 
 
Figure B166: Unidentified scene #17 (# J283) 
 270 
 
Figure B167: Unidentified scene #18 (# J362) 
 
 
Figure B168: Unidentified scene #19 (# J547) 
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Figure B169: Unidentified scene #20 (# J722) 
 
 
Figure B170: Unidentified scene #21 (# J732) 
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Figure B171: Unidentified scene #22 (# J733) 
 
Case Bottles 
 
 
Figure B172: Example of brandy bottle with raised embossed label (# J617) 
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Figure B173: Example of Brandy bottle, two piece mold (# J808) 
 
 
 
Figure B174: Example of liquor/spirits bottle (# J834) 
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Figure B175: Example of Brandy bottle, three piece mold (# J845) 
 
 
Figure B176: Example of Snuff bottle (# J893) 
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Figure B177: Liquor/spirits bottle with a brandy style finish, stamped “LYNCH &CLARK, 
NEW YORK.” (# J897) 
 
 
Figure B178: A second example of a snuff bottle type (# J898) 
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Figure B179: Example of liquor/spirits bottle with square base (# J935) 
 
 
Figure B180: Example of cognac bottle from France (# J937) 
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Wine Bottles 
 
 
Figure B181: Example of champagne bottle (# J791) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B182: Example of wine bottle with a glass blob seal (# J615) 
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Figure B183: Example of champagne bottle still sealed (# J790) 
 
 
Wine bottle glass blob seal 
 
 
Figure B184: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “St. Jullen, Médoc” (# J615) 
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Figure B185: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “Leoville” (# J616) 
 
Figure B186: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “Pauillac, Médoc” (# J618) 
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Figure B187: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “St. Jullen, Médoc” (# J619) 
 
Figure B188: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “Chateau Lafite” (# J620) 
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Figure B189: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “Litre, Gorannot, Vienne” (# J621) 
 
Figure B190: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “St. Estephe, Médoc” (# J744) 
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Figure B191: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “St. Julien, Médoc” (# J747) 
 
 
Figure B192: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “St. Julien, Médoc” (# J748) 
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Figure B193: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “St. Jullen, Médoc, E.D. &V.” (# J773) 
 
Figure B194: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “Lafitte, Médoc” (# J774) 
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Figure B195: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “St. Estephe” (# J775) 
 
 
Figure B196: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “Pauillac” (# J776) 
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Figure B197: Example of wine glass blob seal stamped “St. Jullen, Médoc” (# J777) 
 
Example of Pharmaceutical Type Bottle 
 
 
 
Figure B198: Example of square druggist bottle embossed with “London” (# J855) 
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Figure B199: Square druggist bottle embossed with “Magnesian Aperient, Prepared By H. 
Butler, Chemist, London” (Cat # J882) 
 
 
 
Figure B200: Square druggist bottle embossed with “Butler's Effervescent Magnesian 
Aperient.” (Cat # J883) 
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Figure B201: Square druggist bottle embossed with “Dr. D. Jayne's Expectorant” on one side of 
the bottle (# J892) 
 
 
Figure B202: Square druggist bottle embossed with “Philad” on one side of the bottle (# J892) 
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Figure B203: Examples of possible chemical bottle (A is # J910, B is # J911, C is J912) 
 
 
Figure B204: Example of square (A) and round (B) druggist bottle (A is # J913, B is # J914) 
A B C 
A 
B 
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Figure B205: Example of homeopathic bottle (A and C) and a possible chemical bottle (B) (A is 
# J915, B is # J916, C is # J917) 
 
 
Figure B206: Square druggist bottle embossed with “Hattong, London” (# J922) 
A B 
C 
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Figure B207: Square druggist bottle embossed with “Hull” on one side of the bottle (# J885) 
 
 
Figure B208: Square druggist bottle embossed with “J.H & C” on one side of the bottle (# J885) 
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Construction Hardware 
 
 
Figure B209: Hand cut wood plank, possibly made from Cypress tree (# J161) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B210: Possible window frame with evidence of burning (# J473) 
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Figure B211: Brass Finial (# J886) 
 
Construction Tools 
 
 
Figure B212: Example of iron Adze (# J567) 
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Figure B213: Example of iron auger boring bit (# J571) 
 
 
Figure B214: Iron drill assembly (# J573) 
 
 
Figure B215: Shingling ax (# J575) 
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Figure B216: Example of a hammer head without a wooden handle (# J576) 
 
 
 
 
Figure B217: Possible metal bolt driver (# J577) 
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Figure B218: Metal clamp (# J581) 
 
 
Figure B219: Example of metal claw hammer head (# J582) 
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Figure B220: Metal splitting hammer (# J587) 
 
 
Figure B221: Example of metal scraper (# J593) 
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Figure B222: Example of timber eye. (# J590) 
 
 
 
Figure B223: Example of metal chisel (# J603) 
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Figure B224: Example of metal wrench with one size fitting (# J607) 
 
 
Figure B225: A metal wrench with two size fittings (# J609) 
 
 
Figure B226: A metal adjustable wrench (# J610) 
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Door Lock Parts 
 
 
Figure B227: A brass door lock fixture (# J888) 
 
 
Figure B228: A metal patented door lock fixture (# J908) 
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Farm Tools 
 
 
Figure B229: A metal scythe (# J568) 
 
 
Figure B230: A metal bale hook (# J579) 
 
 
Figure B231: A metal hook with a wooden handle (# J869) 
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Fishing Gear 
 
 
Figure B232: A metal three prong fishing gig (# J570) 
 
 
Figure B233: A four prong fishing gig (# J570) 
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Figure B234: A metal three prong fishing gig (# J598) 
 
 
 
Figure B235: A metal four prong fishing gig (# J599) 
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Figure B236: A metal three prong fishing gig with attached metal handle (# J600) 
 
 
 
 
Furniture Hardware 
 
 
Figure B237: A brass door handle (# J895) 
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Figure B238: Brass metal fixtures (A is # J904, B is # J905). Adapted from photo taken by local 
researcher 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B239: A metal door fixture with brass door knobs (# J909) 
 
 
 
A B 
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Glassware 
 
 
Figure B240: Example of glass decanter (# J649) 
 
 
 
Figure B241: Example of glass decanter stopper (# J650) 
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Figure B242: Example of stemmed glassware (# J900) 
 
 
Gun Parts: 
 
 
Figure B243: Metal bayonet (# J645) 
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Kitchenware: 
 
 
Figure B244: Pewter plate (# J159) 
 
 
Figure B245: Metal kettle, possibly pewter (# J202) 
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Figure B246: Iron pot stove lid (# J589) 
 
 
 
Figure B247: Iron stove eye handle (# J614) 
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Miscellaneous Hardware: 
 
 
Figure B248: Brass candle holder (# J203) 
 
 
Figure B249: Iron plate with a latch (# J569) 
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Figure B250: Draw knife with one handle broken off and missing (# J578) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B251: Iron sounding weight (# J580) 
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Figure B252: Iron tong with spaded grasps and a lever handle (# J601) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B253: Metal waffle iron with one broken handle (# J602) 
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Figure B254: An example of a rope hook (# J612) 
 
 
Figure B255: Iron log hook (# J641) 
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Figure B256: Brass sleeve (# J651) 
 
 
Figure B257: Brass fixture, possibly a spout (# J652) 
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Figure B258: An example of a brass tap (# J871) 
 
 
 
Figure B259: Brass fixture used to hang a lamp (# J873) 
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Figure B260: Wooden valve handle engraved with “J. Krupp” (# J874) 
 
 
 
Figure B261: Collection of metal taps/spigots (# J875-878) 
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Figure B262: Brass lamp base (# J880) 
 
 
Figure B263: Brass knife handle (# J890) 
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Personal Items:  
 
 
Figure B264: A ceramic pipe bowl in the shape of a human head (# J879) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B265: A glass shoe figurine, broken (# J889) 
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Figure B266: An England type toothbrush made from animal bone, possibly from a rib bone (# 
J891) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B267: A glass inkwell (# J903) 
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Shoe 
 
 
Figure B268: A leather shoe sole with use wear (# J654) 
 
Spikes 
 
 
Figure B269: An example of iron spikes (# J646-648) 
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Figure B270: A top to a wooden barrel (# J448) 
 
 
Figure B271: A top to a wooden paint can/keg (# J515) 
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Tableware 
 
 
Figure B272: A metal fork with a wooden handle (# J925) 
 
 
Figure B273: A collection of metal spoons (# J928-933). Adapted from photo taken by local 
researcher 
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Tumbler: 
 
 
Figure B274: An example of a plain glass tumbler (# J761) 
 
 
Figure B275: An example of a embossed glass tumbler (# J901) 
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Other Items: 
 
 
Figure B276: A shipping document for cotton leaving St. Joseph (# J653). Found in the Texas 
archives by another local researcher, not found at the Depot Creek Wharf site. 
 
 
Figure B277: A metal navigational divider (# J881) 
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Figure B278: A brass bell with wooden handle, without a clapper (# J896) 
 
 
Figure B279: An unknown pair of glass containers (# J919) 
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Figure B280: A writing board made from slate (# J906) 
